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Abstract 
This thesis considers corporate real options in the consumer goods sector, held by brand-based 
firms. Particular sector applications have been considered in the real options literature depend-
ing on the sophistication of the capital budgeting process followed by firms in that sector, and 
other criteria, such as the tradability of assets or end-products and the fraction of equity value at-
tributable to growth options versus current cash flow generation. These criteria are not sufficiently 
met in the consumer goods sector, and hence literature in this area has been limited. 
All the same, there are numerous real options embedded in brand-based consumer goods firms, 
reflecting the opportunities to develop their business, achieve operating efficiencies and enhance 
their strategic position through acquisitions and disposals. Recognising these options can lead 
to more efficient allocation of resources and improved estimation of the finn's intangible value. 
Moreover, it can assist negotiations regarding the structuring of contracts that restrict, or enhance, 
the firm's flexibility. 
In this thesis we consider three types of options; namely, the option to extend the firm's line of 
business through premiumisation or innovation, the option to restructure operations with the aim 
of achieving cost synergies and the option to rebalance a portfolio of assets through acquisitions 
and disposals, subject to the firm's risk management objectives and budget limitations. 
This thesis demonstrates how powerful real options can be in the modeling of investment projects, 
and options therein. In addition, by extending the idea of real options to the case of corporate 
valuation, in the context of the portfolio rebalancing option, we broaden the scope of real options 
applications. Each investment opportunity can be seen as an option, where the optimal investment 
strategy reflects the option's exercise and the maximum attainable payoff is the option's intrinsic 
value. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
A firm's investment strategy entails sacrifice of its resources today in favour of expected fu-
ture returns. When the uncertainty, under which this strategy is formulated, is high, corporate 
managers are increasingly required to draw upon tools of investment appraisal, from the field 
of quantitative finance, to justify their investment decisions. In response to the inadequacy of 
traditional discounted cash flow models to account for the flexibility embedded in a firm's in-
vestment projects, real options theory and applications have offered a wealth of tools that can be 
alternatively used in the capital budgeting process. Real options theory recognises the managerial 
discretion in the face of uncertainty and proposes an investment evaluation method based on op-
timal decision making as uncertainty is resolved. In addition, it highlights how firms can benefit 
from investing in options to respond to probable future conditions and hedge existing risks. 
Real options theory begins by drawing on the analogy between the flexibility embedded in real 
investment projects and financial options. Formally defined, real options are investments in real 
assets, as opposed to financial assets, which confer on the firm the right, but not the obligation, 
to undertake certain actions in the future (Trigeorgis, 1997; Amram and Kulatilaka, 1999). The 
option pricing methodology introduced by financial economists Black and Scholes (1973) and 
Merton (1973), based on contingent claims analysis and the no-arbitrage principle, has paved the 
way for the subsequent development of research on financial derivatives pricing and real options. 
The issue of comparability between financial and real options has drawn the attention of many 
academics (Hubalek and Schachermayer, 2001), and is frequently addressed in standard corporate 
finance textbooks (Brealey, Myers and Allen, 2006). 
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Notwithstanding the differences between financial and real options, research in the field of cap-
ital budgeting has often employed contingent claims analysis as the appropriate framing of real 
investment opportunities. In this context, and with a primarily analytical focus, Tourinho (1979), 
McDonald and Siegel (1986), and Paddock, Siegel and Smith (1988) examine the option to defer 
investment, whereas Majd and Pindyck (1987) evaluate the option to delay sequential investment. 
McDonald and Siegel (1985), and Brennan and Schwartz (1985) study the option to temporarily 
shut down operations and resume. Furthermore, Pindyck (1988) analyses optimal capacity choice 
when investment is irreversible. Dixit (1989) deals with optimal market entry and exit, and My-
ers and Majd (1990) consider the option to abandon for salvage value. This early literature has 
developed a taxonomy of real options which are common in investment projects; the interested 
reader may refer to Micalizzi and Trigeorgis (1999) for an overview. 
Subsequent research extended the standard real options valuation framework to address particular 
aspects of investment opportunities and highlight potential appUcations of real options. Examples 
include Dapena (2006) on public sector and regulation, Kulatilaka and Perrotti (1998) on strategy 
and competition, Grenadier and Weiss (1997) on innovation and technology adoption, Grenadier 
and Wang (2005) on managerial incentives and agency issues and Lambrecht (2004) on mergers. 
Notably, the real options literature has also been enriched by research aiming to bridge dynamic 
optimisation and optimal control with capital budgeting and real options. In this respect, Zervos 
(2003) and Bardhan et al (2004) derive an optimal portfolio strategy, in a multiperiod setting, 
which can also be viewed as an optimal real options exercise strategy. At the same time, advances 
in conceptual issues, including real assets dynamics, market completeness and numerical solution 
methods for differential equations, have complemented and assisted the rapid development of the 
real options literature to date (Oberman and Zariphopoulou, 2003; Smith, 2005; Grasselli, 2007). 
In this thesis we consider corporate real options in the consumer goods sector, held by brand-
based firms. We adopt a resource-based view of the firm (Penrose, 1959) and analyse the options 
embedded in its portfolio of assets. To date, particular sector applications have been considered 
depending on the degree of sophistication in the capital budgeting process followed by firms in 
that sector, and other criteria, such as the tradability of assets or end-products and the fraction of 
equity value attributable to growth options versus current cash fiow generation. For example, we 
find a multitude of real options applications in the case of technology firms (Smit and Trigeorgis, 
2007) and pharmaceutical firms (Loch and Bode-Greuel, 2001), who often base their competi-
tive advantage on highly uncertain R&D projects, and their equity value can not be sufficientiy 
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explained by the cash flows they generate at present. Moreover, research directed to real options 
analysis in commodity firms (Smith and McCradle, 1998), is partly driven by the fact that their 
end-product and related derivatives are traded in the market through organised exchanges, which 
offers a good basis for modeling real options. The criteria we mentioned are not sufficiently met 
in the case of consumer goods firms, whose efforts are normally focused on operations, which 
drive top-line and bottom-line growth, instead of enhancing their capital budgeting process. In 
addition, their assets are illiquid and their cash flow generation can account for a large part of 
their equity value. As a result, research in this area has been limited and only marginally reflects 
the advances in the area of real options; for example, Arnold (2001) evaluates the growth oppor-
tunities of a brewery fimi, with more than 100 brands, using the Black-Scholes framework for a 
call option, and Dias and Ryals (2002) examine the contribution of marketing to the success of a 
brand extension using real options. 
Nevertheless, there are numerous real options embedded in brand-based consumer goods firms, 
reflecting the opportunities to develop their business, achieve operating efficiencies and enhance 
their strategic position through acquisitions and disposals. Recognising these options can lead 
to more efficient allocation of resources and improved estimation of the firm's intangible value^. 
In addition, it can assist decision making regarding the structuring of contracts that restrict, or 
enhance, the firm's flexibility in formulating its investment strategy. More importantly, the real 
options approach offers a different perspective for brand-based firms; it allows for a consolidated 
view of the firm as a portfolio of assets and real options. 
In this thesis we consider three types of corporate real options; namely, the option to extend the 
line of business through premiumisation or innovation, the option to restructure operations with 
the aim of achieving cost synergies and the option to rebalance a portfolio of assets through ac-
quisitions and disposals, subject to the firm's risk management objectives and budget limitations. 
The first two types recognise particular kinds of flexibility that are inherent in consumer goods 
brand-based firms, whereas the third type is more generic, as several investment decisions can be 
viewed as portfolio rebalancing actions. The main advantage of this approach is that it highlights 
the interactions between real options in the presence of constraints regarding their exercise. We 
briefly review the nature of these options over the next four paragraphs. 
'intangible firm value is the value attributable to the firm's intangible assets, which cannot be seen or physically 
measured and are created through time and effort; examples include legal rights, such as patents, or other types of 
optionality inherent in the firm's tangible assets. 
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Premiumisation, in a production decision context, means product quality improvement along with 
a change in the way that consumers perceive that product. Brand-based firms can benefit from 
introducing a premium product, under the brand name of an existing basic product, as they can 
achieve marketing and advertising synergies, while diversifying their consumer base and hence 
their overall business risk. This investment opportunity is more appealing in periods of economic 
upturns and is granted to firms whose well-established basic brand has a consistent consumer 
positioning in the market. From a practical point of view, a model of premiumisation could be 
used to estimate the value added by technologies that allow switching production mode from the 
basic to the premium product. The option of product premiumisation has not been considered in 
the real options literature to date; still, the choice of product quality in a real options framework 
has been addressed in a few academic publications (Hoppe and Grube, 2001; Pawlina and Kort, 
2002; Pennings, 2004). 
Innovation is an alternative to premiumisation with regards to product line extention for brand-
based firms, which has been used to meet changing consumer demands and assist growth. Be-
cause of the importance of innovation as a growth driver in many industries, a number of aca-
demics have examined the valuation of R&D and innovation projects (Weeds, 2002; Schwartz, 
2004; Hoppe and Grube, 2005). We consider innovation projects with no uncertainty in the de-
velopment phase but high exposure to competitive pressure, as innovation in the consumer goods 
sector can be easily replicated. 
Corporate restructuring can take one of three forms: portfolio, financial or organisational (Bow-
man and Singh, 1999). We examine organisational restructuring, triggered by cost synergies in 
the production process. Many academics, primarily motivated by the empirical observation that 
restructuring does not occur evenly over time but in clusters, have investigated the restructuring 
behaviour of firms. Numerous factors have been identified as triggering corporate restructuring, 
such as industry related shocks (Mitchell and Mulherin, 1996), significant decline in profitability 
(Denis and Kruse, 2000) and the phase of the economic cycle (Lambrecht, 2004). We view or-
ganisational restructuring as an alternative to investment in business development projects, that 
can improve the operating efficiency of the firm. This option can be particularly important for 
brand-based firms, when one of the brands in their portfolio is under-performing. 
Portfolio rebalancing through acquisitions and disposals is an example of portfolio restructur-
ing. It considers the possibility of changing the mix of assets owned by the firm and is primarily 
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driven by strategic imperatives. For instance, it may reflect the strategic realignment of a firm to 
focus on the core business and dispose of any non-core assets, or, on the contrary, the desire to 
diversify business risk. Brand-based firms may use acquisitions to access new customer bases, 
expand geographically, achieve cost synergies, extend their product line or even increase their 
financial flexibility. It is apparent that this type of option encompasses a wide range of invest-
ment opportunities, which can also be addressed individually. However, this approach offers a 
different perspective; that of a portfolio of real options. Recognising that real investment opportu-
nities usually entail multiple options, academics have addressed the impUcations of interactions 
between real options both qualitatively (Trigeorgis, 1993; Luehrman, 1998) and more recently 
quantitatively (Bardhan et al, 2004; Smit and Trigeorgis, 2006). 
To structure the real options problems analysed in this thesis, we consider a rational firm that ei-
ther operates as a monopoly, or views competition as an exogenous random factor, and is funded 
through equity only. We assume that capital markets are efficient, so that new information is 
quickly reflected in the firm's equity value, and sufficiently complete, to allow contingent claims 
analysis and no-arbitrage pricing to be applied. In addition, we presume that resources are limited 
in each capital budgeting period, which is equivalent to imposing a self-financing strategy regard-
ing the exercise of the options available to the firm. The maturity of the options coincides with 
the terminal date of the cunent capital budgeting period, which is finite and exogenously given. 
The underlying assets follow a multifactor geometric Brownian motion, with the exception of 
the asset underlying the innovation option that has both Brownian motion and Poisson jump fea-
tures. We posit that real options have been granted to the firm through its strategic position in the 
market, its skills and portfolio of assets under control. 
In the case of premiumisation, the firm has to optimally choose between continuing the produc-
tion of its basic product at the existing scale, or adjusting this scale to release resources, so that the 
premium variant can also be produced. Both the basic and premium products require the same 
production inputs but different production process to achieve the different quahty. Moreover, 
adjusting the production process comes at an additional cost. Once the firm invests in premiumi-
sation, it can no longer switch back to the production of the basic product; hence, the investment 
is irreversible and the cost is considered to be sunk. Based on these assumptions, we evaluate 
the option on premiumisation similar to an option to exchange one asset for another, subject to 
an additional investment cost, which in our case is directed towards adjusting the production fa-
cilities. We show how this problem is simplified by assuming that the fraction of the basic asset 
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that must be sacrificed in favour of the production of the premium product is exogenously given^. 
Our work builds upon Margarbe's (1978) model for valuing an option to exchange one asset for 
another, but allows for underlying assets yielding cash flows throughout the life of the option, 
a strike price including a deterministic component, and American-type exercise features. The 
model we present develops our understanding of the intangible value of assets with an embedded 
premiumisation option, with respect to the volatility and correlation of the underlying assets. 
The option to extend the firm's line of products through innovation differs in that investment can 
be completed in stages, which implies the possibility of abandonment and the flexibility to ad-
just the investment rate, and hence the completion date of the project, should the firm decide to 
invest in all stages. To incorporate the impact of competition, we assume that the net profit flow 
associated with the innovation project can be significantly impaired throughout the project's life. 
This impairment comes in the form of a random arrival of a Poisson process. The fact that there 
is no uncertainty in the development phase of the project is reflected by assuming a deterministic 
process for the investment cost to completion. In our model, which is based on Schwartz (2004), 
we evaluate an innovation project, whilst explicitly accounting for the abandonment option and 
the 'completion date' option that are embedded in the project. We find that, given the model 
assumptions, the firm will opt to invest at the minimum admissible investment rate, as this max-
imises the project value. This is in contrast with Schwartz (2004), where the firm is assumed to 
invest at the maximum admissible investment rate, as the cost to completion is a random variable. 
The valuation problem we consider also allows for inferences regarding the impact of volatility 
and intensity of competition on the value of the project and the abandonment option itself. 
With regards to the restructuring option, we evaluate the option to reduce a firm's production cost 
through internal re-organisation of its production process, based on the approach presented in 
Lambrecht (2004). We consider two specifications for the surplus value created upon completion 
of the restructuring project and examine the relationship between product demand and optimal 
investment. We show that when the strategic significance of the restructuring project is taken into 
consideration, investment may occur both in periods of economic expansion and slowdown. This 
can be regarded as an improvement on Lambrecht (2004), whose model can explain restructuring 
occurring in periods of economic expansion only. 
In the case of portfolio restructuring, we estimate the value of the option to exchange part or 
^This assumption is relaxed in Chapter 5, where premiumisation is considered on a portfolio basis and the extent 
of the option exercise is determined endogenously. 
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entirety of a riskless asset for any of the available risky assets in the market, or combination 
thereof, subject to Relative Value at Risk limits. The risky assets are correlated as they are driven 
by common risk factors. The riskless asset represents investment of retained earnings from prior 
periods and can be easily liquidated to fund any acquisitions. The analogy between financial 
options and real investment opportunities cannot be directly applied to evaluate this type of op-
tionality, as reconciling no-arbitrage risk-neutral pricing with 'real world' portfoho optimisation 
is not feasible. In a risk-neutral world, Arms do not have an incentive to rebalance their portfolio 
of assets, as the expected return would remain unchanged at the level of the risk-free rate and 
changes in risk do not matter. To address this issue, we develop a model based on firm value 
maximisation that takes into account the option to rebalance the firm's asset portfolio, subject to 
availability of funding and to risk management objectives. We assume that the market has incor-
porated the probability of rebalancing in the required return on the firm's asset portfolio; as the 
option payoff upon rebalancing is part of the portfolio return, the portfolio discount rate applies. 
This problem formulation highlights the impact of volatility, correlation and risk aversion on the 
option price and, consequently, on the value of the firm. We also extend the model to re-evaluate 
the premiumisation option, subject to risk and budget considerations and allowing the extent of 
the exercise of the option to be determined endogenously. When the exercise of the premiumi-
sation option cannot be considered in isolation, the portfolio rebalancing approach offers a more 
realistic valuation. This type of option has not been analysed in the literature to date. 
We use contingent claims analysis and the no-arbitrage principle to derive the fundamental pricing 
equation for the premiumisation, innovation and restructuring options. The portfoho rebalancing 
option is framed as a constrained dynamic optimisation problem. To approximate the optimal 
exercise strategy and present value of the real options in question, we use the Least Squares 
Monte Carlo (LSM) approach, proposed by Longstaff and Schwartz (2001). This framework is 
appropriate for options with path-dependent payoffs and multifactor features, and consistent with 
the general derivatives pricing paradigm of Black and Scholes (1973), Merton (1973), Harrison 
and Kreps (1979), Harrison and Pliska (1981), Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985), Heath, Jarrow and 
Morton (1992), and others. The LSM algorithm provides a pathwise approximation to the optimal 
stopping rule that maximises the option value, by discretising the time-to-maturity of the option 
and applying an optimal decision rule, regarding the option exercise, at each node. This method 
has been used by a number of academics, including Tsekrekos et al (2003) and Sabour and Poulin 
(2006), and its convergence properties have been well studied (Stentoft, 2004). We describe 
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analytically the steps in the valuation problem solution for transparency regarding the derivation 
of the optimal exercise strategy, and to highlight how the cash flow yield of the underlying assets 
can affect the option exercise. We present numerical examples, based on indicative parameters 
and initial values, to illustrate the models' implications as to sensitivity to key value drivers. 
Parallel to the findings related to the options we consider, this thesis demonstrates how powerful 
real options can be in the modeling of investment projects, and options therein, as well as in 
identifying and assessing the drivers of firm value. In addition, we show how the LSM approach 
(Longstaff and Schwartz, 2001) can be used in the numerical implementation of real options 
models for valuation and sensitivity analysis. More importantly, by extending the idea of real 
options to the case of corporate valuation, in the context of the portfolio rebalancing option, we 
broaden the scope of real options applications. Each investment opportunity can be seen as an 
option, where the optimal investment strategy reflects the option's exercise and the maximum 
attainable payoff is the option's intrinsic value. 
The structure of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 defines the context in which we analyse the 
corporate investment opportunities identified in the thesis. In particular, it provides a review of 
the main relevant literature and introduces basic concepts that we draw upon in the subsequent 
chapters, such as capital budgeting and real options, option pricing theory, risk-neutral valua-
tion, numerical approximation methods for differential equations, portfolios of real options and 
Value at Risk. Chapter 3 presents the premiumisation and innovation option models, including 
the assumptions, structuring, solution and numerical illustration. Similarly, Chapter 4 considers 
the organisational restructuring option. Chapter 5 examines portfolio rebalancing as a real op-
tion. In particular, we explain the limitations of risk-neutral pricing in evaluating this investment 
opportunity and present two formulations of the problem; one generic and one applicable to the 
premiumisation option, when portfolio considerations matter. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes and 
discusses opportunities for further research in real options for brand-based firms and portfolio 
applications. 
Chapter 2 
Real options analysis 
2.1 Overview 
This chapter provides an overview of basic concepts that we draw upon to develop this thesis. 
These concepts include capital budgeting and real options, option pricing theory, risk-neutral 
valuation, numerical approximation methods for differential equations, portfolios of real options 
and Value at Risk. The aim is to introduce these ideas, review the main relevant literature, and 
hence define the context in which we analyse the corporate investment opportunities considered 
in Chapters 3 - 5 . 
2.2 Capital budgeting 
Capital budgeting is the process of allocating scarce resources between competing long-term 
investment projects so that shareholder value is maximized. The underlying assumption is that 
financial markets are efficient and share prices adjust quickly to reflect new information. In 
efficient financial markets, investors trade shares in response to any news, so that the expected 
return on the shares is equal to the expected return on any other investment of comparable risk. 
Standard valuation methodologies based on discounted cash flow analysis (DCF), suggest that, 
to increase shareholder value, a firm should invest in projects that yield a return in excess of 
that required in financial markets on assets of comparable risk. This is alternatively expressed in 
capital budgeting as the Net Present Value (NPV) investment rule, whereby a firm should invest 
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in a project only if the present value of the expected stream of cash inflows exceeds the present 
value of the expected stream of expenditures, or in other words if the NPV of a project is positive. 
The NPV approach, however, is based on two unrealistic assumptions; first, that the investment 
opportunity is a 'now-or-never' proposition, and second, that the investment cost can be recovered 
in full should the firm decide to disinvest. In fact, investment can be usually deferred, unless it 
is imperative for a firm to invest today for strategic purposes^ In addition, a significant portion 
of the investment cost is considered to be 'sunk', mainly when it is firm or industry specific or 
due to the problem of adverse selection (Akerlof, 1970). Therefore, to account for managerial 
flexibility and investment irreversibility, a richer framework for investment appraisal is required. 
Real options theory recognises the managerial discretion in the face of uncertainty and proposes 
an investment appraisal method based on optimal decision making as uncertainty is resolved. 
Moreover, it highlights how firms can benefit from investing in options to respond to future prob-
able conditions and hedge existing risks. More importantly, real option applications illustrate 
how firms can enhance their value through managing their portfolio of assets and exercising their 
options. 
2.3 The origins and evolution of real options theory 
Real options theory begins by drawing on the analogy between the flexibility embedded in real 
investment projects and financial options. An option, similar to all other derivative securities, 
is a financial asset whose payoff depends on the value of some underlying variable. By means 
of contractual agreement, a financial option gives its holder the right, but not the obligation, 
to buy or sell the underlying asset at a specified price, within a certain time frame. The first 
option valuation formula was introduced by Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973), whose 
methodology laid the foundation for the subsequent research on financial derivatives pricing and 
the development of real options theory. 
The term 'real options' was coined by Myers (1977), who proposed the idea that one can view 
firms' discretionary investment opportunities as call options on real assets, as analogous to the 
rights involved in financial options over financial assets. Formally defined, real options are invest-
ments in real assets, as opposed to financial assets, which confer on the firm the right, but not the 
'The view that strategic commitment can be valuable is based on industrial organisation economics and game 
theory. 
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obligation, to undertake certain actions in the future (Trigeorgis, 1997; Amram and Kulatilaka, 
1999). 
In its first years of development, research on real options had mainly an analytic focus, aiming to 
evaluate firms holding real options, derive optimal investment rules and estimate the sensitivity 
of firm value with respect to several risk factors. In this context, Brennan and Schwartz (1985) 
evaluate natural resources, McDonald and Siegel (1985,1986) deal with options to alter the scale 
of firm operations and the value of waiting to invest, respectively, Pindyck (1988) analyses opti-
mal capacity choice when investment is irreversible, and Dixit (1989) considers optimal market 
entry and exit under uncertainty. 
Subsequent research extended the standard real options valuation framework to address partic-
ular aspects of investment projects and highlight potential applications. In this respect we find 
academic articles concerning the public sector and policy implications (Dapena, 2006; Wesseler, 
Scatasta and Nillesen, 2007; Savva and Roques, 2007), competition and strategy games (Kulati-
laka and Perotti, 1998; Grenadier, 2002; Weeds, 2002a), innovation and adoption of technology 
(Farzin, Huisman and Kort, 1998; Grenadier and Weiss, 1997; Huisman and Kort, 2004; Roche, 
2006), operating capacity and asset renewal (Adkins and Paxson, 2006), managerial incentives 
and agency issues (Grenadier and Wang, 2005; Maeland, 2006), natural resources management 
(Conrad, 1997; Insley, 2002), power plant and energy valuation (Cortazar and Schwartz, 1998; 
Ronn, 2002; Abadie and Chamorro, 2006), capital structure interactions (Mauer and Sarkar, 2005; 
Koussis and Martzoukos, 2008), mergers and acquisitions (Lambrecht, 2004; Morellec and Zh-
danov, 2005) and portfolio applications (Smit and Trigeorgis, 2006). 
Notably, the literature on real options has also been enriched by research that combines dynamic 
optimisation and optimal control with capital budgeting. In this context, every choice that a firm 
holds, regarding its resources utilisation, can be seen as a real option, the optimal strategy re-
flects the exercise of the option and the maximum attainable payoff is the option's intrinsic value. 
Zervos (2003) considers a stochastic control problem that combines features of both stochastic 
impulse control and optimal stopping with the aim of discovering the form of the optimal strat-
egy. Bardhan et al (2004) present a real options portfolio optimization algorithm for dynamic 
multiperiod portfolio optimization. This extension of the real options approach offers important 
insights into how the value of flexibility can be quantified and why firms can benefit from risk. 
At the same time, advances in conceptual issues, such as the modeling of underlying real asset dy-
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namics, market completeness and numerical solution methods, have complemented and assisted 
the development of the real options literature. Contributions in this area include Koekebakker 
and Sodal (2007), who develop real options models with non-linear dynamics, Oberman and Za-
riphopoulou (2003), who evaluate early exercise contracts in incomplete markets and Grasselli 
(2007), who looks into finite-time investment opportunities in the presence of basis risk. In ad-
dition, Smith (2005) proposes alternative approaches to valuing real options, based on a critique 
of Brandao et al (2005), who present a valuation method based on the combination of traditional 
DCF methods and risk-neutral pricing. 
Triantis (2005) acknowledges that the topic of real options has become a truly cross-discipUnary 
area of research, with great potential to assist corporate decision making and enhance understand-
ing of the role of uncertainty on investment activity in several sectors of our economy. However, 
the extent to which real options have been embedded in actual corporate investment decisions has 
not corresponded to the recent growth of the real options literature; Graham and Harvey (2001), 
based on a sample of 400 Fortune 1000 companies^, report that only about one third of them 'al-
ways' or 'almost always' employ real options in evaluating investments. Ryan and Ryan (2002), 
in a similar study of Fortune 1000 companies find that the respective fraction is probably down to 
10 —15%. Empirical studies of real options applications and case or industry specific real options 
modehng has attempted to bridge this gap between theory and practice. In an early contribution. 
Paddock et al (1988) investigate the case of offshore petroleum leases in a real options valuation 
framework. Later, Quigg (1993) studies the value of an option to defer investment in the real 
estate sector, Berger et al (1996) examine the empirical implications of pricing an abandonment 
option, and Moel and Tufano (2002) look into the decision pattern of closing and reopening gold 
mines. More recently, Phillippe (2005) analyses these four empirical studies to argue that case 
studies are a partial solution to the problem of lack of empirical evidence, since they improve our 
understanding of management's behaviour but do not test the validity of real option models. 
2.4 Types of real options 
An investment project usually involves multiple real options related to its nature. Most of the 
real options, however, fall in one of the main categories of the options frequently analyzed in 
^Fortune 1000 is a reference to a list maintained by the American business magazine Fortune. The list is of the 
1000 largest American companies, ranked on revenues alone. (Source; Wikipedia) 
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the relevant literature. The following paragraphs briefly outline these categories, as mentioned in 
Micalizzi and Trigeorgis (1999). 
The option to postpone The option to postpone refers to the ability of the firm to defer in-
vestment until it is optimal to commit its funds. This option can arise from contractual rights, 
patenting, or any other situation where delaying investment is feasible. The assumption is that 
a firm facing an investment opportunity is holding an asset resembling an American call option: 
it has the right but not the obligation to invest in a real asset at a future time of its choice. By 
investing, the firm sacrifices its option to invest; this cost, also referred to as the time value of the 
option, is part of the intangible value of the firm prior to investing and must be taken into account 
in the capital budgeting process. 
The option to expand The option to expand considers the possibility that a firm increases the 
scale or scope of an investment by committing additional funds to the project. For example, a 
firm owning a brand, holds the option to develop its business through further investment behind 
this brand, for example through advertising and promotion. 
The option to contract The option to contract is the ability of the firm to adjust the capacity of 
its operations downwards, should market conditions prove unfavourable. This option recognizes 
the managerial flexibility to limit losses if an investment fails to yield the required rate of return 
due to adverse market developments. For instance, a firm may decide to withdraw from a market 
niche if the relevant costs exceed the profits. 
The option to switch The option to switch operating modes allows a firm to make optimal use 
of its resources. The valuation of switching options is important when contemplating between 
investing in a project that entails different operating modes and a project with no such flexibility. 
The ability to switch between different modes enhances the project's value and the firm should 
be willing to pay a premium to attain this flexibility. 
The option to abandon The option to abandon is the opportunity to sell an asset at salvage 
value, should market conditions prove unfavourable. This option allows the firm to limit its 
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losses once there are no prospects of the project becoming profitable again. This flexibility can 
be valuable in cases of great uncertainty about future investment payoffs. 
The option to temporarily suspend operations The option to suspend operations for a period 
of time is an alternative to the option to abandon a project. This option is subject to technological 
feasibility and may enhance significantly the project's value when sunk costs are high. The firm 
in this way maintains its option to restart operations if market conditions improve. 
The option to grow Growth options are inherent in projects with strategic significance for the 
firm. For instance, investment in a market that creates customer acceptance involves the option 
to supply a series of other products generated by the same firni. If the firm has a monopoly over 
the initial investment, due to a special license for example, then the option is called proprietary. 
If, on the contrary, other firms can make a similar investment, then the option is shared. Strategic 
interactions are very important in the valuation of shared growth options. 
The option to stage The option to stage refers to the feasibility of investing in a project in 
phases, where subsequent phases are conditional on the success of previous ones. Each phase can 
be seen as an option on the value of the following phase. An example would be an investment in 
an R&D project, where the project can be divided in phases and the development of the product 
depends on the success of the research phase. 
2.5 Option pricing theory 
In this section we provide an introduction to derivative securities and the no-arbitrage princi-
ple, and review the main literature regarding risk-neutral valuation and option pricing problem 
solving. 
2.5.1 Introduction to derivative securities 
A derivative security, also referred to as a contingent claim, is a financial asset whose payoff 
depends on the value of some underlying variable. The underlying variable can be a traded 
asset, such as a stock, index portfolio or currency or some measurable state variable, such as the 
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temperature at some location or the volatility of an index (Broadie and Detemple, 2004). The 
payoff may consist of various cash flows that occur on a single date or multiple dates. 
A call (put) option is a derivative security that gives the right to buy (sell) the underlying asset, 
prior to or at some maturity date T, for a prespecified price K, called the strike price. Since 
exercise is a right and not an obligation, the payoff of a call option is {S — K)'^ = max[S — 
K, 0], whereas the payoff of a put option is {K — 5')+ = max[j^ — S, 0], with S denoting the 
price of the underlying asset. European style options can be exercised only at the maturity date, 
whereas American style options can be exercised at any point prior to or at the maturity date. Both 
European and American call and put options are considered as plain vanilla options, as opposed 
to more exotic structures, such as barrier, Asian, digital and lookback options. 
Plain vanilla options have been introduced in organised option exchanges, such as the Chicago 
Board of Options Exchange, which is regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission, 
since 1973. The growth in the derivatives market since then, driven by both speculative invest-
ment and hedging activity, has led to the development of a coherent derivatives pricing theory and 
practice. 
2.5.2 No-arbitrage valuation 
Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) show how the no-arbitrage principle can be used to 
infer the price of derivative securities. The framework they developed assumes that the underlying 
asset price S follows a geometric Brownian motion process 
= {ij. - 5)dt + adzt (2.1) 
bt 
where fx, S and a are constants, representing the expected total return on the asset, the dividend 
yield and the return volatiUty, respectively. The process z is a standard Brownian motion under 
the true probabihty measure P that reflects the uncertainty in the market under consideration. 
It is further assumed that there are no restrictions regarding trading of this asset, such as taxes, 
transaction costs or other frictions, and that there exists a riskless asset that is also freely traded 
and yields a constant return r. 
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Fundamental pricing equation Let / ( S t ) denote the payoff of a European style option and 
Vt = V(S, t) the current price of the option, which is twice differentiable on the domain 5R+ x 
[0, T). Applying Ito's lemma (see Karatzas and Shreve (1988), p. 149) yields 
+ 2 a j (2.2) 
By equating the mean and volatility of the derivative's return to S) and cry(t, S) respec-
tively, we can rewrite Equation 2.2 as 
~rr' ~ St)dt + crv(t, St)dzt (2.3) 
Vt 
We construct a self-financing portfolio consisting of the riskless asset, the underlying asset and 
the derivative itself, with X denoting the value of this portfolio. It holds that 
dXt = rXtdt + XtTTt [{/J, - r)dt -1- adzt] 
-VXt-nJ St) - r)dt + cry(t, St)dzt] (2.4) 
Note that Xtt represents the amount invested in the underlying asset, Xtt^ the amount in the 
derivative asset and X(l—tt—tt^) the balance in the riskless asset. If we choose Xtt^ = V{St, t) 
and Xtt = then we obtain a locally riskless portfolio that satisfies: 
dXt — ^Xt - - r ) + — + -^StiiJ. - 5) + 2 ~ (^-^) 
To rule out the possibihty of abritrage opportunities, the portfolio must yield the risk-free return 
Et [dXt] = rXtdt (2.6) 
Combining Equations 2.5 and 2.6 yields the fundamental pricing equation for the derivative V: 
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(2.7) 
Equation 2.7, along with the boundary conditions 
- / ( g r ) 
y(0,t) = / ( 0 ) e x p { - r ( r - f ) } VfE[0,n 
i) = /(oo) e x p { - r ( r - t)} Vt G [0, T) 
characterise the derivative's price. Equation 2.7 is known in the option pricing literature as the 
fundamental pricing equation because it applies to any derivative security, regardless of its payoff 
structure. The boundary conditions then determine the exact solution to the valuation problem. 
Risk-neutral valuation The fundamental pricing equation shows that the only parameters rel-
evant to the pricing of derivatives are the volatility a and the dividend yield 6 of the underlying 
asset, and the riskless rate of return r. The expected total return does not enter into the equation. 
This property has been used to develop the risk-neutral valuation method, initially discovered by 
Cox and Ross (1976). Harrison and Kreps (1979) and Harrison and Pliska (1981) later formalised 
the approach and identified some of its underlying principles. 
Supposing that investors are risk-neutral; then the underlying asset price evolves according to: 
= (r - 5) dt + adz^ (2.8) 
where z* is a Brownian motion process. Equation 2.8 suggests that the expected total return on 
the underlying asset is the risk-free rate, or equivalently: 
Et 4- 5dt = rdt (2 9) 
where E* is the conditional expectation operator with respect to the Brownian motion z*. Simi-
larly, under risk-neutrality the expected total return on the derivative is the risk-free rate. 
E* 
% 
v{t)dt rdt (2.10) 
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where v{t) denotes the cash flow rate accruing to the derivative holder. 
For v{t) = 0, application of Ito's lemma on V{St,t), given Equation 2.8, the no-arbitrage condi-
tion 2.10 yields again the fundamental pricing Equation 2.7. 
Equation 2.9 has another interesting interpretation; it suggests that the risk-neutral probabilities 
are such that the expected payoff of the asset, when discounted at the risk-free rate, equals the 
asset price. By analogy, the same holds for the derivative price, as shown below: 
= e x p { - r ( r - [/(gr)] (2.11) 
The risk-neutral valuation approach practically consists of two steps. First, we convert the process 
of the underlying asset return into its risk-neutral version by replacing the expected rate of return 
H with the risk-free rate r and second, we compute the derivative's price using Equation 2.11 by 
taking the expectation over the distribution of the Brownian motion z*. The risk-neutral valuation 
formula 2.11, which is an alternative to the standard risk-adjusted valuation approach, mitigates 
the need to determine the appropriate risk premium related to the derivative's payoff. 
The Girsanov change of measure theorem (see Karatzas and Shreve (1998), p. 191) has been used 
to theoretically justify the approach. Let 6 = c7"^ (/Lt — r) denote the market price of risk, also 
known as the Sharpe ratio, which measures the risk premium per unit of risk. The price dynamics 
of the underlying asset can then be expressed as; 
= (r — 5)dt + (T{dzt + Odt) (2.12) 
ot 
By further defining dz* = dzt + 9dt, we can write Equation 2.12 in the form of 2.8. Under 
the true probability measure, z* is a Brownian motion process with drift 6. Girsanov has shown 
that it is possible to construct a new probability measure under which z* is a standard Brownian 
motion. In particular, if we define the process 
rjt = exp{-^0^t - Ozt}, Vt 6 [0,r] (2.13) 
we can construct the probability measure dQ — rjTdP, with P denoting the true probability 
measure, whereby z* is a standard Brownian motion under Q. The measure Q is also called the 
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equivalent martingale measure of P or risk-neutral measure. 
In the option pricing hterature, the results of risk-neutral pricing have been obtained through the 
so called contingent claims analysis. According to this approach, the price of each asset is derived 
by constructing a portfoHo that replicates this asset's payoff in all future states and by imposing 
a no-arbitrage condition; namely, that the value of the asset should be equal to the cost of the 
replicating portfolio. The underlying assumption of this reasoning is that stochastic changes in 
the underlying asset of the option are spanned by existing assets in the economy. In particular, it 
is required that capital markets are sufficiently complete, so that one can find an asset, or construct 
a dynamic portfolio of assets, the price of which is perfectly correlated with the underlying asset 
of the option. Duffie and Huang (1985) present the full set of conditions needed for spanning. 
In practice, it is not always possible to exactly replicate the payoff of a derivative security; there-
fore contingent claims analysis is not directly applicable. This is especially true in the case of real 
options, as real assets are seldom actively traded. Nevertheless, this approach highlights the value 
drivers of derivatives and provides a starting point for the analysis, which can then be adjusted, 
as assumptions are relaxed, to reflect reality. The case of incomplete maikets and its implications 
are briefly presented in the following section. 
2.5.3 Incomplete markets 
Incompleteness arises when a derivative is written on non-traded assets and there is no asset (or 
portfolio of assets) that is perfectly correlated with the underlying of the derivative. This is a 
common case in the instance of funds, commodities and other real assets (Dunbar, 2000). In 
incomplete markets it is not possible to hedge every risk, thus the risk-neutral probability mea-
sure is not uniquely defined. To work around this problem two approaches have been proposed, 
drawing on the Black-Scholes arbitrage-free model or utility theory. 
The first approach, also referred to as mean-variance hedging, allows derivatives to be priced 
based on self-financing trading strategies that minimise the tracking error at the terminal date 
only (Duffie and Richardson, 1991). If the 'self-financing' assumption is abandoned, then the 
tracking error can be minimised throughout the life of the derivative. The latter method has been 
introduced by Follmer and Sondermann (1986). Musiela and Rutkowski (1997) provide a review 
of this method. 
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The second approach is based on investor utility maximisation, when the investor's attitude to the 
risk that cannot be hedged is taken into consideration. This method had been traditionally used 
in pricing actuarial risks. The derivatives pricing application of utility theory has extended Mer-
ton's (1969) work on expected utility maximisation for portfolio selection theory. Davis (1999) 
evaluates European options in incomplete markets based on the utility approach, and Musiela and 
Zariphopoulou (2004) analyse utility-based prices and hedging strategies in a model where risk 
preferences are exponential. 
2.5.4 Solving the fundamental pricing equation 
Depending on the stochastic process of the underlying assets and the payoff structure of the 
derivative, i.e. the timing and functional form of the terminal payoff and the intermediate cash 
flows, the solution to the fundamental pricing equation can be derived subject to the appropriate 
boundary conditions. In certain cases. Equation 2.7 can be solved analytically; for example the 
price of European call and put options on assets, the price of which follows a geometric Brownian 
motion, have closed-form solutions (see Dixit and Pindyck (1994), p. 140-144). For more com-
plex derivative payoff structures, however, numerical methods must be employed to approximate 
the solution. Examples include the valuation of path-dependent and multi-asset derivatives in the 
Black-Scholes-Merton framework. More complex payoff structures and the presence of jumps 
in returns, stochastic volatility, stochastic interest rates and counterparty risk introduce computa-
tional challenges. The choice of a numerical method solution attempts to strike a balance between 
precision and computational speed, and between simplicity and general applicability. Broadie 
and Detemple (2004) identify four main categories of numerical methods: (1) formulas and ap-
proximations, (2) lattice and finite difference methods, (3) Monte Carlo simulation and (4) other 
specialised methods. 
(1) In this category we find the application of transform methods and asymptotic expansion 
techniques. Stein and Stein (1991) and Heston (1993) use a Fourier transform to approximate the 
distribution of the underlying asset in the presence of stochastic volatility, assuming that volatility 
is uncorrected with spot returns. Duffie et al (2000) use Laplace and Fourier transforms in the 
case of affine jump diffusion processes. Geman and Yor (1993) use Laplace transform to evaluate 
Asian options. Asymptotic expansion and singular perturbation techniques have also proved 
helpful in developing analytical formulas for stochastic volatility models. In particular, Hull and 
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White (1987) use a Taylor series expansion to approximate the option price under stochastic 
volatiUty, and Hagan and Woodward (1999), who consider European call and put options, use 
singular perturbation methods to derive a closed-form solution for imphed volatility. 
(2) Lattice approaches use discrete time and state approximations to stochastic differential 
equations in order to estimate derivative prices. The lattice method was first introduced by 
Parkinson (1977) and was further developed by Cox, Ross and Rubinstein (1979). Lattices are 
relatively easy to implement and quite intuitive; the discrete distribution of the underlying asset 
St+hi}) — St exp {zi}, for i = 1,2,..., rn, is chosen to approximate as closely as possible the 
exact continuous distribution, where m is the order of the lattice. 
The finite differences approach to derivatives pricing, first proposed by Brennan and Schwartz 
(1977, 1978), has also been widely used, mainly due to the wealth of existing theory and ap-
plications available to solve partial differential equations in the form of the fundamental pricing 
equation (see Equation 2.7 in Section 2.5.2). In addition, the properties of the obtained solution 
regarding consistency, convergence and stability have been well studied (Trefethen, 1996). One 
of the main advantages of this method is that it is applicable in the presence of time-varying coeffi-
cients, generahsed Ito processes, jumps, stochastic volatility and stochastic interest rates. Morton 
and Mayers (1994) provide a review of numerical methods for partial differential equations and 
Tavella and Randall (2000) look into applications to financial derivatives. 
(3) Monte Carlo simulation is another approach to computing expected values through the gen-
eration of a sample of possible realisations for the underlying asset price, over the Hfe of the 
derivative. This method consists of three steps; (i) generation of n random paths of the under-
lying state variables, based on the stochastic processes they are assumed to follow, {ii) compu-
tation of the discounted payoff of the derivative in each of the n paths, and (in) computation of 
the mean discounted payoff as a simple average of the discounted payoffs obtained in step {ii). 
Direct application of the central hmit theorem shows that the convergence rate of this method 
is of order ( l / i / n ) regardless of the problem dimension, which makes the approach particularly 
appealing for pricing derivatives on multiple underlying assets. In addition, as the whole history 
of the underlying state variables is generated, this approach is useful in pricing derivatives with 
path-dependent payoffs and American-exercise features. Much of the recent research has been 
directed towards developing simulation methods in the presence of non-linear stochastic differen-
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tial equations and improving accuracy through variance reduction techniques. Boyle et al (1997) 
provide a review of the literature in this area. 
In the case of American type of options, the payoff structure depends on the optimal exercise 
strategy. This can be derived through backward dynamic optimisation, after the simulation has 
been completed. In practice, an approximation of the optimal exercise strategy is used, based on 
the continuation value and the intrinsic (exercise) value of the option at each time step defined in 
the simulation. Andersen (2000) presents a functional optimisation approach, whereas Carriere 
(1996), Longstaff and Schwartz (2001) and Tsitsikhs and Van Roy (1999, 2001) use regression 
analysis to determine the optimal exercise strategy. The key insight in these approaches is that the 
conditional expectation of the option payoff can be estimated from cross-sectional information in 
the simulation by using least squares. The regression based methods often entail approximation 
errors, as a regression specification that fits all the data, and hence produces white noise errors in 
each time step, is hardly obtainable. 
(4) Specialised option pricing methods are developed in response to particular valuation prob-
lems, to improve convergence and precision. These methods are based on one of the approaches 
(1) - (3) but include modifications; examples include the Adaptive Mesh Model, introduced by 
Figlewski and Gao (1999), who adapt the lattice method by refining the grid around the strike 
price and at maturity, and the Moments and Strike Matching binomial lattice method, developed 
by Jourdain and Zanette (2008), who set the strike equal to one of the final nodes of the tree. 
Gaudenzi et al (2008) review the sources of error in lattice models and assess the speed/precision 
efficiency of such models, which trigger further research in the field of developing specialised 
option pricing methods. 
In this thesis we use the Least Squares Monte Carlo (LSM) approach, proposed by Longstaff and 
Schwartz (2001), as the real options considered in the following chapters are path-dependent and 
have multifactor features. This valuation framework is consistent with the general derivatives 
pricing paradigm of Black and Scholes (1973), Merton (1973), Harrison and Kreps (1979), Har-
rison and Pliska (1981), Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985), Heath, Jarrow and Morton (1992), and 
others. It assumes the existance of an equivalent martingale measure Q for the economy, accord-
ing to the no-arbitrage framework, and equates the price of an American option to the maximum 
value of the discounted cash flows from the option, based on all the stopping times with respect 
to the filtration generated by the underlying asset prices. The LSM algorithm provides a path-
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wise approximation to the optimal stopping rule that maximises the American option value, by 
discretising the time-to-maturity of the option and applying an optimal decision rule, regarding 
the option exercise, at each node. 
More specifically, the LSM method is based on regressing the ex-post realised payoffs from con-
tinuation on functions of the levels of the state variables involved. Then, the conditional expec-
tation function for each possible exercise date is estimated by the fitted value of this regression. 
By comparing the immediate exercise value against the continuation value of the option on each 
exercise date, the optimal exercise strategy along each simulated path can be determined. This 
method provides improved efficiency comparing to Carriere (1996) and Tsitsiklis and Van Roy 
(1999), as it suggests that the continuation value is estimated over the paths that are in-the-money, 
i.e. where the intrinsic value of the option is positive. We found this approach easy to implement, 
as all that is required is least squares and an appropriate algorithm to determine the regression 
inputs. 
2.6 Portfolios of real options 
Real investment opportunities usually entail multiple options, whose exercise can be mutually ex-
clusive, complementary or separable, in the sense that they can be considered in isolation without 
loss of insight. Research in the field of portfolios of real options has focused on the strategic sig-
nificance of recognising and actively managing real options. In an early contribution, Trigeorgis 
(1993) considers projects possessing flexibility in the form of multiple real options; he illustrates 
the impact of interactions between real options on the value of the project by recognising that 
these interactions depend on the type, separation, degree of being 'in-the-money' and relative or-
der. Luehrman (1998) presents a conceptual framework for the active management and exercise 
of real options in 'option space', which is defined by two metrics; namely, the value-to-cost ratio 
and volatility of the underlying asset. Venkatraman and Subramaniam (2002) view strategy as a 
portfolio of opportunities and relationships that arise due to expertise. 
With a quantitative focus, Childs et al (1998) explore the impact of project interrelationships on 
investment decisions and project values in a real options framework, by studying the case of two 
mutually exclusive projects. More recently, Bardhan et al (2004) present a real options portfolio 
optimization algorithm for dynamic multiperiod portfolio optimization. They develop a nested 
options model that incorporates the interdependencies between the investment projects under 
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consideration to calculate the option value of all projects. In addition, Smit and Trigeorgis (2006) 
introduce a value-based strategic planning framework for both managing and valuing portfolios of 
corporate real options. In their work, they combine the strategic management theory background 
with quantitative valuation tools from the derivatives pricing realm. They view strategic planning 
as a process of actively developing and managing portfolios of corporate real options, in the 
presence of competition. 
The notion of option-based strategic planning has also been extensively used in the research on the 
valuation of R&D projects that involve multiple stages, which can be seen as compound options, 
and are exposed to several sources of risk. Lint and Pennings (2001) focus on market risk and 
Tsekrekos (2001) considers uncertainty regarding the implementation of the project. In contrast, 
later articles have emphasised the impact of competition on the timing of R&D projects (Weeds, 
2002). In a similar spirit, real options analysis has been used to evaluate 'flexible contracts', 
whereby the counterparties involved are granted the right to act subject to contract provisions; 
Kamrad and Siddique (2004) develop an approach to evaluate flexible supply contracts, including 
profit sharing, switching and reaction options. 
In this thesis, we evaluate the option to rebalance a portfolio of assets in the presence of multiple 
acquisition targets, subject to the budget and risk constraints of the firm. By combining the 
traditional corporate finance objective of equity value maximisation with basic risk diversification 
concepts, we address the problem of evaluating the acquisition opportunities that a firm holds. 
The nature of the interactions between the options in question depend on the investment cost 
relative to the available budget, the riskiness of the investment relative to the risk limits of the 
firm and the correlation between the assets held by the firm and available acquisition targets. 
To quantify the risk implications of the option's exercise we use the Value at Risk metric. This 
perspective of evaluating a portfolio of real options has not been considered in the real options 
literature to date. 
2.6.1 Value at Risk 
In finance, Value at Risk (VaR) is the maximum expected loss with a given probability, depend-
ing on the estimation confidence level, over a certain time horizon. VaR is a general concept 
with a wide range of applications, but is most commonly used by financial institutions to measure 
Market Value at Risk. In particular, the Basle Committee on Banking Supervision requires banks 
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to use VaR to determine the capital requirements for their trading portfolios. VaR, however, 
does not provide any indication about the magnitude of the loss outside the confidence interval 
and its accuracy depends on the values of the parameters used in its estimation. 
McNeil et al (2005) provide the following mathematical definition of VaR: Given some confi-
dence level a E (0,1) the VaR of the portfolio at the confidence level a is given by the smallest 
number I such that the probability that the loss L exceeds I is not larger than (1 — a). 
VaRoc = inf{Z 6 % : P{L > I) <1- a} = inf{^ e 5R : Fl{1) > a} 
where Fl{-) is the probability density function of the portfolio value. 
In Section 5.3.3 we provide a detailed exposition of the concept of VaR used in the portfolio 
rebalancing option valuation problem. 
Several articles have analysed the impact of imposing a VaR constraint in portfolio selection. We 
list a few: Basak and Shapiro (2001) consider optimal dynamic portfolio and wealth-consumption 
policies of utility maximising investors; Cuoco et al (2001) assume a portfolio of assets that is re-
evaluated dynamically and include the Tail Value at Risk metric. More recently, Yiu (2004) 
examines optimal portfolio selection, in a utility of intertemporal consumption maximisation 
setting and Pirvu (2007) derives the optimal growth portfoho subject to VaR limits, based on 
the model presented by Cuoco et al (2001), by additionally allowing intertemporal consumption. 
Alternative measures of risk include volatility, semivariance and expected shortfall or Conditional 
Value at Risk (CVaR). Volatility is the standard deviation of the change in value of an asset, 
given a specific time horizon, whereas semivariance is the mean of the squared deviations of 
changes in value that are less than the mean change, and is hence a measure of downside risk only. 
CVaR evaluates the risk of an investment in a more conservative way comparing to VaR, as it 
is focused on the worse potential outcomes. Depending on the quantile q, CVaR is the expected 
loss of portfolio value, given that a loss is occurring at or below the g-quantile. Formally defined, 
the expected shortfall or CVaR is: 
CVaRq = E[x\x < /i] (2.14) 
where // is determined by Prob{x < ji) — q, with q being the exogenously imposed threshold. 
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CVaR is a coherent^ measure of financial portfolio risk, in contrast with VaR, which does not 
fulfill the property of sub-additivity. Acerbi and Tasche (2002) provide a good exposition of this 
issue. 
In Chapter 5 we use Value at Risk to define the risk limits of the firm in question, when as-
sessing acquisition opportunities, as we find advantages in its straightforward interpretation and 
widespread application in the market. 
2.7 Summary 
In this chapter we introduce the main concepts that we draw upon to develop the thesis. These 
concepts include capital budgeting, real options theory, financial option pricing methods and risk-
neutral valuation, numerical solution methods for diffential equations, portfolios of real options 
and the Value at Risk metric. In summary, capital budgeting is the process of allocating scarce 
resources between competing long-term investment projects. Real options analysis, as a tool to 
assist capital budgeting decisions, has developed through research addressing both the qualitative 
implications of real options in strategic management, and their quantitative aspects. The theory 
of real options has borrowed the insights from the realm of financial derivatives pricing, and 
in particular, the concept of contingent claims analysis and risk-neutral valuation. Because of 
the complexity of real options, numerical methods must often be employed to derive the optimal 
option exercise strategy and present value. Real options have also been considered in the literature 
on a portfolio basis, as investment opportunities usually entail multiple types of flexibility. Value 
at Risk, which is the maximum expected loss with a given probability over a certain time horizon, 
can be used to address the risk implications of the exercise of corporate real options. 
coherent risk measure satisfies the properties of monotonicity, sub-additivity, homogeneity, and translational 
invariance. See Artzner et al (1999) for details. 
Chapter 3 
Premiumisation and innovation as real 
options 
3.1 Overview 
This chapter considers the option to extend a firm's line of business by introducing a new product 
in the market through either premiumisation or innovation. 
Premiumisation, in a production decision context, means product quality improvement along with 
a change in consumers' perception of that product. Brand-based firms can benefit from introduc-
ing a premium product, under the brand name of an existing basic product in their portfolio, as 
they can achieve marketing and advertising cost synergies, while diversifying' their consumer 
base and hence the overall risk of the business. Premiumisation, as an investment opportunity, is 
usually more attractive in economic upturns, when disposable income rises and the consumption 
of higher-end products increases. A prerequisite for this kind of product line extension is the 
existence of a well-established basic brand, which has a consistent consumer positioning in the 
market. This corporate real option is consistent with a resource-based view of the firm, initially 
proposed by Penrose (1959). 
We consider the case of limited available resources in each capital budgeting period, so that 
preiniumisation requires re-allocation of the production inputs between the basic and the premium 
brands. As the firm has the right but not the obligation to invest in the production of a premium 
'The interested reader may refer to Montgomery (1994) for an account of why firms diversify. 
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brand, this investment opportunity is similar to an option to exchange one asset for another, first 
addressed by Margarbe (1978). Real examples of premiumisation can be found in the alcohol 
beverages industry; for intance, the introduction of a refined vodka, such as Smirnoff Penka 
Vodka, requires a shift of resources from Smirnoff No. 21 or Red, as it is often known, which can 
be seen as a basic variant of Smirnoff Penka in Diageo's^ portfolio of brands. 
We see the option to premiumise a basic brand as contributing towards the intangible value of the 
firm, as it reflects the firm's growth potential. In addition, a model of premiumisation can assist 
decision making regarding the choice of production technology; for example, when comparing 
an opportunity to invest in a technology that allows switching production modes, from the basic 
to the premium product, against a technology with no such flexibility. 
The option of product premiumisation has not been considered in the real options hterature to 
date. The choice of product quality using real options analysis, however, has been addressed in 
a few other papers, with or without taking into account strategic considerations. The most recent 
contributions are those of Pennings (2004), Pawlina and Kort (2002), and Hoppe and Grube 
(2001). Pennings (2004) examines the price and quality choice of a monopolist that can delay 
irreversible investment in a game-theoretic framework. He shows that, when the investment cost 
is sunk, the price and quality choice increase with uncertainty. Pawlina and Kort (2002) consider 
market entry when firms have the flexibility to optimally choose the quality of their product over 
time. Their analysis suggests that flexibility in quality choice induces earlier entry into the market, 
especially when uncertainty is high. Hoppe and Grube (2001) examine a dynamic duopoly model 
of innovation and strategic quality choice. 
Innovation is an alternative to premiumisation, that is also widely used by consumer goods brand-
based firms to increase their market share and meet changing consumer demands. Because of the 
importance of innovation as a growth driver in many industries, numerous researchers have dealt 
with the valuation of R&D and innovation projects. Schwartz (2004) develops a simulation ap-
proach to evaluate patents and patent protected R&D projects in a real options theoretical frame-
work. Some of the most recent additions to the literature on investment in innovation projects, 
also take into account strategic considerations that arise due to competition from other firms in 
the industry. Weeds (2002) considers irreversible investment in competing research projects with 
uncertain returns under a winner-takes-all patent system. Furthermore, Hoppe and Grube (2005) 
analyse several innovation timing games, under first mover or second mover advantages. 
Diageo pic is a multinational consumer goods company, with a portfolio of world-famous drinks brands. 
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We consider the valuation of innovation projects that can be completed with certainty, should the 
firm decide to invest in all the phases involved, unlike the case of projects that include an uncertain 
R&D phase due to technological constraints. However, we assume that the project's value can be 
impaired due to competition from peer firms in the sector, as innovation in the consumer goods 
sector can be easily replicated. Examples of this type of innovation projects, taken again from the 
case of Diageo, is the launch of new flavours of Smirnoff Ice or the introduction of a new bottle 
design for an existing brand; both innovations do not entail risk in the development phase but are 
vulnerable to competition prior to or after the project's completion date. 
This chapter is split into two main parts; Section 3.2 presents the premiumisation option model, 
whereas 3.3 considers the innovation option model. 
3.2 Premiumisation option 
In this section, we use contingent claims analysis following the approach in Dixit and Pindyck 
(1994) to derive the pricing equation for a project to launch a new product in the market through 
premiumisation. The model we present can be used to estimate the probability of option exercise, 
highlight the optimal investment timing and critical values and assess the impact of key risk 
factors. Section 3.2.1 presents the model assumptions, the underlying asset and option value 
dynamics, Section 3.2.2 describes the option pricing problem solution procedure, and Section 
3.2.3 illustrates the model through a numerical example. 
3.2.1 The model 
3.2.1.1 Model assumptions 
Assume a firm that operates as a monopoly and owns asset Bi, which represents the value of 
the expected stream of cash flows generated through sales of the firm's basic product. The firm 
holds the option to exchange a percentage of Bi for asset % , where B2 represents, similarly, 
the value of the expected stream of cash flows generated through sales of the premium product. 
Both the basic and premium products require the same production inputs but different production 
processes to achieve the different quality. As the resources available to the firm are limited in each 
capital budgeting period, producing the premium product instead of the basic requires partial shift 
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of the production inputs from the latter to the former. The firm decides a priori the percentage of 
Bi that needs to be sacrificed for the production of the premium product, should it go ahead with 
the investment. 
It is further assumed that the firm cannot manufacture the premium product with the current 
facilities at no additional cost, hence the total investment cost for the production of the premium 
product is the foregone value of Bi plus a fixed investment cost I2, which represents the additional 
required investment in producfion facilities. Once the firm switches to the production of the 
premium brand it can no longer switch back to the production of the basic brand, therefore the 
investment is irreversible and the cost is considered to be sunk. Additionally, it is assumed that 
the capital markets are efficient and sufficiently complete, the firm holding the option is rational, 
and is funded through equity only, which is constrained in each capital budgeting period. The 
last assumption becomes meaningful in Chapter 5, where the option to premiumise a product 
is considered in a portfolio context. Requiring that the firm's equity capital is constrained is 
equivalent to assuming a self-financing strategy regarding the exercise of the options available to 
the firm. 
3.2.1.2 Asset value dynamics 
Let Bi represent the exogenously given fraction of i?i, i.e. Bi = Tt% x S i , that has to be 
sacrificed in order to acquire asset B2, if the premiumisation option is exercised. Further assume 
that the return on asset Bj, for j = 1, 2, is described by Equation 3.1 below; 
= («)- Sj )dt + Y^ cTj^k dzk (t) (3.1) 
fc=i 
where {z(t)}tg[o,oo) — {(^fe(t))fe=i,2}t£[o 00) ^ 2-dimensional standard Brownian motion with 
the following properties: 
Et[zk{s)] = 0 Vfc = L 2 
Et[{zk{s))'^] — s~t VA = 1,2 (3.2) 
Es[zi{s)z2is)] = 0 
with Et denoting the conditional expectation operator at time t. 
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Further, define a — {(aj)j=i,2} the mean rate of return, S = {(<^j)j=i,2} the cash flow rate 
(similar to a dividend yield for stocks) and c = | 1 a 2 x 2 matrix of the assets return 
volatility with respect to the different risk factors. 
3.2.1.3 Option value dynamics 
Let F {Bi-Bi-1\ I2, T) represent the value of the option to invest in asset B2 with a strike price 
of (Bi + Zg), where I2 is the exogenously given fixed investment cost, and T is the option expiry 
date. To derive the pricing equation for the option, we construct a riskless portfolio and impose a 
no-arbitrage condition. 
Consider portfolio tp (Bx,B2,t) which is long the option F {Bi,B2, t; h, T), and short ni units 
of asset Bi and 712 units of asset % . The value of the portfolio satisfies: 
V' {Bi,B2,t) = F {Bi,B2,t; l2,T) - niBi - ^2% (3.3) 
Applying Ito's lemma, the stochastic process for F (JBi, B2, t, I2, T) is: 
dF dF dF 
dF {Bi, B2,t-, l2,T) — -g^dBi +-^j^dB2 +-^dt + 
1 . ^  ^ ^ ^ d^F 
0 a n AD BnBjdt 
^ K=i j=i 
(3.4) 
From Equations 3.3 and 3.4 it follows that the capital appreciation of portfolio ip over time interval 
dt satisfies: 
1 ^ ^ ^ d^F dF 
re=l j=l / 
(3.5) 
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For ni = and 712 = the portfolio becomes riskless over time interval dt. The portfolio 
holder must make a payment of j dt per time period dt to hold the short 
position and will receive SiBidt as the claim F t\ I2, T) itself generates cash flows^. 
Therefore, the net cash flow from holding portfolio tp over time interval dt is given by Equation 
3.6 below: 
f dF\ dF 
Assuming no arbitrage opportunities exist, the capital appreciation of the risk-free portfolio plus 
any net cash flow should equal the risk-free rate of return r. Equivalently: 
-k f{t)dt = ripdt (3.7) 
Hence, the option pricing equation becomes: 
1 A A d^F . \ D „ \ ^ 
K=1 j = l •' j 
dF dF 
+ (r - ,^ 1) -k (r - gg) — B g + - r f = 0 (3.8) 
subject to the conditions 3.9 - 3.14 below; 
f B z M , T ; 72,T) = max - Zg, 0] (3.9) 
lim F{Bi{t) ,B2{t) , t- l2,T) = 0 (3.10) 
B2(t)—»0 
lim FiBiit),B2{t),t-l2,T) = B2{t) - Bi{t) - h (3.11) 
B2(t)—»oo 
for all t 6 [0, T]. 
The option holder has a long position in asset B i 
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& = : 
h — h (3.14) 
Equations 3.11-3.10 represent the boundary conditions, 3.12-3.13 represent the smooth pasting 
conditions and 3.14 is the exogenously given investment cost. 
This is the problem of pricing an American option on a dividend-like paying asset with stochastic 
strike price, which does not have a closed-form solution but can be approximated numerically. 
The pricing Equations 3.8-3.14 show that the only market parameters relevant to the option price 
are the risk-free interest rate r, the volatility a and the cash flow yield 8. In a risk-neutral world 
the expected total return on any asset Bj equals the risk-free rate: 
Et 
dB, 
Bj — 4- 5jdt rdt 
where E^[.] is the conditional expectation at time t with respect to the Brownian Motion 
Equivalently, the return on asset Bj under risk-neutrality evolves according to; 
= (r - 5j) dt+J2 dzl it) (3.15) 
where {2*(i)}t£[o,oo) — {(•2fe(^))fc=i,2}jg[o oo) ^ 2-dimensional standard Brownian motion un-
der the risk-neutral probability measure. 
It follows that, under no arbitrage opportunities, the option price should also equal the expected 
option payoff under the risk-neutral measure, discounted at the risk-free rate. 
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3.2,2 The solution procedure 
Let I2, T) represent the time t value of the option to exchange asset Bi for 
asset B2, within the time interval [t, T], subject to an additional investment cost I2. Then; 
F W ( f ) l , o l V t E ( 0 , T ) (3.16) 
F^° \T) = m a x [ F W ( r ) , 0 (3.17) 
where (t) , (t) denote the exercise value and the continuation value of the premiumisa-
tion option respectively, and T is the terminal date of the capital budgeting period considered by 
the firm. 
This valuation problem requires the determination of the optimal option exercise strategy, as the 
firm has the flexibility to exercise the option at any time within the capital budgeting period. This 
problem can be solved recursively via Monte Carlo simulation, starting at the terminal date and 
progressing backwards. 
To approximate the option price numerically we partition the capital budgeting period into N 
equiwidth time intervals At and simulate M paths of the assets value based on the discretisation 
of the risk-neutral stochastic process 3.15. Let Pjv = {0 < h < t2 < ••• < — T} represent 
this partition of the capital budgeting period [0, T], such that during each interval [i,, U+i] = At 
the value of asset j will change by: 
ABj{ti+i) = Bj{ti+i) - Bj{ti) = Bj{ti) ^(r - gj)At + ^ ( 3 . 1 8 ) 
where e{ti) ~ N{0,1), Vtj £ Pn. 
To describe the solution procedure the following sets of simulated paths are defined: For a set of 
M total simulated paths for all ti G Pn, let Mi denote the subset of M where the exercise value 
of the option is positive at time ti, and M, the subset of Mi where it is optimal to exercise the 
option at time ti, given the available set of information. By definition, it holds that: 
Mi C C M, Vti 6 n 
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To compute the present value of the preraiumisation option we construct the following two ma-
trices: 
• A (iV X M) matrix of the option payoffs, denoted by with representing the 
{u, jLi) element of matrix The ((( + 1) x M) option payoff matrix, computed in 
intermediate steps through the backward recursive procedure, is denoted by n(C), 
for C = 0, ...,N - 1. 
• A (JV X M) matrix of discount factors denoted by DF based on the risk-free rate, with 
representing the {v, yu) element of matrix DF. The (1 x C) discount factors matrix, 
computed in intermediate steps fjv-c is denoted by DF((), for ( — 1 , N . It holds that 
= exp{—rz^At} for all ^ e M and v = 1 , N . 
3.2.2.1 Recursive derivation of option payoffs 
Given the problem formulation and the partitioning Pn of the capital budgeting period, the solu-
tion is derived by first computing the option pay oil at the terminal time —T and progressing 
backwards until . Let f {Bi{ti),B2(ti),ti\l2,T) represent the value of the option at tj, with 
B{ti) = {{Bj{ti))j=i^2}uePN^ for ^ given path ji^M. 
ti = tiy: 
At the terminal date — T, presuming that the option has not been exercised in any of the prior 
periods, the value of the option will be: 
= msLx[B2{tN) - - I2, O] (3.19) 
where superscript denotes exercise value. 
Then the (1 x M) payoff matrix elements (0) can be populated by applying Equation 3.19 
for all jjL E M. 
ti = tN-i: 
At ijv-i the firm has the flexibility to exercise the option immediately or defer decision until the 
next period. Hence, the value of the option at In-i for a given path fj, E M will be: 
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= max max 
where and are given by: 
, 0 (3.20) 
— B2{ti^-i) — Blitisi-i) — I 2 + exp{—rAi}(52-B2(4Ar-i)At (3.21) 
F^^XtN-i) = d/(tjv-i,tAr)-BtN-i [n(i,;i)(0)] + exp{-rAt}giBi(tvv_i)Af (3.22) 
with Et^ denoting the conditional expectation operator at time U, 
df{ti, ti+i) = exp {-rAt} (3.23) 
being the one period discount factor applicable to cash flows occuring at time ti+i and 
exp{—rAtj^iSi ( tN-i)At 
exp{-rAt}i52%(tjv-i)At 
representing the present value of the cash flow accrued to the firm due to its holding in asset Bi, 
B2 respectively in the period [t7v-i, ^at]-
Assuming that the option exercise value is positive, to decide optimally conditional on the infor-
mation available at the firm compares the payoff of the option through immediate exercise 
f against the continuation value of the option 
To compute the expectation in 3.22 we use ordinary least squares to estimate the linear regression 
3.24 below, based on the simulated paths in which the premiumisation option is in the money at 
f jv- i , i e. for all n e Mn~i, according to the LSM approach of Longstaff and Schwartz (2001). 
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Y{tN-i) — + P3B2{tN-i) 
+/34-B|(fAr-i) + A {Bi{tN-i)B2{tN-i)) + vi tN-i) (3.24) 
with 
yiiN-i'ifJ-) — jj,)(0), /X G Mjv-i (3.25) 
r]{tN-i) ~ i.i.d.{0,ar,) (3.26) 
The specification of Equation 3.24 is based on the assumption that the expected option payoff 
depends on the current level of assets Bi and B2, as these summarise all the relevant information 
available to the firm. 
The continuation value can then be computed using Equation 3.27 below: 
= y(fAr- i )+exp{-rAit}5i5i(fAr- i )Af 
= /3i-Bi(iiv-i) + A-Bi (tjv-i) + P3B2{tN-i) + PiB^itN-i) 
+P5 {Bi{tN-i)B2{tN-i)) + exp{~rAt}5iBi{tN^i)At 
(3.27) 
where Y denotes the fitted value of Y in regression 3.24, for j = 1,.., 5, are the least squares 
estimated coefficients, and the last term, exp{—r At}<5iBi(t;v-i) At, is the discounted cash flow 
accruing to the firm due to its holding of asset Bi. 
If f (tAT-i) > {tN-i) > 0, according to Equation 3.20 the option will be exercised and 
the payoff of the option will be: 
— B2{tN—i) — Bi{tj^-i) — I2 + exp{—rAt}S2B2(t!^-i)At (3.28) 
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If < f W ( tN- i ) or f ( t jv-i) < 0 then the option will not be exercised. 
The elements of the (2 x M) payoff matrix 11(1) is populated with (t jv-i) for all 
ju 6 Mjv-i- In addition, 11(2,p)(l) = 0 for all e Mn-i> to reflect the fact that once the option 
is exercised at t ^ - i then it can not be exercised again in the following period 
For the paths that f W(tjv-i) or — 0 per Equation 3.20 no payoff is 
recorded in 11(1) for time and the next period's payoff is recorded given the derivation in 
the previous step, i.e. 11(1,^) (1) = 0 and 11(2,^ ,) (1) = 11(1^ )^ (0) for all jj, E (^M H Mn-i^ • 
ti — ^ N—C' 
The same rationale of optimal choice applies to all previous periods until ti = h . In general, 
for ti — C = 1, N — 1, the continuation value of the option is based on the expected 
discounted payoff occuring in any of the subsequent periods until The regression estimated 
for each of the paths fi G Mn-(; in order to calculate the option's continuation value at tjv-c has 
the following form; 
^(^w-c) = /3i-Bi(^JV-c) + + /33-B2(tjv-c) 
+/)4-B2(tAr-() + A (-Bi (t;v_()Bg((#_()) + 7?(tiv-c) (3.29) 
with 
= D F ( C ) n ( C - l ; M ) , E (3.30) 
??(tjv-c) ~ i.i.d.{0,arj) (3.31) 
where 
DF(C) = 
[d/(ijv-C>^Af-C+i) df{tN-C'^N-(:+2) ••• (3.32) 
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n ( C - i ; M ) = 11(2,^)(C - 1) 
. n (^ ,M)(C-1) . 
(3.33) 
Equation 3.33 represents the option payoff matrix computed at time step For a given 
path jj, the discount factors are computed based on the risk-free rate, i.e. 
= exp{-ra:At} (3.34) 
The optimal value of the premiumisation option at tjv-c is determined based on Equation 3.35 
below: 
max max , 0 (3.35) 
where 
-P^® (^^ Ar-c) = % ( ( # _ ( ) — — I2 + e x p { — ( 3 . 3 6 ) 
and 
f W(fjV_() = D F ( ( ) ^ ^ _ ( [n(C - 1)] + exp{-rAf},^igi(f jv_()At (3.37) 
If f (tj\r-c) > > 0, the option will be exercised and the following relationship 
holds: 
- I2+ exp{-rAt}(52-B2(tjv-c)At (3.38) 
If or f W (tjv-c) S 0 then the option will not be exercised. 
The ((( -t-1) X M) payoff matrix 11(1^ )^ (C) is populated with for all ji G Mn-c-
In addition (() = 0, for all fi g Mn-i and 0 = 1,..., C — 1, to reflect the fact that once 
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the option is exercised at then it can not be exercised again in any of the following periods 
until tjv-
For the paths that (tN-c) = ^ (tjv-c) — 0 per Equation 3.35 no payoff is 
recorded in ! ! ( ( ) . Equivalently: 
11(1,^)(C) = 0 andn(i+e_^)(C) = n(e,^)(C - 1), 0 = 1 
V/tx e ( m n Mat-c) 
The recursive procedure is followed until U — ti to obtain = Il{N — 1) for the set of 
simulated paths under consideration. 
3.2.2.2 Estimation of the premiumisation option price 
Based on the recursive procedure described in Section 3.2.2.1, the estimated premiumisation 
option price can be computed as the simple average of the discounted option payoff among the 
M simulated paths. Let F(0;JV, M) denote the estimated option price at to = 0 for a given 
partition of the capital budgeting period and number of simulated paths equal to M. Given 
DF and the estimated option price is: 
TT(o) 
f ( 0 ; N, M) = (339) 
Note that based on the recursive estimation procedure, only one element of matrix 11^ °^  will 
be non-zero along each column, which represents one path, reflecting the optimal timing of the 
option exercise. 
To assess how robust the estimation is, we calculate the standard error of the estimate as the ratio 
of the standard deviation of the discounted option payoff over the square root of the number of 
simulated paths M. 
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When the standard deviation of the discounted option payoff is finite, as the number of simulated 
paths tends to infinity the standard error of the estimate should approach zero. 
3.2.3 Implementation and illustration 
We use an example to illustrate numerically the solution to the problem described in Section 3.2.2. 
We consider a capital budgeting period of T = 5 years, which has been partitioned into N = 25 
subperiods for valuation purposes. The base-case parameters and initial values for the problem 
are provided in Table 3.1.Thefirraholdsthe option to exchange asset for asset B2 once within 
the capital budgeting period. Assets Bi and B2 are assumed to be correlated as they are driven 
by common risk factors. The assets' sensitivity to each of the risk factors varies, as expressed 
by the different volatility parameters in the stochastic process for each asset. The number of 
simulated paths has been chosen to strike a balance between estimation accuracy, as measured by 
the standard error of the estimated option value, and computational intensity. Figure 3.1 shows 
how the standard error as a percentage of the estimated price falls to approximately 2.2% as we 
increase the number of simulated paths from 1,000 to 10,000, and then only marginally improves 
for 15.000 paths. 
The model presented can be used to estimate the probability of option exercise, highlight the 
optimal exercise timing and the critical values for investment in different scenarios. Table 3.2 
presents the results for the assumed base-case parameters; in this scenario, for instance, the option 
is exercised about 1/3 of the times, out of which 85.5% optimal exercise occurs in the last two 
years prior to the maturity date of the option. In addition, investment occurs when B2 equals on 
average 1.66 times the value of Bi, which covers the fixed investment cost required and the time 
value of the option that is sacrificed upon investment. 
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Table 3.1: Base-case parameters and initial values: Premiumisation option. 
B j (0) ttj 5j CTj.l Oj,2 4 
j=l 4.5 0.05 0.02 0.06 0.05 n/a 
j=2 6 0.06 0.01 0.15 0.15 2 
Risk free rate (r) 0.04 
Basic asset total initial value ( g i ( 0 ) ) 45 
Percentage of basic asset value to be sacrificed (tf) 10% 
Length of capital budgeting period (T) 
Unit time period in years (At) 
Number of time periods {N = T/At) 






Number of s imula ted paths 
15000 
Figure 3.1: Standard error percentage vs number of simulated paths: Premiumisation option. 
3.2.3.1 Sensitivity analysis 
This section examines the sensitivity of the premiumisation option value with respect to the 
volatility and the correlation of the underlying assets. 
3.2.3.1.1 Volatility parameters 
Volatility of the basic asset The impact of changes in the level of volatility of the basic as-
set depends on the the correlation between the basic asset Bi and the premium asset 52- For 
uncorrelated and negatively correlated returns, when the volatility of Bi rises, all other factors 
being equal, the premiumisation option becomes more valuable as the probability of the ratio 
B2/B1 exceeding its critical level for exercise increases. For perfect positive correlation though, 
an increase in the volatility of Bi leads to a decrease in the premiumisation option price. 
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Table 3.2: Base-case results: Premiumisation option. 
Valuation Probability of 
option exercise Exercise timing 
Critical 
values 
1 § 1 1 
cq 
•S 
1 1 i 
1 1 m < 
! J 
Ml 
0.5715 0.0111 30.90% 14.50% 42.62% 42.88% 1.6664 
(0.2034) 
These results can be understood if we consider when the option is exercised. Based on the model 
assumptions, it is optimal to exercise the option when the value of B2 exceeds the value of Bi by 
a certain percentage that covers the additional investment cost I2, that the optionholder must pay 
upon exercise, and the time value of the option that is sacrificed upon exercise. This condition is 
more hkely to be met when market conditions are favourable for B2, as the additional investment 
cost I2 is assumed to be fixed at an exogenously given level. In the case of perfect positive 
correlation, when market conditions are favourable for B2 the same holds for Bi. Hence, the 
higher the volatility of Bi, the more the ratio B2/Bi will deteriorate, given the volatility of Bg, as 
for a certain percentage change of B2 the percentage change of Bi will be greater. Therefore, the 
probability of option exercise falls as the volatility of Bi rises, given perfect positive correlation. 
In addition, as can be seen in Figure 3.2, the sensitivity of the option value to changes in the 
volatility of Bi is higher for perfect positive or negative correlation comparing to the case of 
uncorrelated returns. Figure 3.2 also implies that for a certain degree of positive correlation, 
changes in volatility affect the option value only marginally. This is due to the fact that the 
additional option value created from increased volatility is offset by the impact of the level of 
correlation. 
Volatility of the premium asset For all levels of correlation, the value of the option price 
increases as the volatility of the premium asset B2 rises, as this increases the upside potential of 
the option. Given the level of correlation and volatility of B\, the more volatile B2 is, the higher 
the probability of the ratio B2/B1 exceeding its critical value for exercise. This relationship 
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Figure 3.2: Impact of volatility of basic asset Bi on the premiumisation option value. 
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.Vol(B2) = 5.81% 
VolCBg) = B.26% 
.•Vo1(B2) = 6.71% 
VoI(B2) = 7.16% 
. VoKBj) = 7,60% 
Correlation coefficient 
Figure 3.3: Impact of volatility of premium asset B2 on the premiumisation option value. 
3.2.3.1.2 Correlation For a given level of volatility for both the basic and premium assets, 
the premiumisation option value increases as correlation falls from +1 to —1, as it is shown 
in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, which highlights the value of diversification upon investment. In other 
words, when the two alternatives that the firm holds, i.e. the basic and the premium asset, have 
negatively correlated returns, the flexibility to switch is worth more. In addition, as can be seen 
by comparing Tables A.2 to A.7 in Appendix A, the critical value for investment in the premium 
asset increases as correlation falls, to reflect the potential of higher payoff. This relationship is 
shown in Figures 3.4 - 3.5 for different levels of volatility of the underlying assets. The impact of 
the volatility on the critical value for investment can be understood by analogy to the impact of 
volatility on the option value, explained in Section 3.2.3.1.1. 












. Vol(B )=1.79% 
.Vol(B ) = 2.24% 
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-1 0 
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Figure 3.4; Impact of correlation on the critical value for investment for different levels of volatil-




. Vol(Bj) = 5.B1% 
VolCBJ = B.2B% 
VoI(B2) = B.71% 
VoI(B2) = 7.16% 
. VoKB;) = 7.G0% 
Correlation coefficient 
Figure 3.5; Impact of correlation on the critical value for investment for different levels of volatil-
ity of the premium asset Bg. 
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3.3 Innovation option 
In this section we evaluate a project to launch a new product in the market through innovation, 
including the flexibility to adjust the project's completion date and abandon it in intermediate 
stages, should market conditions prove unfavourable. We base our approach on Schwartz (2004) 
for patent protected R&D projects, adjusted for the characteristics of innovation in the consumer 
goods sector. In particular, we consider innovation projects without technological barriers, like 
those found in the pharmaceutical sector for instance; the project in question can be completed 
with certainty should the firm make the required investment in all stages. We incorporate this 
feature into our model by assuming that the cost to completion is a deterministic variable, de-
pending on the investment rate that the firm decides to apply, unlike Schwartz (2004), whereby 
it is presumed to be stochastic. Furthermore, we assume that the project's value is vulnerable to 
competition, as innovation can be easily replicated in the sector and no patent is granted. In this 
context, we explicitly evaluate the options embedded in this project and the project itself. Section 
3.3.1 presents the model assumptions, the underlying asset and option dynamics. Section 3.3.2 
suggests a methodology to explicitely evaluate the flexibility embedded in the innovation project. 
Section 3.3.3 describes the project valuation problem solution procedure and Section 3.3.4 nu-
merically illustrates some of the model imphcations as to the project and embedded options' 
value. 
3.3.1 The model 
3.3.1.1 Model assumptions 
Assume project j that can be completed in multiple stages. The owner of the project can invest at 
a maximum rate of imax per unit of time and the cost to completion at time t is Ij{t). When the 
project reaches completion it will generate net profit flow (<) per unit of time, which evolves 
stochastically depending on product demand and the impact of competition. 
The value of the project can be undermined by competition. Firms in the same industry may 
introduce close substitutes to the innovative product under consideration prior to or following its 
launch to the market, as no patent is assumed to protect the firm from competitive pressures. In 
this context, the duration of abnormal profit flows, due to the competitive edge of the product, is 
a random variable. 
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Let A be the Poisson probability per unit of time that a close substitute is introduced in the market 
and the net profit flow is reduced by a factor u, where u 6 (0,1). 
u, with probability \dt 
dp= / (3.41) 
0, with probability 1 — Xdt 
The firm holds the option to abandon the project in intermediate stages, should market conditions 
prove unfavourable. Once the project is abandoned, the firm loses the opportunity to resume 
investment towards its completion and the investment expenditure until that point in time is con-
sidered to be sunk. It is further assumed that the capital markets are efficient and sufficiently 
complete, and the firm holding the option rational. 
3.3.1.2 Investment cost 
The cost to completion of the innovation project Ij{t) evolves according to the deterministic 
process below: 
dlj[t) = —ijdt (3.42) 
As the firm invests at a rate ij, chosen at its discretion subject to 0 < l j < Lmax> the cost to 
completion falls. If the firm invests at the maximum rate tmoz, the project will be completed at 
time Tmin, where: 
The total cost of the project is given exogenously; lj{0) = I j . 
3.3.1.3 Net profit flow uncertainty 
The net profit flow is assumed to have both geometric Brownian motion and jump process 
characterictics, as described below: 
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dUj (t) 
n T W 
= ajdt + ^aj^kdzk{t) - dp (3.44) 
where aj is the net profit flow drift, dzk (t) is a 2-dimensional standard Brownian motion under 
the true probability measure, and dp is the Poisson jump process described in Equation 3.41. It 
holds that for s > t: 
Et[zk{s)] — 0 yk = l,2 
Et[{zk{s))'^] — s - t Vfc = l , 2 (3.45) 
Es[zi{s)Z2{s)] = 0 
where Et denotes the conditional expectation operator under the true probability measure. 
For valuation purposes we transform the true stochastic differential Equation 3.44 into its risk-
neutral version by adjusting the drift of the process for risk. 
*dt + ^ o-j,kdzl {t) - dp (3.46) 
where = aj — rpj is the risk-adjusted net profit flow drift, with rpj representing the risk 
premium associated with the net profit flow n j ( t ) , dz^ (t) is a 2-dimensional standard Brownian 
motion under the risk-neutral probability measure, and dp still satisfies Equation 3.41. 
To estimate the risk premium rpj one can use the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), whereby 
the risk premium on project j equals the beta of the project times the risk premium on the market 
portfolio: 
~ (3.47) 
where /3 is the correlation of the project net profit flow I l j with the market portfolio, denotes 
the required return on the market portfolio and r is the riskless rate of return. 
The firm receives the profit flows only after the completion of the project. Prior to that point it 
is assumed that the firm's management can observe what the profit flow would have been, should 
the firm had completed the project. 
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3.3.1.4 Asset value dynamics 
Let Bj (rtj, t) denote the time t value of the new asset that would be created upon the completion 
of the project, for a given level of net profit flow rate Il j . 
Applying Ito's lemma, the stochastic process for Bj (Ilj, satisfies: 
\ 0 k=l •' / •' fc=l 
dB-
(3.48) 
Following standard no arbitrage arguments the following relationship holds: 
E*[dBj] + I l jdt = rBjdt (3.49) 
Combining Equations 3.48 and 3.49 yields'^; 
2 ' d n T ^ - (r + Xu)Bj + I l j = 0 (3.50) 
j fc=i ^ 
subject to the terminal condition: 
B j ( n j W , T ) = 8 n j ( r ) (3.51) 
where r represents the beginning of the mature stage of the product when net profit flows nor-
malise and © is a multiplier. 
The solution to this partial differential equation for i < r is: 
t) = ^ (1 - exp{- ( r + \u- a*)(r - ()}) 
f G I I j (t) exp{- ( r + \u- a*j){T — t)} (3.52) 
For the calculation of the expectation of the jump process refer to Section A.l of Appendix A. 
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subject to r + Au — Qj > 0 . Equation 3.52 can be interpreted as the value of 11 (^4) in perpetuity, 
adjusted for the normalised profit inflows beyond time r . 
3.3.1.5 Option value dynamics 
The value of the investment opportunity Fj depends on the underlying net profit flow rate Ilj , the 
investment cost required until the project is complete and calendar time. Applying Ito's lemma, 
the process for ^^(11^, Ij,t), given Equations 3.42 and 3.44, satisfies: 
'^3:kn.jdzl - (3.53) 
as the net profit flow rate I l j is uncorrelated with the cost to completion I j . 
Similarly, assuming no arbitrage opportunities exist, the following relationship holds: 
E*[dFj{t)] - ijdt = rFj{t)dt (3.54) 
Combining Equations 3.53 and 3.54, the project value maximizing rate of investment 6^ °^  is ob-
tained from the following Bellman equation: 
max 
ij 3 fe=l •' 
= 0 (3.55) 
Subject to the boundary condition: 
fi, (n , , 0, r W ) = r W ) (3.56) 
The difficulty with boundary condition 3.56 is that the time to completion depends on the 
rate of investment that the firm decides it is optimal to apply. 
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This problem is equivalent to pricing a series of compound European call options, with the num-
ber of elements in the series being endogenously determined, which does not have a closed-form 
solution but can be approximated numerically. 
3.3.2 Evaluation of the options embedded in the innovation project 
3.3.2.1 Abandonment option 
To estimate the additional value that the abandonment option offers to the firm, we quantify 
the value of the innovation project assuming that, once it is undertaken, the firm is obliged to 
complete it, and compare it with the value of the project including the option to abandon it in 
intermediate stages. 
Evaluating the project without the abandonment option, and assuming that there is a minimum 
required time to the completion of the project^ is similar to pricing a call option on asset Bj with 
an exercise date that coincides with the first investment installment due date and payoff realised 
on the project's completion date. 
Let (E j , Ij.t; r W , denote the value of the innovation project without the abandon-
ment option, where is the exercise date of the option and u p is the optimal investment rate 
for the project, derived through solving the problem described in Section 3.3.1.5. The payoff of 
the option to invest in this project, which is realised at time is given by: 
p{w) 
J 
Bj (Hj, - ATexp {r j (3.57) 
subject to: 
(3.58) 
where Bj (llj , r W ) represents the value of the asset to be created upon the completion of the 
^The minimum required time to completion of the project is reflected by the maximum allowed investment rate per 
period of time, irnax' 
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innovation project, i.e. at as perceived at and K that denotes the present value 
of the investment cost, which is paid in equal installments throughout and is given 
by: 
K e x p { - r ( s - r M ) } 6 W ( b (3.59) 
To rule out arbitrage opportunities, the value Bj (11^  , t) equals the present value of its expected 
value at time T^°\ conditional on the information available at time t. Therefore, Bj (llj , T W ) 
is given by Equation 3.60 below: 
with 
Bj =iij $ (3.60) 
r + \u 1 _ ( i _ exp { - { r + A» ^ {r " T"'"') } ) 
+ 9 e x p | —(r + Xu — a^) | (3.61) 
based on Equation 3.52. 
The value of the project at time t = 0 is the present value of the expected payoff provided that 
the option is exercised at time Hence, the following valuation equation holds: 
df ^0, Eo Bj (iLj, - K exp | r } Ilj > J 
(3.62) 
where df (O, TW) = exp { — (r + Xu) 
With L I j , t-, denoting the value of the abandonment option at time t, it follows 
that: 
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L 
Fi (3.63) 
This problem formulation mitigates the need to quantify the payoffs of the abandonment option 
explicitly to evaluate this type of flexibility. 
3.3.2.2 Completion date option 
The firm has the flexibility to adjust the investment rate i j and hence the project's completion 
date, subject to a minimum required time to completion Tmin = IjiO)/i'max- We refer to this 
flexibility as a completion date option. 
To obtain the value of the completion date option we evaluate the project for an exogenously given 
investment rate Tj, and compare it to the value of the project obtained for the optimal investment 
rate Given the problem assumptions and reasoning presented in Section 3.3, the value of the 
project for Ij satisfies Equation 3.64 below: 
J k=l •' •' 
Subject to the boundary condition: 
(3.65) 
where T = lj{0)/ij. 
In this case the project completion date is known and the problem can be solved as a series of 
compound European call options on the value of project j with a strike price equal to Ij. 
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3.3.3 The solution procedure 
As the firm has the right but not the obligation to invest in the innovation project by paying out 
a proportion of the total investment cost Ij in each time period, the valuation problem can be 
analysed as a series of compound European call options until the project completion date. With 
Fj {Uj, Ij,t; Lj) representing the value of the option to extend the firm's product line through 
innovation at time t, for a certain investment rate Lj, relationships 3.66 - 3.67 give the option 
payoffs throughout (0, T]. 
Fj (n.j,Ij,T-,Lj) — max [5j(T) — 0] (3.66) 
Fj {'n.j,Ij,t;Lj) — max [Hj{t) - Lj, 0], Wt e {0,T) (3.67) 
where Hj (t) is the time t value of the option to invest in period t + dt, dt > 0, towards the 
completion of the innovation project j. 
To approximate the option price numerically, we partition the investment period [0. T], with T = 
I j (0)/Lj into N equiwidth time intervals At and simulate M paths of the net profit flow based 
on the discretisation of the risk-neutral stochastic process 3.46. Let Pn — {0 < < t2 < ... < 
tjv = T} represent this partition, such that during each interval [t ,^ tj+i] = At the value of the 
cash flow Hj will change by; 
An.j{ti+i) = ny(tj+i) - Ujiti) = Ilj{ti) + y^^aj^k^{ti)VAi - u U}{ti)^ (3.68) 
where e{ti) ~ # (0 ,1 ) and uj(ti) is binomially distributed, according to Equation 3.69 below, 
Vtj e Pjv-
1, with probability XAt 
w((i) = / (3.69) 
0, with probability 1 — XAt 
To compute the present value of the innovation option given the assumed investment rate Lj, 
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we construct an M-element array of the option payoffs at each time step e Pjv, for C = 
0, — 1, which we denote by n(C; t j ) , with representing the element of 
n(C; Lj), for At e M. 
3.3.3.1 Recursive derivation of option payoffs 
Given the problem formulation and the partitioning Pj^ of the investment period, with time inter-
val At = T/N, the solution is derived by first computing the final option payoff at the terminal 
time tN = T and progressing backwards until ti. 
Let Fj ti', ij) represent the value of the option at U, for a given path E M and 
investment rate Lj. 
— tN-
At the terminal date = T, presuming that the options on the innovation project have been 
exercised in all prior periods and the firm has been granted the right to complete the project, the 
payoff of the project is: 
Fj (IIj (fiv), I j , ij) = max [Bj {Ilj{tN), - tj, 0] (3.70) 
where 
BjiUjitN), In) = * (l - exp{- ( r + Xu - a*)(T - t^)}) 
f I /WL 
+ 9 n j (In) exp{- ( r + \u- aj){T - tjsi)} (3.71) 
Then the (1 x M) payoff matrix elements II(^)(0; tj) can be populated by applying Equation 
3.70 for all yU 6 M. 
ti = tN-^; 
At for C = Ij •••) iV — 1, the firm has the flexibility to exercise the option on the innovation 
project by paying the investment installment or abandon the project. Hence, the value of the 
option at for a given path /x e M will be; 
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- t j , 0] (3.72) 
where Hj (tjv-c) is the discounted expected option payoff occurring in period as shown 
in Equation 3.73 below: 
H j i t N - d = df{tN-(, tAT-c+O-Stiv-c [n(/i)(C - 1; tj)] (3.73) 
with Eti denoting the conditional expectation operator at time ti and df{ti, tj+i) being the one 
period discount factor applicable to cash flows occuring at time ti+i: 
tN - i+i) = exp{- (r + Xu) At} (3.74) 
To estimate the expected option payoff we use ordinary least squares to estimate the linear re-
gression 3.75 below, based on the simulated values of the net profit flow I l j and the option 
payoffs at 
y(^Ar-c+i) = ij) + ij) + ri{tN-c) (3 75) 
with 
y(tjv-c+i;M) = n ( ^ ) ( C - / " e ( 3 . 7 6 ) 
77(fjv-c) ~ i.i.d.{0,ar,) (3.77) 
The specification of Equation 3.75 is based on the assumption that the expected option payoff 
depends on different functions of the current level of the net profit flow, as this summarises all 
the information available to the firm. 
Given the estimation of 3.75 the value of ^ for a path /tx G M is: 
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= exp{- (r + \u) At} ij) + t j ) ) 
(3/78) 
where Y denotes the fitted value of Y in regression 3.75, and Pi, ^2 are the least squares estimated 
coefficients. Then ij) can be populated by applying Equation 3.72 for all fi e M. 
In order to compute the estimated innovation project value at time to ~ 0 the process described 
above is repeated for C = 1, AT — 1 to finally derive the option payoff array n(Ar — 1; y), 
which reflects the value of the project at ti in each of the simulated paths. 
3.3.3.2 Estimation of the innovation project value 
Based on the recursive procedure described in Section 3.3.3.1, the estimated price of the innova-
tion project can be computed as the simple average of the discounted option value at among 
the M simulated paths. Let Fy(0, ij-, N, M) denote the estimated option price at to = 0 for an 
investment rate ij, based on a partition of the investment period [0, T] and M simulated paths. 
Given n(7V — 1; ij), the estimated option price is: 
To assess how robust the estimation is, we calculate the standard error of the estimate as the ratio 
of the standard deviation of the discounted option payoff over the square root of the number of 
simulated paths M. 
s.e. (F,(0. v,N,M))= N, U)) 
v M 
y i t i (rf/(io, ti)U^,){N - 1; ij) - Fj{0, ij-, N, M ) ) ' 
= ^ = — (3.80) 
V M 
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3.3.3.2.1 Maximum innovation project value The firm has the flexibility to adjust the in-
vestment rate t j that it will apply throughout the period [0, T] in order to complete the innovation 
project. The optimal investment rate is derived by maximising Equation 3.79 over tj . 
To implement the valuation approach described in Section 3.3.2, we approximate the maximum 
project value numerically by discretising ij, subject to 0 < i j < imax, and computing the project 
value. In partiqular, we evaluate the project for a set of admissible investment rates I , — {0 < 
< ... < = imax} and set equal to the element of I , that maximises the project value. 
3.3.3.3 Estimation of the abandonment option price 
To estimate the value of the abandonment option, we evaluate the innovation project without the 
option to abandon, based on the methodology presented in Section 3.3.2.1, and compare it with 
the valuation of the project including the flexibility to abandon in intermediate stages. 
Specifically, based on the partitioning of the investment period and set M of simulated paths, 
the payoff of the project without abandonment option is: 
f , ' "" ( n . ( i«) = ^3 (^n) -Kexp{r(tjv - f i )} (3-81) 
subject to: 
nj(t i ) > (3.82) 
where 
^ j ( iN) = (3.83) 
^ ^ T- + Au - ~ ^ - 0!j)(T - tjv)}) 
+ 9 exp { - ( r + Ati - a j ) (T - (3.84) 
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g = 4 ° ' f l + ( 3 . 8 5 ) 
^ V expj r ) - 1 J 
For each path jj, & M that condition 3.82 is satisfied we compute the present value of the payoff; 
(Uj {to), I j , to] ti,i'f\n^ = df{to, tN)F^'^^ (tN), I j , tN', ti, m) (3.86) 
with df{to, tn) - exp{- (r + Xu) (tjv - to)}. 
For the paths that condition 3.82 is not satisfied we set the terminal payoff equal to zero. 
It follows that L to;ti, , denoting the value of the abandonment option at time to, is 
given by: 
L (llj,Ij,to-,ti,Lf^^ = 
( l l j , f j ;") ( i i j , f i , tj*)) (3 g7) 
where is equal to the mean present value of the project without abandonment option over 
the M simulated paths. 
3.3.3.4 Estimation of the completion date option price 
The value of the completion date option, subject to a minimum required time Tmin, which is 
given by Equation 3.43, depends on the ratio of the exogenously imposed investment rate Ij and 
the optimal investment rate that maximises the innovation project value. 
Let Z l i j J denote the time t value of the option to adjust the project completion date by 
altering the investment rate ij. This is given by the difference of the maximum innovation project 
value obtained for and the value of the project obtained for investment rate Ij. Given the 
partitioning Pjv of the investment horizon, the present value of the option is given by: 
% to; = FW ( n , , I j , to; tW) - f Zj, to; 4 ) (3-88) 
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For -^ = 1 it holds that Z (Ilj, to; 1) = 0. For > 1 or - ^ < 1, the value of Z (IIj, to; 1) is 
S' s s 
positive to reflect the value foregone due to investing at a suboptimal rate. 
3.3.4 Illustration and implementation 
We use an example to illustrate numerically the solution to the problem described in Section 
3.3.3. We consider the case of two distinct risk factors and an investment horizon which depends 
on the applied investment rate. 
The base-case parameters and initial values for the problem are provided in Table 3.3. The max-
imum investment rate has been assumed to be equal to 10% of the total investment cost. The 
optimal investment rate is determined by examining the comparative statics of the innovation 
project value for a set of admissible investment rates I5 = {0.4,0.5,0.8,1,2} per time period At. 
As shown in Figure 3.6, the innovation project value falls as the investment rate that is applied 
throughout the investment horizon increases. This simplifies the valuation problem as it implies 
that the optimal investment rate for the project will be either zero, when abandonment is optimal, 
or equal to the minimum admissible investment rate. In practice, this means that the firm will 
opt to benefit from delaying completing the project until uncertainty is resolved. The number of 
simulated paths has been chosen to strike a balance between estimation accuracy, as measured by 
the standard error of the estimated option value, and computational intensity. Figure 3.7 shows 
how the standard error as a percentage of the estimated price falls to approximately 1.25% as the 
number of simulated paths increases from 1,000 to 10,000, and then only marginally improves 
for additional paths. 
Table 3.3; Base-case parameters and initial values: Innovation option. 
aj ffj,! aj,2 4 ^ 0 n[;(0) 6(4 
j=l 0.03 0.05 0.08 20 0.7 0.4 
Set of admissible investment rates I5 { 0 . 4 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 8 , 1 , 2 } 
Jump size (u) 0.01 
Probability of brand devaluation (A) 0.03 
Duration of abnormal profits (r) 2 years 
Terminal net profit flow multiplier ( 0 ) 4 
Risk free rate per annum (r) 0.04 
Time step in simulation (At) 1 month 
Number of time steps 50 
Number of simulated paths (M) 10,000 
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5 1^ 
1 12 U 
Investment rate 
Figure 3.6: Innovation project value vs investment rate. 
1000 5.000 7.000 10000 
Number of simulated paths 
Figure 3.7; Standard error vs number of simulated paths: Innovation option. 
3.3.4.1 Sensitivity Analysis 
This section examines the sensitivity of the innovation project value and abandonment option 
price with respect to the volatility of the underlying net profit flow and the intensity of compe-
tition. Furthermore, the impact of changes in volatility on the completion date option is also 
investigated. 
3.3.4.1.1 Volatility parameters As the volatility of the underlying net profit flow increases, 
the value of the project including an abandonment option increases, almost linearly, as the ex-
pected payoff of the project increases. The impact of changes in volatility on the project value 
when the possibility of abandonment does not exist depends on two partially offsetting effects. 




•*•••• including abandonment option 
•• • not including abandonment option 
1* 2^ aa 
Volati l i ty of underlying net prof i t f low (%) 
Figure 3.8: Sensitivity of innovation project value with respect to the volatility of the net profit 
flow. 
First, as volatility increases there is a higher probability that the project is not undertaken, in 
which case the terminal payoff is zero, as it is more likely that the NPV of the project is nega-
tive, on the investment decision date^. Second, as volatility rises, the conditional expectation of 
the terminal payoff increases, based on the assumption that the value of the asset underlying the 
option is log-normally distributed and hence positively skewed. The first effect tends to decrease 
the value of the innovation project, whereas the second tends to increase it. The final outcome 
depends on the relative importance of the two effects; in the scenarios considered, the second 
effect more than offsets the first one for small increases in volatility above the 1.95% level. For 
lower levels of volatility the opposite seems to hold. The abandonment option value itself, as 
anticipated, increases with volatility as the probability of exercise and the potential savings upon 
exercise both increase. These results are illustrated in Figure 3.8 and are shown numerically in 
Table 3.6. 
''Note that, according to the base-case scenario assumptions, the initial conditions are such that the initial NPV 
of the innovation project is positive. Hence, additional volatility implies that this relationship is less likely to hold in 
subsequent periods. 
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3.3.4.1.2 Intensity of competition The sensitivity of the project value to changes in the in-
tensity of competition is marginal, for a small variation of the jump size and the probability of a 
jump around the base case scenario parameters, as shown in Table 3.5. 
Jump size As the jump size increases from 0% to 10% of the initial net profit flow rate, the 
value of the project including an abandonment option falls only by 2.33%, as the expected payoff 
of the project falls and the abandonment ratio rises. The value of the project without abandon-
ment option also falls marginally, implying that the value of the abandonment option is largely 
unaffected by the size of the jump. 
Probability of jump Similarly, as the probability of a jump increases, the value of the project 
including an abandonment option marginally falls, whereas the value of the abandonment option 
remains relatively constant. 























1 < < < 1 L 111 
5 0.00 0.2747 0.0034 0.1799 0,0035 18.30% 7.40% 11.46% 37.16% 0.0948 
be 0.01 0.2739 0.0034 0.1798 0.0035 1&38% 11.47% 37.27* 0.0940 
6 0.03 0.2721 0.0034 0.1788 0.0035 1&55% 11.51% 37.49% 0.0933 
7 0.05 0.27 0.0034 0,1775 0.0035 18.62% 7.54% 11.54% 37.70% 0.0925 
8 0.07 0.2683 0.0034 0.1767 0.0035 18.63% 7.64% 11.57% 37.84% 0.0916 






















1 < < < 1 
1. 
S o « 
9 0.01 0.2744 0.0034 0.1798 0.0035 18.34% 7.41% 11.47% 37.22% 0.0947 
be 0.03 0.2739 0.0034 0.1798 0.0035 18.38% 7.42% 11.47% 37.27% 0.0940 
10 0.05 0.2732 0.0034 0.1795 0.0035 18.43% 7.42% 11.49% 37.34% 0.0938 
11 0.07 0.2727 0.0034 0.1791 0.0035 18.48% 7.43% 11.49% 37.40% 0.0936 
12 0.09 0.2721 0.0034 0.1788 0.0035 18.55% 7.43% 11.51% 37.49% 0.0933 
13 0.15 0.27 0.0034 0.1775 0.0035 18.62% 7.54% 11.54% 37.70% 0.0925 
14 0.21 0.2683 0.0034 0.1767 0.0035 18.63% 7.64% 11.57% 37.84% 0.0916 
15 0.27 0.2664 0.0034 0.1756 0.0035 18.7500 7.76% 11.60% 38.11% 0.0908 
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3.3.4.2 Completion date option value dynamics 
For each level of volatility, the value of the completion date option rises as the ratio between the 
exogenously imposed and optimally chosen investment rate increases, as shown in Figure 3.9, to 
reflect the value lost for diverging further from the optimal investment rate. As the volatility rises, 
the option value falls for any given level of investment rate ratio. The intuition behind this result 
can be developed if we consider that, when uncertainty rises, the firm has a greater incentive to 
complete the project, once undertaken, within a tighter timeframe, which is implied by a higher 
investment rate. In conclusion, when uncertainty rises, although it still remains optimal to invest 
at the minimum admissible investment rate, the value foregone by not doing so falls. Table 3.7 
presents the results regarding the value of the completion date option in detail. 
"Vol = 1.21% 
•••••Vol = 1.95% 
* Vol = 2.73% 
; Vol = 3,53% 
Vol = 4.34% 
5 2 3 
Investment rate rat io 
Figure 3.9: Sensitivity of completion date option with respect to the volatility of the net profit 
flow. 



















1 < hS < 5 < 1 
1 
If! 
I 0.01 0.04 1.21% 0.2161 0.0018 0.1793 0.0016 17,54% 2.58* 0.45% 20,57% 0,0368 
2 0.03 0.06 1.95% 0.2369 0.0026 0.1701 0,0025 19.32% 6.65% 5.18% 31,15% 0,0668 
be 0.05 0,08 0.2739 0.0034 0.1798 0,0035 18,38% 7,42% 11.47% 37,27% 0,0940 
3 0.07 0.10 3.53% 0.3079 0.0042 0,2032 0,0045 16,19% 8.38% 16,75% 41,32% 0,1047 
4 0.09 0.12 4.34% 0.3342 0.0048 0.2399 0,0054 14,86% 8.33% 21,32% 44,51% 0,0943 
Table 3.7: Comparative statics on completion date option value for different levels of volatility. 
Scenario Time to completion option value 
description (Project including abandonment option) 
i tT tT 1 II II II II II 
1 0,01 0.04 1.21% 0 0.1047 0.1877 0.2015 0.2130 
2 0.03 0.06 1,95% 0 0.0764 0.1620 0.1842 0.2120 
be 0.05 0,08 2,73% 0 0.0637 0.1456 0.1728 0.2092 
3 0.07 0,10 3.53% 0 0.0493 0.1241 0.1546 0.1951 
4 0.09 0.12 4.34% 0 0.0344 0.0954 0.1265 0.1696 
g: 
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3.4 Summary 
In this chapter we consider premiumisation and innovation in a real options framework. In par-
ticular, we derive the pricing equations and boundary conditions that the options must satisfy, 
present the solution procedure and illustrate the models' impUcations numerically. 
In Section 3.2, we show how the premiumisation option pricing problem is simplified by as-
suming that the percentage of the basic asset, that must be sacrificed for the production of the 
premium product, is exogenously given. This allows us to evaluate the premiumisation option 
similar to an option to exchange one asset for another, subject to an additional fixed investment. 
This assumption is relaxed in Chapter 5, where premiumisation is considered on a portfolio basis 
and the extent of the option exercise is determined endogenously. We find that for all levels of 
correlation between the basic and premium asset, when the volatility of the premium asset rises, 
the option value increases. On the other hand, the impact of changes in the level of volatility of 
the basic asset depends on the degree of correlation; for uncorrelated and negatively correlated 
returns, when the volatility of the basic asset rises the value of the option rises, whereas for per-
fectly correlated returns the value of the option falls. In addition, our model shows that for any 
level of volatility, the value of the option rises as correlation falls, to reflect the value of potential 
diversification upon investment in the premium asset. 
The option on product premiumisation has not been considered in the real options literature to 
date. Our work builds upon Margarbe's (1978) model on valuing an option to exchange one asset 
for another, but allows for underlying assets yielding cash flows throughout the life of the option, 
a strike price including a deterministic component and American-type exercise features. The 
model we present develops our understanding of the intangible value of assets with an embedded 
premiumisation option, with respect to the volatility and correlation of the underlying assets. 
From a practical point of view, it could assist decision making regarding the choice of production 
technology; for example, when comparing an opportunity to invest in a technology that allows 
switching production modes, from the basic to the premium product, against a technology with 
no such flexibility. 
In Section 3.3, we evaluate a project to launch a new product in the market through innovation, 
based on Schwartz (2004) but adjusting for the characteristics of innovation in the consumer 
goods sector. In particular, we assume that technological barriers do not exist and competition 
may have a negative impact on the project's payoff as innovation in the consumer goods sector 
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can be easily replicated. In our model, we explicitly evaluate the types of flexibility that are 
embedded in the project; namely, the option to abandon the project in intermediate stages and 
the option to adjust the project's completion date. In contrast with Schwartz (2004), we assume 
that the project without abandonment option still entails some optionality; the firm can optimally 
decide on the first investment installment due date whether it should commit to the project or not. 
We find that the project's value is maximised when the firm invests at the minimum admissible 
investment rate, as the firm can benefit from delaying completing the project until uncertainty is 
resolved. Comparative statics of the innovation project value for different levels of volatility show 
that the abandonment option value, as anticipated, rises with volatility. Given the problem base-
case assumptions and the valuation formulation, the impact of competition affects negatively the 
value of the project, with or without abandonment option, but only marginally. The abandonment 
option itself remains largely unaffected by changes in the intensity of competition in the scenarios 
we consider. Moreover, the completion date option value rises the further we diverge from the 
optimal investment rate. Interestingly, the completion date option value falls as volatility rises, 
for any given investment rate ratio i j . Equivalently, although it still remains optimal to invest 
at the minimum admissible investment rate, the value foregone by not doing so falls for higher 
levels of volatility. 
Chapter 4 
Corporate restructuring option 
4.1 Overview 
This chapter considers the option to restructure the operations of a firm with the aim of improving 
cost efficiency and boosting the firm's growth potential. This type of option can be appealing both 
in periods of economic upturns and downturns, and particularly important for brand-based firms, 
when one of the brands in their portfolio is underperforming. In the case of Diageo pic for 
instance, rising property values and falling sales in Ireland and the UK of Guinness beer have led 
the drinks group to consider restructuring its business in Ireland by building a new brewery for 
Guinness north of Dublin to supply the international market. 
A wide range of business decisions can be regarded as restructuring actions. Bowman and Singh 
(1999), in their paper on restructuring and economic performance, identify three forms of restruc-
turing: 
• Portfolio restructuring - significant change in the mix of assets owned by the firm; 
• Financial restructuring - significant changes in the capital structure of the firm (debt / equity 
mix); and 
• Organisational restructuring - significant changes in the organisational structure of the firm, 
including divisional re-design, operational units relocation, and outsourcing of operations. 
69 
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We consider the optimal timing of organisational restructuring, motivated by cost synergies, in 
a real options theoretical framework. By cost synergy we refer to the opportunity to reduce the 
firm's production cost. An example of organisational restructuring for brand-based consumer 
goods firms is found in the recent trend in European breweries' to shut down city centre facilities 
to release the property value of the sites and reduce their opportunity cost of production. 
Restructuring though comes at a cost, such as legal or consultancy fees, redundancy compen-
sations in cases of employee layoffs, and logistic expenses. This cost cannot be recovered and, 
once incurred, is considered to be sunk. Hence, when restructuring occurs, the firm has to trade 
off the stochastic cost savings against the cost of restructuring. Since the firm has the right, but 
not the obligation, to undertake any restructuring project, the firm's payoff is similar to that of an 
option on the value surplus, resulting from the reduction in the firm's cost of production. The firm 
gives up higher profit margins by not restructuring, and this acts as an incentive to exercise the 
option. On the other hand, the irreversibility of the investment acts as an incentive to postpone 
restructuring. For an equity value maximising firm, the optimal decision to restructure strikes a 
balance between the two. 
Many academics, primarily motivated by the empirical observation that restructuring does not 
occur evenly over time but in clusters, have investigated the restructuring behaviour of firms. 
Mitchell and Mulherin (1996) suggest that the majority of restructuring activity is a response 
to industry related shocks, such as deregulation, change in input costs, innovations, and demo-
graphic changes. Other research suggests that corporate restructuring happens when firms expe-
rience a significant reduction in their profitability. Denis and Kruse (2000) advocate that firms 
tend to restructure their business when they deal with a decline in operating performance. In their 
paper, they examine 350 firms that achieved a high operating performance in one year followed 
by a decline in performance in the following year. They find that approximately two thirds of the 
sample firms either restructured their portfolio of assets or made employees redundant or under-
took projects to cut operating costs. In a more recent contribution, Lambrecht (2004) studies the 
timing and terms of portfolio restructuring using real options analysis and finds that firms have 
an incentive to merge in periods of economic expansion. 
We adapt the approach presented in Lambrecht (2004) to evaluate the option to restructure a 
firm through internal re-organisation of the production process. In particular, we assume one firm 
'Examples include Carlsberg in Copenhagen, Scottish & Newcastle in Edinburgh, Young's in Wandsworth (south 
London). 
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operates two business units located in different regions, whilst holding the option to achieve lower 
overall marginal production cost by merging these units into one. The benefit of this restructuring 
project depends on the product demand, which evolves stochastically over time. We consider 
two specifications for the value surplus created upon completion of the restructuring project and 
investigate the relationship between product demand and optimal investment. We show that when 
the strategic significance of the restructuring project is taken into account, investment may occur 
both in periods of economic expansion and slowdown. 
This chapter is structured as follows; Section 4.2 provides the model description and the option 
valuation fundamental equations, Section 4.3 presents the solution procedure, and Section 4.4 
provides numerical results and comparative statics for the restructuring option value with respect 
to the key problem parameters. 
4.2 The model 
4.2.1 Model assumptions 
Assume a firm that operates as a monopoly and owns asset j, comprising of two separate business 
units which are located in different regions but generate a homogeneous product. The firm holds 
the option to reduce its marginal cost of production by merging the two business units into a 
single large unit, through the implementation of a restructuring project, within a prespecified 
capital budgeting period [0, T]. Due to its monopolistic position in the market, the firm has the 
power to set the price of its product at the beginning of each capital budgeting period, given the 
agreed level of production cost. In this context, the firm's net profit flow is determined by the 
stochastic demand of its product, g(t). 
To merge the two units the firm must incur a sunk upfront cost equal to J, which represents any 
necessary legal or consultant fees and logistic expenses related to the project. Once the merger 
occurs, it is irreversible, which implies that the firm's value prior to restructuring includes an 
option to merge the two business units, whereas the value of the firm post restructuring does not 
include an option to unwind the merger. Additionally, it is assumed that the capital markets are 
efficient and sufficiently complete, and there exists a freely traded riskless asset that yields return 
r per unit of time. Finally, the firm holding the option is rational and funded through equity only, 
which is constrained in each capital budgeting period. Requiring that the firm's equity capital 
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is constrained is equivalent to assuming a self-financing strategy regarding the exercise of the 
options available to the firm. 
4.2.2 Production cost 
The marginal cost of production is agreed contractually at the beginning of each capital budgeting 
period [0,r], during which it remains constant for any level of product demand. For a cost 
synergy to exist, the marginal cost of production in the merged unit should be less than the 
weighted average marginal cost prior to the merger. In addition, we assume that the marginal cost 
post merger will be higher than that of the more cost efficient business unit. This is consistent with 
the presumption that larger operational units usually require a more stringent control environment, 
which comes at an additional cost. This assumption is not critical to obtain a solution; it is simply 
included for exposition of the option valuation approach in a realistic scenario. 
With c; denoting the marginal production cost in business unit I prior to the merger, Wi the 
percentage of total demand covered by the produce of business unit I, ioi I = 1,2, and Cm 
denoting the marginal production cost in the merged unit, it holds that: 
Cl < Cm < WiCi + W2C2 (4.1) 
For simplicity, but without loss of generality, it is further presumed that the fixed production cost 
is zero. 
4.2.3 Net profit flow uncertainty 
Under the production cost assumptions of Section 4.2.2, the firm's net profit flow n(f), associated 
with the sales of its product, is the sum of the net profit flow accruing to each of the business units 
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where ^ is the price of the product, set by the firm, and q(t) is the stochastic instantaneous 
demand, which follows a geometric Brownian motion, displayed in Equation 4.3 below: 
dq(t} _ 
9^ ^ ' dt + ^ ag^kdzk {t) (4.3) 
where a , < r is the demand rate drift, CT, = {(o"g_fe)fc=i_2} is a 1 x 2 array of the demand volatility 
with respect to the different risk factors and dz .^ (t) is a 2-dimensional standard Brownian motion. 
It holds that for s > t: 
Et[zk{s)] = 0 yk = 1,2 
Et [{zkis))'^] = s — t Vfc = l , 2 (4.4) 
Es [2:1(5)2:2(5)] = 0 
with Et denoting the conditional expectation operator under the true probability measure. Ap-
plying Ito's lemma, the process for the net profit flow n(t), as a constant multiple of the demand 
rate q{t), is given by: 
dt + ^ Gq^kdzk [t) (4.5) dl l (f) 
For valuation purposes, we convert the true stochastic process of the instantaneous demand 4.3, 
and consequently, the net profit flow process 4.5, into their risk-neutral version, by adjusting the 
drift of the two processes for risk. Equations 4.6 and 4.7 below provide the risk-neutral stochastic 
process for the demand and net profit flow respectively: 
dq [t) 
= a*qdt + ^ Gq^kdzl (t) (4.6) 
dn(t) 
= a*dt + ' ^ (Tq^kdzl {t) (4.7) 
The term a* — — rp < r is the risk-adjusted drift, with rp representing the risk premium 
associated with the net profit flow n(t), and dz^ {t) being a 2-dimensional standard Brownian 
motion under the risk-neutral probability measure. As mentioned in Chapter 3 the Capital Asset 
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Pricing Model (CAPM) may be used to estimate the appropriate risk premium. 
4.2.4 Firm value dynamics 
The total value of the firm is the sum of the value of the two business units plus the value of the 
restructuring option. With V{t,q) denoting the total value of the firm prior to the restructuring at 
time t, q) the value of business unit I belonging to asset j , and F(t) the value of the option 
to merge the two units, it holds that: 
V{t, q) = q) + q) + F{t) (4.8) 
Assuming that investors are risk-neutral and that all profits are paid out to the firm's equity in-
vestors as dividends, the value of each business unit is equal to the present value of the expected 
stream of net profit flows that it will generate, 11; (t), discounted at the risk-free rate. Hence, 
is given by: 
/ oo 
e x p { - r ( s - t)}ni(s)c?4 r - a j r ~a'q 
for Z — 1,2, where denotes the conditional expectation operator under the risk-neutral proba-
bility measure. 
The dynamics of the value of the option F{t) are provided later, in Section 4.2.6. 
4.2.5 The surplus from merging 
The surplus S{t, q) from merging the two units, ignoring the strategic significance that this de-
cision may entail, is equal to the differential between the value of the firm post-merger q) 
and the stand-alone value of the firm prior to the merger. 
S{t, q) = Vm{t, q) - q) - ?) (4-10) 
Applying the same rationale as for the valuation of each business unit, based on Equation 4.7, the 
value of the firm post-merger is given by: 
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{t-, Q) — 
' roo 
J exp { - r ( s - t)} IIm(s)ds Cm) gft) 
r - a* r — a* 
(4.11) 
Combining Equations 4.9, for Z = 1,2, with 4.10 and 4.11 yields: 
au \ - (ci - Cm) Wiq{t) + (C2 - Cm) W2q{t) 
= (4.12) 
r - c x ; 
where s; = q — is the cost differential achieved with regards to business unit I. 
From Equation 4.12 it follows that the surplus value S is positive and an increasing function of 
the demand q so long as: 
The surplus S {t), as a constant multiple of the demand rate q(t), by Ito's lemma evolves stochas-
tically according to: 
= a*gdt + cjq^kdzl (f) (4.14) 
4.2.6 Restructuring option value dynamics 
The opportunity to restructure the firm by merging the two business units resembles an American 
call option on the surplus S{t,q) with a strike price of I. Using Ito's lemma, the stochastic 
process of the restructuring option price F satisfies: 
dF{t) - dt + — ^aq^kS{t)dzl{t) (4.15) 
\ k=l / k—1 
Assuming no arbitrage opportunities exist, under risk-neutrality the total expected return on F 
equals the risk-free rate of return. This condition is expressed by Equation 4.16 below: 
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E^[dF{t)] + f{t)dt = rF{t)dt (4.16) 
The underlying asset S{t,q) generates cash flows equal to the net profit flow that the firm forgoes 
while maintaining the existing operational structure of its business units. Hence, the cash flow 
f{t) is given by: 
f{t) = {s-iWi + S2W2) q{t) (4.17) 
Combining Equations 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17 yields the following pricing equation for the restruc-
turing option: 
1 f f l P f ) P r)JP 
2 9 ^ ^ ^ ~§t (^1^1 + •S2W2) 9 = 0 (4.18) 
fe=i 
subject to the following conditions: 
F {S{T), T) - max [S{T) - 1,0] (4.19) 
lim F(S'(i)) = 0 (4.20) 
S(t)^0 
lim F {S{t)) = S{t) - I (4.21) 
&FW 1 (4.22) 
/ - J (4.23) 
Equation 4.19 gives the option's payoff upon exercise, 4.20 - 4.21 are the initial conditions, 4.22 
is the smooth pasting condition and 4.23 provides the exogenously given investment cost of the 
restructuring project. 
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This is the problem of pricing an American option on a dividend-like paying asset, which does 
not have a closed-form solution but can be solved numerically. 
4.2.7 The surplus from merging: including strategic value 
In the valuation problem described in Sections 4.2.5 - 4.2.6, the firm has a greater incentive to re-
structure in periods of economic expansion and high level of demand, when it can better capitalise 
on the opportunity to reduce its cost. In practice, however, firms also opt for restructuring during 
periods of economic slowdown. When market conditions are unfavourable, investment in cost 
saving projects is a good alternative to investment in further development of the firm's business, 
e.g. through promotion and advertising. Furthermore, investment expenditure in restructuring 
projects is usually seen by investors as an extraordinary expense, i.e. not related to the firm's 
core business activities, and to the extent that it improves the firm's operating profit margin, it is 
seen favourably. This is mainly because operating profitability is considered to indicate the firm's 
growth potential and competitiveness. 
In this section we use an alternative specification for the value surplus created upon the merger of 
the firm's business units, which includes the strategic value that restructuring creates for the firm. 
We will call this the value of competitiveness. 
Let denote the value of competitiveness that is created upon restructuring. We assume that 
increases in periods of economic slowdown and low product demand, as it becomes more 
important to maintain strong profitability when market conditions are unfavourable, and falls in 
economic upturns, although remaining positive for all levels of demand g > 0. 
In line with the aforementioned assumptions, we use the following functional form to quantify 
the value of competitiveness: 
Ifc(g) = (4.24) 
where e > 0 is a constant that reflects the strategic significance of restructuring. For a given level 
of the parameter e, the intangible value of restructuring as a percentage of the total value of the 
firm post merger is given by: 
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7r% = f — + 1 1 (4.25) 
\ e r - a ; / 
Following the rationale in Section 4.2.5 and according to Equation 4.24, the value surplus upon 
merger now is given by: 
S{t, q) = Vm{t, q) - q) - q) + ^{q) 
Therefore, when the strategic value of the option exercise is taken into consideration, the surplus 
value is an increasing function of the demand only for q > q, where q is given by: 
/ e (r — a*) 
which requires that Inequality 4.13 holds; i.e. cost synergies exist. 
Using Ito's lemma, the process for S now satisfies; 
dS (t) - j ~ '^4 (*) (4-28) 
which is no longer a geometric Brownian motion, as the drift of the process depends on the 
stochastic rate of demand q{t). 
In addition, given Equation 4.28, the restructuring option price F evolves according to: 
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dF{t) = 
/ Id'^F [ dt 
k=l 
(4.29) 
Combining Equations 4.29, 4.16 and 4.17 yields the following pricing equation for the restruc-
turing option; 
2 e \ ' ' 
k=l ^ ' \ 
dF 
+-^ -rF + (si Wi + S2W2) 9 = 0 
•-S-iS-", 
(4.30) 
The solution of Equation 4.30, similar to that of Equation 4.18, must satisfy conditions 4.19 to 
4.23. 
4.3 The solution procedure 
Let (5, t; J , T) represent the time t optimal value of the option to merge the two business 
units Bj^i and Bj^2, in the time interval {t, T], subject to an investment outlay J. Then, it holds 
that: 
(t) = max max , 0 Vt E (0,T) 
max ^ ^ ( r ) , 0 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
where F^^\t) , F^'^\t) denote the exercise value and the continuation value of the option respec-
tively, and T is the terminal date of the capital budgeting period considered by the firm. 
Under the assumption of no arbitrage opportunities, the option price equals the expected option 
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payoff, under the risk-neutral measure, discounted at the risk-free rate. This valuation problem 
requires the determination of the optimal option exercise strategy, as the firm has the flexibility to 
invest any time within the capital budgeting period [0, T]. This problem can be solved recursively 
via Monte Carlo simulation, starting at the terminal date T and progressing backwards. 
To approximate the option price numerically we partition the capital budgeting period into N 
equiwidth time intervals At and simulate M paths of the demand rate based on the discretisation 
of the stochastic process 4.6. Let Pn = {0 < ti < h < ••• < in = T} represent this partition 
of the capital budgeting period [0, T], such that during each interval [U, ^i+i] = At the product 
demand will change by; 
Aq{ti+i) = q{ti+i) - q{ti) = q{ti) At + ^ (4.33) 
where e{ti) ~ iV(0,1), 6 Pjy. 
Then, the value of the profit surplus S(ti, q) which underhes the option is given by the relationship 
4.12. 
g (4.34) 
r - c ^ 
The initial value of the product demand, g(0), can be observed in the market. 
When the value of competitiveness is included in the valuation problem. Equation 4.34 is replaced 
by: 
+ ^  (4.35) 
To describe the solution procedure, the following sets of simulated paths are defined: For a set of 
M total simulated paths for all ti E Pn, let Mi denote the subset of M where the exercise value 
of the option is positive at time ti, and Mi the subset of Mi where it is optimal to exercise the 
option at time ti, given the set of available information. By definition, it holds that; 
Mi C Mi C M, yti £ 
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To compute the present value of the restructuring option we construct the following two matrices: 
• A {N x M) matrix of the option payoffs, denoted by with representing the 
{u, /x) element of matrix 11 °^^ . The ((( + 1) x M) option payoff matrix, computed in 
intermediate steps through the backward recursive procedure, is denoted by n(C), 
for C = 0, - 1. 
• A (iV X M) matrix of discount factors denoted by DF based on the risk-free rate, with 
DF(j, p) representing the (z/, y) element of matrix DF. The (1 x () discount factors matrix, 
computed in intermediate steps through the backward recursive procedure, is denoted 
by DF(C), for ( — 1 , N - 1. It holds that — exp{-ri^At} for all fj, e M and 
u = 1 , N . 
4.3.1 Recursive derivation of option payoffs 
Given the problem formulation and the partitioning of the capital budgeting period, the solu-
tion is derived by first computing the option payoff at the terminal time In = T and progressing 
backwards until ti. Let I, T) represent the value of the option at ti for a given 
path fjL e M. 
ti = tN". 
At the terminal date = T, presuming that the restructuring project has not yet been undertaken 
in any of the prior periods, the value of the option will be: 
f = max[f (=)(tAr), 0] = max - A O] (4.36) 
where superscript denotes exercise value. 
Then the (1 x M) payoff matrix elements (0) can be populated by applying Equation 4.36 
for all 11 e M. 
tj = tlSJ-J. 
At the firm has the flexibility to exercise the option immediately or defer the decision until 
the next period. Hence, the value of the option at tN-i for a given path G M will be: 
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where 
= max max (tAr-i), (tjv-i) , 0 (4.37) 
= S{tN-i) - I + (siWi + S2W2)g At (4.38) 
[11(1^^)(0)] (4.39) 
dfitN-i,tN) = exp{-r(tAr - i iv-i)} 
= exp {—rAt} (4.40) 
with Eti denoting the conditional expectation operator at time ti, df{ti, ti+i) being the one period 
discount factor applicable to cash flows occuring at time ti+i and 
{siWi + S2W2)q At 
representing the additional profit flow that restructuring would generate in the period [tN-i, tjv]. 
Assuming that the option exercise value is positive, to decide optimally conditional on the infor-
mation available at the firm compares the payoff of the option through immediate exercise, 
f against the continuation value of the option, FW(t;v_i). 
To compute the expectation in 4.39, we use ordinary least squares to estimate the linear regression 
4.41, based on the simulated paths in which the restructuring option is in the money at i.e. 
for all yu e Mn-1, according to the LSM approach of Longstaff and Schwartz (2001). 
= Piq(tN^i) + P2q'^{tN-i) + (4.41) 
with 
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n g Mn-1 (4.42) 
v i tN- i ) j.i.d.(0, cr^) (4.43) 
We base the specification of Equation 4.41 on the assumption that the expected option payoff de-
pends on the current level of the product demand, as this summarises all the relevant information 
available to the firm. 
The continuation value can then be computed using the fitted values of the expected future payoff, 
as shown in Equation 4.44 below; 
— Piq{tN-x) + (4.44) 
where Y denotes the fitted value of Y in regression 4.41, and Pi, P2 are the least squares estimated 
coefficients. 
If > 0, according to Equation 4.37 the option will be exercised and 
the payoff of the option will be: 
= ^(t jv-i)— / + ( s i W i + 521^2)? At (4.45) 
or F^^ \ tN- i ) < 0 then the option will not be exercised. 
The (2 X M) payoff matrix is populated with for all fj, G Mn-i- In 
addition, 11(2,^ ) (1) = 0 for all 6 to reflect the fact that, once the option is exercised at 
t jv-i , it can not be exercised again in the following period 
For the paths that F^° \ tN- i ) = F^'^\tN-i) or = 0 per Equation 4.37 no payoff is 
recorded in 11(1) for time and the next period's payoff is recorded given the derivation in 
the previous step, i.e. n(i^^)(l) = 0 and 11(2,^)(1) — n(i.^)(0) for all/Lt 6 ( m H 
ti ~ tN—(J-
The same rationale of optimal choice applies to all previous periods until ti = ti . In general. 
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for ti = t;v-C' C = 1, TV — 1, the continuation value of the option is based on the expected 
discounted payoff occuring in any of the subsequent periods until The regression estimated 
for each of the paths fi e in order to calculate the option's continuation value at has 
the following form: 
with 
where 
y(tjv-c) = + V{tN-c) (4.46) 
y(ijv-c; M) = DF(C)n(c - 1 ; M) e Mn-C (4.47) 
(4.48) 
DF(C) = 
d/(tjv-C'^^-C+2) df{tN-(:,tN)] (4.49) 
n ( C - i ; M ) 
n ( i , ^ ) (C-1) 
n(2,;i)(C - 1 ) 
. 1) _ 
(4.50) 
Equation 4.50 represents the option payoff matrix computed in time step For a given 
path jj, the discount factors are computed based on the risk-free rate, i.e. 
df{ti,ti+x) = exp{-rzAf} (4.51) 
The optimal value of the restructuring option at is determined based on Equation 4.52 
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below: 
f = max max , 0 (4.52) 
where 
f — S(ti^-(^) — / + {siWi + 52^2)9 At (4.53) 
and 
f W(t;\r_() = DF(C)^^_( [n(C - 1)] (4.54) 
If > FW(tjv_() > 0, the option will be exercised and the following relationship 
holds; 
f = 5^(tN-c) - Z + (31 Wi + 32^2)9 (tff_() At (4.55) 
If f {tN-i) < f (^ AT-c) or f {tN-() < 0 then the option will not be exercised. 
The ((C + 1) X M) payoff matrix (() is populated with f (tjv-c), for all // 6 Mn-c-
In addition n(i+e^^)(C) = 0, for all 6 Mn-i and 0 = 1,..., C - 1> to reflect the fact that, once 
the option is exercised at tAf-C' it can not be exercised again in any of the following periods until 
tjv-
For the paths that f (<//_() or (tw-() = 0 per Equation 4.52 no payoff 
is recorded in n ( ( ) for the current period and the future periods' payoffs are recorded given the 
derivation in the previous step. Equivalently: 
11(1,^) (C) = 0 and 11(1+6,/i)(C) = - 1), forg = 1 
V / z e ( m d M N - C ) 
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The recursive procedure is followed until U = ti to obtain 11^ °^  = Il{N — 1) for the set of 
simulated paths under consideration. 
4.3.1.1 Estimation of the restructuring option price 
Based on the recursive procedure described in Section 4.3.1, the estimated restructuring option 
price, excluding or including the value of competitiveness, can be computed as the simple aver-
age of the discounted option payoff among the M simulated paths. Let F(0; N, M) denote the 
estimated option price at to — 0 for a given partition of the capital budgeting period and 
number of simulated paths equal to M. Given DF and , the estimated option price is: 
rjF, 
F(0; N, M) = M (4.56) 
Note that based on the recursive estimation procedure, only one element of matrix 11^ °^  will 
be non-zero along each column, which represents one path, reflecting the optimal timing of the 
option exercise. 
To assess how robust the estimation is, we calculate the standard error of the estimate as the ratio 
of the standard deviation of the discounted option payoff over the square root of the number of 
simulated paths M. 
. ,e , (F(OiM,M)) ^ S t 4 D e v ( m N . M ) ) 
— (4.57) 
V M 
When the standard deviation of the discounted option payoff is finite, as the number of simulated 
paths tends to infinity the standard error of the estimate should approach zero. 
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4.4 Implementation and illustration 
We use an example to illustrate numerically the solution to the restructuring option valuation 
problem, following the methodology presented in Section 4.3. We consider a capital budgeting 
period of T — 5 years, which has been partitioned into N = 25 subperiods. The firm holds 
the option to merge the two business units it operates within this capital budgeting period. The 
base-case parameters and initial values for the problem are provided in Table 4.1. The marginal 
cost post merger has been chosen to satisfy Equation 4.1, so that cost synergies exist and the 
valuation of the restructuring option is meaningful. Assuming a certain percentage of cost savings 
upon completion of the restructuring project, %%, the marginal cost post merger, Cm, is chosen 
according to; 
Cn, := (1 -K cstVz) 0L58) 
In our base-case scenario the firm will achieve a 16.67% reduction in its overall marginal cost of 
production for = 2.5. Moreover, the value of competitiveness parameter e reflects the degree 
to which the strategic value of restructuring accounts for the value of the firm post restructuring. 
In particular, the base-case choice of e = 15, implies that if restructuring occurs in a period of 
economic expansion, then the strategic value accounts on average for 3.17% of the resulting total 
firm value, whereas the respective figure for periods of economic slowdown is 44.99%^. In real 
investment appraisal scenarios, the parameter e has to be estimated based on empirical evidence 
on how much the firm value increases over the net present value of the restructuring project upon 
implementation. For e = 0 our model reduces to the case where restructuring has no strategic 
value. 
The number of simulated paths has been chosen to strike a balance between estimation accuracy, 
as measured by the standard error of the estimated option value, and computational intensity. 
Figure 4.1 shows how the standard error as a percentage of the estimated price falls to approxi-
mately 2.1% as we increase the number of simulated paths from 1,000 to 10,000, and then only 
marginally improves for 15,000 paths. 
Based on the base-case scenario parameters, the restructuring project surplus function is depicted 
^These figures are based on the high and low critical levels of demand that trigger investment in the restructuring 
project. 
Table 4.1: Base-case parameters and initial values; Restructuring option. 
Initial demand rate (g(0)) 1 
Demand rate drift ( a , ) a m s 
Demand rate volatility {uq.i, ffq.2 ) 0.08, 0.15 
Investment cost (7) 55 
Marginal cost pre-merger (ci, cg) 2 , 4 
Marginal cost post-merger (cm) 2.5 
Product price (() 5 
Risk free rate (r) 0.04 
Risk premium (rp) 0.01 
Relative weight (Wi = 1 — W2) 0.5 
Value of competitiveness parameter (e) 15 
Length of capital budgeting period (T) 5 
Unit time period in years (At) 0.2 
Number of time periods (N = T/At) 25 
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Figure 4.1: Standard error percentage vs number of simulated paths; Restructuring option. 
in Figure 4.2. The interpretation is the following. For levels of demand above q — 0.6708 (com-
puted based on Equation 4.27), the value of the surplus increases almost linearly with demand, 
as the firm can better capitalise on the cost savings achieved through restructuring in periods of 
economic expansion. However, when demand falls below the critical level q, which in our base-
case scenario it implies a more than 32% decrease in the level of demand, the suiplus value rises, 
as the increase in the strategic value of the project more than offsets the fall in the present value 
of the cost savings. This is based on the assumption that sustaining profitability in periods of 
unfavourable market conditions is more important compared to periods of economic expansion. 





2 2a 3 
Demand nae 
Figure 4.2; Restructuring surplus value function. 
4.4.1 Sensitivity Analysis 
This section examines the sensitivity of the restructuring project value with respect to the volatil-
ity of the underlying surplus value, the level of cost savings, the strategic value of the project and 
the project investment cost. 
4.4.1.1 Volatility parameters 
As the volatility of the underlying surplus value increases, the value of the restructuring project 
increases almost linearly, as both the likelihood of the option exercise and the potential payoff 
upon exercise increase. In addition, the critical levels for investment in terms of product demand 
and surplus value also increase with volatility, to compensate the firm for the time value of the 
option that is sacrificed upon exercise. Moreover, for higher levels of volatility, the option tends 
to be exercised relatively earlier as the future payoff becomes more uncertain. Figure 4.3 shows 
the relationship between option value and volatility and numerical results are provided in Table 
4.2. 
4.4.1.2 Cost synergies 
The restructuring project value increases at an accelarating rate as the level of cost savings rises, 
as shown in Figure 4.4. This outcome is due to the fact that the probability of the option being 
exercised increases more than 1:1 with cost savings, as shown in Table 4.3. In addition, the 
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Volatility of surplus value (%) 
Figure 4.3: Sensitivity of restructuring project value with respect to the volatility of the underlying 
surplus. 
O) R 
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Cost savings upon restructuring (%) 
Figure 4.4: Sensitivity of restructuring project value with respect to the level of cost synergies. 
critical level of surplus value increases with cost savings, as the project offers the possibility of 
a higher payoff. It was also noted that the option tends to be exercised relatively earlier when its 
potential payoff rises. Finally, the model can provide the cut-off level of cost savings that would 
render the project worthless; for example, given the assumed parameters, the value of the project 
approaches zero for cost savings less than 10%. 
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Figure 4.5: Sensitivity of restructuring project value with respect to the strategic importance of 
restructuring. 
4.4.1.3 Strategic importance 
Similarly, the restructuring project value increases at an accelarating rate as the strategic compo-
nent of the surplus value rises. This relationship is depicted in Figure 4.5, The critical levels for 
investment in terms of surplus value fall as the strategic importance of the project rises, to reflect 
the fact that the targeted payoff can be achieved for lower demand rate. Numerical results are 
presented in Table 4.4. 
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Figure 4.6: Sensitivity of restructuring project value with respect to the investment cost. 
4.4.1.4 Project implementation cost 
The restructuring project value falls almost linearly with the required investment cost, as shown 
in Figure 4.6. For higher investment cost, both the potential payoff of the project and the proba-
bility of the option being exercised fall. In addition, the critical level of surplus value increases, 
although the ratio of surplus trigger level to investment cost marginally falls as the latter increases. 
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9 0 2.25% - n/a 1.1606 0.0394 12.51% 100% 0* 1.04% 48.68* 50.28* 65,9213 (8,0674) 1.9776 (0.2420) n/a (n/a) 
10 10 2.76% - n/a 1.8506 0.0457 21.52% 100% 0% 1.92% 48.69* 49.39% 65,06 (7,0715) 1.7805 (0.2336) n/a (n/a) 
be 15 3.17%-44.9% 2.4064 0,0505 29.85% 99.3* 0.7% 0.10% 50.18% 49.72% 64.43 (7.2678) 1.6574 (0.2555) 0.3323 (0.0098) 
11 20 3.9%-25.19% 3.3680 0.0540 52.19% 8676* 13.24% 3.93* 47.71% 48.36% 62,5155 (6.8921) 1.4900 (0.2741) 0,5170 (0.0209) 
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4.5 Summary 
In this chapter, drawing on the approach of Lambrecht (2004), we evaluate the option to re-
structure a firm through internal re-organisation of its production process in the presence of cost 
synergies. We show that when the strategic significance of the restructuring project is taken into 
account, investment may occur both in periods of economic expansion and slowdown. This can 
be considered as an improvement on Lambrecht (2004), whose model predicts restructuring only 
in periods of economic expansion. 
The key feature of the restructuring model we present is the specification of the value surplus 
resulting from restructuring. In general, firms have a greater incentive to restructure in periods of 
economic expansion and high level of demand, when they can better capitalise on the opportunity 
to reduce their cost. Drawing on the empirical observation that restructuring also occurs in periods 
of economic slowdown, we posit that when market conditions are unfavourable the strategic value 
of restructuring rises. This is consistent with the view that investment in cost saving projects is 
usually regarded by investors as an extraordinary expense, and to the extent that it improves the 
firm's operating profit margin, it is seen favourably. 
Comparative statics with respect to volatility suggest that the value of the restructuring project 
rises when uncertainty increases. Furthermore, we find that restructuring, as anticipated, be-
comes increasingly attractive for a greater level of cost synergies and strategic importance and 
less appealing as the project implementation cost rises. 
We consider this model to improve our understanding of the restructuring behaviour of firms, 
whilst highlighting the value drivers in restructuring projects. Similar to any other flexibility, the 
opportunity to exploit cost synergies contributes towards the firm's intangible value; an estimation 
of this value can help quantify the impact of restrictive contract clauses regarding the firm's 
operations. 
Chapter 5 
Portfolio rebalancing option 
5.1 Overview 
This chapter considers the option to rebalance a portfolio of real assets subject to risk and budget 
constraints, imposed by the portfolio holder. This type of option is related to the flexibility of 
brand-based firms to rebalance their portfolio of brands through acquisitions or disposals. A 
recent example of portfoho rebalancing in the case of Diageo pic is the acquisition of winemaker 
Rosenblum Cellars with the aim of extending the company's operations in the US premium wines. 
The model we present, which is based on constrained firm value maximisation, could be used to 
estimate the value of portfolio rebalancing clauses, in contracts for joint ventures for example, 
or, in a more general context, the intangible firm value attributable to acquisition opportunities. 
This approach is also interesting in that it highlights the interactions between real options in the 
presence of constraints regarding their exercise. Section 2.6 in Chapter 2 presents an overview of 
the main literature on portfolios of real options in the past 15 years. 
This chapter is structured as follows; Section 5.2 explains the limitations of traditional option 
pricing techniques and risk-neutral valuation with regards to evaluating this type of optionality. 
Sections 5.3 and 5.4 describe the option pricing model and the solution procedure, and Section 
5.5 provides a numerical example for illustration purposes. 
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5.2 Portfolio rebalancing as a real option 
Traditionally, the objective of the firm in corporate finance is to maximise equity value. When 
the firm is unleveraged, which is the assumption in the present analysis, the value of the firm's 
equity coincides with the value of its tangible and intangible assets. In this context, the optimal 
exercise of corporate real options is the one that maximises the value of the firm's asset portfolio. 
The analogy between financial options and real investment opportunities has been used in the 
real options literature to address how the value of a firm, including any value arising from flex-
ibility in decision making, can be estimated. However, there are significant differences between 
financial and real options, as the latter are not granted to the optionholder by means of contrac-
tual agreement and there is no organised financial market for trading real options. With regards 
to portfolio rebalancing optionality, there are two differences between financial and real options 
that need to be addressed; (a) the riskiness of the option payoff and (&) budget considerations for 
self-financing portfolios. 
In financial options the investor has to choose between the option payoff from exercise or zero, 
whichever is greater. At the time of the option exercise the gain is certain and can be capitalised, 
as the option is cash settled between the two counterparties. Similarly, in the case of real options 
the firm has to choose between the option 'payoff' from exercise or zero, whichever is greater. 
However, at the time of the option exercise, the payoff is based on the firm's best estimate of the 
value of the underlying asset, as most usually real assets are not actively traded in the market, 
their price is not observable and their valuation has a greater element of subjectivity comparing 
to financial assets. In addition, investments in real assets are usually for a medium to long term 
horizon; when a firm decides to acquire an asset, it will retain its holding and develop its business 
based on the new composition of its portfolio. Hence, any real option exercise strategy should 
be formulated with consideration to the impact of this strategy on the riskiness of the firm as a 
whole. 
Moreover, firms formulate their investment strategies subject to available funding. In the case 
of financial options, when exercise is optimal, the ability of the option holder to downpay the 
option's strike price does not matter, as the option is cash settled on a net basis. In real investment 
scenarios though, firms need to physically make an investment outiay or sacrifice resources to 
take advantage of the options they hold. Therefore, the optimal strategy of real options exercise 
should take into account any budget limitations. 
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5.2.1 Portfolio dynamics 
In the present analysis, exercise of any rebalancing option alters the asset composition of the 
firm's portfolio, and hence its expected return and risk. Upon exercise, the firm acquires a new 
asset whose incremental value' cannot be easily capitalised due to the nature of the investment. 
For example the option to enter into a new market resembles a call option on an asset that gener-
ates cash flows from sales in that market. This type of asset is, in general, illiquid and the gain 
from the option exercise cannot be easily capitalised and credited to the firm's profit. Instead, the 
firm ends up holding this asset and hence its volatility and correlation with the rest of the assets 
in the firm's portfolio have a direct impact on the riskiness of the firm as a whole. 
To illustrate how the risk-return tradeoff inherent in a portfolio of assets may change with respect 
to acquisitions or disposals, let us follow this simple example. Let ji,,, denote the expected 
return and volatihty, respectively, of asset % and denote the correlation between assets % 
and V).. For a self-financing portfolio ^ consisting of assets Vi and V2 the following relationships 
hold: 
= WlpLl + W2^J,2 
= y + (1020-2)2 -I- 2wiw2pi ,2cr icr2 
Vc = Vi + Vs 
where wi = ^ and W2 = ^3X& the portfolio weights. 
If in this porfolio we exchange V2 for a new asset V3, where F2 = V3, the resulting portfolio ^ 
will have the following properties: 
= wini + wgm 
(T| = + 2wiwspi^^aiu2, 
where wi = and W3 = ^ = W2, since V2 = V3. 
'"We refer to the asset value less the required investment cost as an incremental value. 
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To rule out arbitrage opportunities, the value of the portfolio should remain constant, i.e. = V^ -. 
The risk-return tradeoff, however, will change in differing ways depending on the assumed mean 
return, volatility and correlation parameters. Table 5.1 illustrates these portfolio dynamics given 
the acquisition of the new asset. 
Table 5.1; Portfolio dynamics; risk-return tradeoff. 
Expected Risk-retum 
return / i j Standard deviation af tradeoff 
fia > fia increase a | — a i > —2 (uji /uis) cri (pi,2<T2 — pi.acra) decrease improve 
/^ 3 > A2 increase u l — erf < — 2 (11)1/^2) (Ji (pi,20'2 - pi.acra) increase uncertain 
/^ 3 < ^2 decrease cr| — af < —2 {W1/W2) c i (pi.zcrz — pi,30-3) increase deteriorate 
^i3 < decrease c r | — a f > - 2 ( u ) i / w 2 ) (Ti ( p i , 2 0 - 2 — p i , s c s ) decrease uncertain 
In practice, it is difficult to quantify what is the risk-return tradeoff that a firm should target 
whilst maximising its shareholder value, as particular utility function assumptions need to be 
made. More meaningful targets, such as Value at Risk limits, have been alternatively used more 
widely in practice. We describe the Value at Risk metric and alternative risk measures in Section 
2.6.1 of Chapter 2. 
5.2.2 Risk-neutral valuation and portfolio rebalancing 
One of the contributions of option pricing theory to capital budgeting is the use of risk-neutral 
pricing methods to evaluate corporate investment opportunities which contribute to the intangible 
value of a firm's asset portfolio. However, the application of the risk-neutral valuation framework 
to the case of portfolio rebalancing optionality is not appropriate because reconciling risk-neutral 
valuation and 'real world' portfolio optimisation in the same model, which is necessary to deter-
mine the option payoff, is not feasible. 
In a risk-neutral valuation framework, although all assets display different volatility, they are 
expected to grow at the risk-free rate of return. In this context, rational risk averse investors 
would choose to hold only the risk-free asset available in the market, as this would achieve the 
best result in terms of risk and return. Since in the market all assets are being held, in a risk-
neutral valuation framework, it is assumed that investors are indifferent to risk or, equivalently. 
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risk-neutral. In a risk-neutral world, firms have no incentive to rebalance their portfolio of assets 
to diversify risk; their utility would not change following any portfolio rebalancing, as the level 
of expected return would remain constant, at the level of the risk-free rate, and changes in risk do 
not matter. 
Section 5.3 provides a problem formulation that incorporates risk and budget considerations in 
the option exercise process. 
5.3 The model 
5.3.1 Model assumptions 
Assume a market that consists of m -t-1 assets. Bq {t) is a riskless bond, where: 
rdt (5.1) 
where r > 0 is the risk-free interest rate. 
The remaining m assets have stochastic returns, which evolve according to the following process: 
dBj (t) 
(t) = (%' - 5j)dt+'^ aj^k dzk (t) (5.2) 
where {2(i)}tg[o,oo) = {(%(())t=i n}te[0,oo) ^ n-dimensional standard Brownian motion 
with the following properties: 
Et[zk{s)] = 0 (5.3) 
== a - 1 (5.'*) 
Es[zk{s)zi{s)] = 0 k,l — 1, ...n, k^l (5.5) 
Further, define a = {(0^)^=1,...,™} the mean rate of return, 5 — the cash flow rate 
(similar to a dividend yield for stocks) and a = a m x n matrix of the assets 
return volatility with respect to the different risk factors. The matrix a is assumed to have linearly 
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independent rows, so that no redundant securities exist in the market. For n > m the market is 
incomplete, as there are more sources of randomness than available assets in the market. 
Letu(it) = {(iij(i))j=i,...,m}tg[ox] be a portfolio investment strategy, where Uj(i) represents the 
proportion of firm value invested in asset Bj (t) at time t and T is the end of the capital budgeting 
period. The firm, given its initial portfolio holdings and strategic position in the market, has 
the option to rebalance its portfolio by investing in the assets available in the market at a fixed 
investment cost I — • 
V i = l , . . . ,m (5.6) 
m 
Uoit) = ( 5 . 7 ) 
i=i 
where Wj{t) is the number of units of asset Bj{t) in the firm's portfolio and V{t) is the value of 
the firm at time t. The investment strategy u{t) satisfies the following relationships: 
y ] (t) — 1 (5.8) 
j=0 
0<Uj{t)<l, V j = 0, ...,rn, (5.9) 
Equation 5.9 impUes that short selling of assets is not allowed. 
5.3.2 Firm value dynamics 
The firm value, given the strategy u{t), evolves according to: 
dV (t; u{t)) 
= [r + {t) {a — 5 — r)] dt + {t)adz{t) (5.10) 
(a -S)dt + u^{t)adz (t) + [1 - ^ Uj{t)]rdt = 
According to Ito's lemma, if the volatility of the firm's rate of return is finite for all t, i.e. 
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f ||n^(s)cr||^ds < oo Vt e [0,oo) 
Jo 
where ||.|| denotes the EucHdean norm and u^{t) the transpose of array u{t), then V{t) satisfies: 
V{t,u{t)) = V{0)exp A{s-,u{s))ds + J u'^{s)adz{s) (5.11) 
where yl(s;u(s)) — r + u^{s){a — 5 — r) — ^ | |u'^(s)(j|p. 
For clarification, Equation 5.11 is obtained by integrating both sides of the stochastic differential 
equation of the log return of the firm value V. 
5.3.3 Value at Risk limits 
For risk management purposes, an approximation of the firm's value distribution can be used. For 
a time interval [t, t + At], the projected distribution of the firm value can be calculated under the 
assumption that the investment strategy u{t) remains constant over the respective time period. 
From Equation 5.11 if follows that, for a small At: 
\ 
V{t + At; u{t)) = V{t; u{t)) exp {A(t; u{t))At + u^{t)a{z(t + At) - z{t))} (5.12) 
Hence, the projected loss on the interval [t, t + At], for a given u{t) will be: 
V{t-, u(t)) - V(t + At; u(t)) = 
V{t;uit)) [l — exp {A(t ;u( t ))At + + Ai) — 5:(f))}] (5.13) 
The variable u^a{z{t + At) — z{t)) is conditionally distributed with mean zero and standard 
deviation | | u^ ( t )c r | | \ / ^ . 
Let the confidence parameter a e (0,0.5) be specified by the firm, according to its risk aversion. 
The a-percentile of the projected loss V{t; u(t)) — V(t + At; u(t)) is: 
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V(t-,u{t)) I - exp ^A{t\u{t))At + N (5.14) 
where N~^(.) denotes the inverse of the standard cumulative normal distribution function. 
Then, the Value at Risk (VaK) and Relative Value at Risk (RVaR) can be defined as: 
VaR{t\ u(t), v,a) =v 1 — exp | A ( t ; u{t))At + A'"~^(a)||u^(i)(T||-\/At|j (5.15) 
RVaR(tMt).a) , 
= 1 - exp |y l ( i ;u ( t ) )At + 7^~^{a)||u^(t)cT||\/At|j (5.16) 
The risk constraint that we consider in our model has the following form: 
«(<), a) < p%, Vf e [0, T] (5.17) 
Equation 5.17 requires that the Relative Value at Risk does not exceed the threshold of p% in any 
time interval At within the capital budgeting period [0, T]. 
5.3.4 Budget limits 
To define the budget constraint that any rebalancing decision should satisfy, some further assump-
tions need be made about the initial portfolio holdings of the firm and other limitations in portfolio 
management. For example, consider a firm holding wo{0) units of asset Bo(0) and u;i(0) units 
of Bi(0) at time t = 0. With the additional restriction that the firm cannot dispose of asset Bi 
throughout the capital budgeting period [0, T], for a self-financing portfolio the budget constraint 
can be expressed as: 
wo{t)Bo{t) >Y^Wj{t)Ij, Vfe(0,r] (5.18) 
J=2 
li'lW = wi(0), vte(o,r] (5.19) 
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With this specification, investment in any of the j = 2, ...,m assets will be financed through 
liquidation of the riskless bond Bq. This is intuitive if we consider that the core business of 
the firm, represented by its holding in asset Bi, has granted the firm the option to rebalance its 
portfolio at a fixed investment cost / . 
5.3.5 The objective of the firm 
The value of the firm at each point in time is comprised of the expected stream of cash flows and 
terminal value, discounted at the appropriate risk-adjusted rate. For a given investment strategy 
u{t), and hence quantities w{t), the value of the firm can be expressed as; 
y( t ) = ^ + e - * ( r ) y ( r ) (5.20) 
where B{s) = {(%(s))j=o m}s6[o,r] , • denotes element by element matrix multiplication and 
m 
t r c r ) (5.21) 
j=0 
The riskless bond is assumed to yield no cash flows as all accrued interest is re-invested at the 
risk-free rate. 
The firm rationally chooses its investment strategy so that it maximises its shareholder value as 
expressed by Equations 5.20 and 5.21, subject to the relevant risk and budget constraints given 
by Inequalities 5.17 and 5.18, provided that 5.19 holds. 
Effectively, by requiring that the firm maximise its value at each decision node subject to risk 
and budget constraints, we exclude any rebalancing option payoffs that, although feasible, would 
never be realised based on the firm's objectives and limitations. 
This approach can highlight the relationship between the correlation and volatility of the possible 
acquisition targets and firm value, when the embedded portfolio rebalancing options are taken 
into account. The value of the option to rebalance the portfolio of assets in question can be 
computed as the differential between the value of the firm, assuming it will optimally exercise 
its real options regarding acquisitions or disposals, and the value of the firm following a static 
portfolio strategy throughout the capital budgeting period. 
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5.4 The solution procedure 
The firm value optimisation problem, given the flexibility to rebalance its portfolio of assets, is 
summarised by the following equations: 
m 
Vit) = Y^ Wj {t)Bj {t) (5.22) 
j=o 
subject to the following constraints: 
wo{t)Bo{t) > '^Wj{t)Ij (5.23) 
J = 2 
woit) = 7/,o(0) - (5.24) 
•oo(,rj 
wi{t) = lUi(O), Vte[0,r] (5.25) 
Wj{t) e [0,1], y t e [0,T], j = (5.26) 
RVaR{t]u{t),a) < p% 4*-
1 — exp | ^ ( i ; u(i))At + iV~^(a)||u^(t)c7||\/Af| < p% (5.27) 
where 
A{t\u{t)) — r+ u^{t){a-5-r)-^\\u^{t)a\\^ (5.28) 
I j = I j (5.29) 
p = p (5.30) 
Wj(0) = %(0), Vj = 0,...,m (5.31) 
with the upper bar denoting that the variable is exogenously given. 
Equations 5.23 to 5.26 reflect the budget constraints; specifically. Equation 5.24 requires that the 
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holding in the riskless bond Boit) is adjusted for any level of investment, Equation 5.25 requires 
that the holding in asset Bi is maintained constant throughout the capital budgeting period, as 
Bi is assumed to represent the core business of the firm, and Equation 5.26 sets the lower and 
upper bounds for the portfolio holdings to reflect that the firm is not allowed to short sell any of 
the available m+1 assets and can hold up to one unit of each one. Inequality 5.27 is the Relative 
Value at Risk constraint, which must be satisfied for all t £ [0, T]. 
The firm is assumed to hold an American type of call option on the rebalanced portfolio that 
expires at the end of the capital budgeting period [0, T]. 
Let ((; w{t), B{t), I) represent the value of the option to optimally rebalance the portfolio 
of assets att , where B{t) = {(Sj(f))j=o,,.,,m}te(o,r]- Then; 
GW(t) = max [max (t), , ol , Vt 6 (O.T) (5.32) 
= m a x W = ) ( r ) , 0 (5.33) 
where (t) , {t) denote the exercise value and the continuation value of the option respec-
tively. 
Equations 5.22 to 5.33 fully characterise the firm's optimal portfolio holdings and hence its port-
foho investment strategy: 
and 
= | ( ^ 
respectively, where superscript denotes optimal. Then, (t) and (t), denoting the hold-
ing and portfolio weight of the riskless bond Bo(t) respectively, can be computed given constraint 
5.24. 
This problem does not yield a closed-form analytic solution but it can be solved numerically. 
Specifically, we use a backward stochastic non-linear programming procedure based on Monte 
Carlo simulation for the stochastic evolution of Equation 5.2, for all j = 1,..., m to approximate 
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the rebalancing option value. 
We partition the capital budgeting period into N equiwidth time intervals At and simulate M 
paths of the assets' value based on the discretisation of the stochastic process followed by the 
risky assets and the deterministic process followed by the riskless bond. Let = {0 < < 
t2 < ... < = T} represent this partition of the capital budgeting period [0, T], such that 
during each interval [ti, tj+i] = At the value of asset j will change by: 
ABj{ti+i) = - Bj{ti) = Bj{ti) - Sj)At + Y^^<^j^k^{ti)y/A^ (5.34) 
where e(f j) ~ iV(0,1), and the value of the riskless bond will change by. 
ABo(ti+i) = Bo{ti+i) - Bo{ti) = rBo{ti)At (5.35) 
for all ti e Pjv-
Based on the assumptions about the initial portfolio holdings Wj{0) for j — the firm 
value, portfolio weights and Relative Value at Risk can be computed along each of the simulated 
paths assuming that the firm follows a static strategy. In particular, for Wj^\ti) ~ 'Wj{0), for all 
U € PjY, and j — 0, ...,m we obtain: 
(5.36) 
a) = 
1 — exp ^A{ti-,u^^\ti))At + iV^^(a)||u^®^^(fi)cr||\/At j (5.38) 
where superscript denotes the value of the respective variable corresponding to a static portfo-
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lio strategy. 
To describe the solution procedure, we define the following sets of simulated paths: For a total of 
M simulated paths for all t j £ Pn, let Mi denote the subset of M where the exercise value of the 
option is positive at time U, and Mj the subset of Mi where it is optimal to exercise the option at 
time ti, given the set of available infonnation. By definition, it holds that: 
Mi q Mi g M, y t i e P n 
To compute the present value of the portfolio rebalancing option we construct the two matrices 
described below; 
• A (N X M) matrix of the optimal option payoffs, denoted by with 1 1 r e p r e s e n t -
ing the {y, jjL) element of matrix The ((( + 1) x M) option payoff matrix computed 
in intermediate steps through the backward recursive procedure, is denoted by n(C), 
for C = 0 , N — 1. 
• A {N X M) matrix of discount factors denoted by based on the optimal rebalancing 
strategy of the firm, with representing the (z ,^/u) element of matrix DF^°\ The 
(M X C) discount factors matrix computed in intermediate steps through the back-
ward recursive procedure, is denoted by DF((), for C = 1 , i V . 
The recursive procedure is described in the following section. 
5.4.1 Recursive derivation of optimal option payoffs 
Given the problem formulation and the partitioning Pjv of the capital budgeting period, the 
solution is derived by looking at the optimal portfolio rebalancing decision starting at the ter-
minal time = T and progressing backwards until ti. Let CW {ti;w{ti),B{ti),I) repre-
sent the value of the option to optimally rebalance the portfolio of assets at ti, with B{ti) = 
for a given path M. 
ti = in: 
At the terminal date tpj = T, presuming that the option has not been exercised in any of the prior 
periods, the value of the option is: 
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= max 0 = max , (5.39) 
where superscript denotes exercise value, computed based on the firm value maximisation 
problem defined by Equations 5.22 to 5.31 for t = and superscript as defined before. 
If (tjv) > 0, i.e. it is optimal to exercise the rebalancing option at then: 
(5.40) 
(5.41) 
The investment outlay for the portfolio rebalancing (tjv) will be equal to the sum of the fixed 
investment cost for each asset j — 2, ...m, adjusted for the optimal holdings Wj (o) 
i = 2 





Given the optimal holdings ( t^) the following relationships hold: 
-So(tAr) 
3=0 
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1 - exp ^A{tN-,u^°\tN))At + ( a ) | ) o - | I V A t ( 5 . 4 8 ) 
Then the (1 x M) payoff matrix elements n(0)(i^^) can be populated by applying Equation 5.39 
for all /X e M. 
1-
At the firm has the option to rebalance its portfolio immediately or defer decision until the 
next period. Hence, the optimal value of the option at t jv-i , for a given path n e M, is; 
= max max , 0 ( 5 . 4 9 ) 
where 
GW(tN-i ) = y W ( t ; v _ i ) - y W ( f N - i ) 
, tjv) {tN-i)6jBj {tN-i)At (5.50) 
J = 2 
= exp 
+ 1 - ^ u f \ t N - i ) 
j=i \ j=i 
( 5 . 5 1 ) 
( 5 . 5 2 ) 
GW((N-i) = ((yW(tN_i,tAr)n(0)(i,^)) ( 5 . 5 3 ) 
df'^^\tN-l,tN) = exp|- i?(^)(t ;v_i)(tAr-iAT-l)} 
m / m 
+ 1 - I r ( 5 . 5 5 ) 
j=i V j=i 
(5.54) 
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with Et^ denoting the conditional expectation operator at time ti and 
being the one period discount factors applicable to cash flows occuring at time ti+i, given option 
exercise or continuation of a static strategy respectively. 
Assuming that the option exercise value is positive, to decide optimally conditional on the infor-
mation available at t jv-i , the firm compares the payoff of the option through immediate exercise 
including the present value of any cash flows resulting from the option exercise, 
against the continuation value of the option 
To compute the expectation in 5.53 we use ordinary least squares to estimate the linear regression 
5.56, based on the simulated paths in which the option to rebalance at tN- i is in the money, i.e. 
for all jL e Mn-1 , according to the LSM approach of Longstaff and Schwartz (2001). 
y ( t iv - i ) = l3jBj{tN-i) + v{tN-i) (5.56) 
j=2 
with 
G Mat-I (5.57) 
'ri{tN-i) ~ i.i.d.{0,an) (5.58) 
The specification of Equation 5.56 is based on the assumption that the expected option payoff 
depends Unearly on the current levels of the risky assets available in the market, which summarise 
all the relevant information available to the firm. 
The continuation value can then be calculated using the following equation: 
GW(tN-l) = y ( f N - l ) = ^ (5.59) 
j=2 
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where Y denotes the fitted value of Y in regression 5.56 and is the least squares estimated 
coefficient, for j = 2,..., m. 
If (tAT-i) > {tN~i) > 0, according to Equation 5.49 the option will be exercised and 




If < CW ((#-1) or < 0 then the option will not be exercised. 






Vj = 0, . . . ,m (5.65) 
CW(fN_i) = (5.66) 
i=2 
The (2 X M) payoff matrix is populated with for all fj, E Mn-i- In 
addition 11(2,^ ) (1) = 0 for all /x G Mn-i to reflect the fact that once the option is exercised at 
t jv- i then it can not be exercised again in the following period 
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For the paths that or = 0 per Equation 5.49 no payoff is 
recorded in 11(1) for time and the next period's payoff is recorded given the derivation in 
the previous step, i.e. 11(1^ )^ (1) = 0 and 11(2^ ,^) (1) = n ( i ^ ) (0 ) for all yu e n Mn-i^ • 
ti — (-N—(' 
The same rationale of optimal choice applies to all previous periods until ti = t\. In general, for 
ti = tjv-C' C — 1,..., -/V — 1, the continuation value of the option is based on the expected dis-
counted payoff occuring in any of the subsequent periods until t ^ . The regression to be estimated 
for each of the paths jj, E Mn-c in order to calculate the option's continuation value at ijv-c has 
the following form: 
j = 2 
( 5 . 6 7 ) 
with 
vitN-c) ~ i.i.d.{0,ar,) 
( 5 . 6 8 ) 




n ( C - 1;/") = ^{2,n){C - 1 ) (5.71) 
Equation 5.71 represents the option payoff matrix computed in time step For a given 
path fj. the discount factors can be computed based on the required return on the portfolio for each 
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ti > iiv-c-
exp {ti+x-i; fj') + m) -I 1- m)) A t j (5.72) 
with 
i i )a j + 1 1 
j=i \ j=i 
( 5 . 7 3 ) 
The optimal value of the rebalancing option at ijv-c is determined based on Equation 5.74 below: 
) = max max , 0 ( 5 . 7 4 ) 




( 5 . 7 6 ) 
If (iN-c) < (tjv-c) or (^iv-c) < 0 then the option will not be exercised. 
Based on the optimal portfolio holdings of the risky assets { iN-0 ^he following relationships 
hold: 
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Bo{tN-c) 
( 5 . 7 8 ) 
3=0 
u f i t N - c ) = Vj = 0, . . . ,m (5.79) 
Ck'iCfAr-c) == (g.gO) 
i=2 
The ((C + 1) X M) payoff matrix I I ^ ,^)(0 is populated with for all /x e Mn-c-
In addition (() = 0, for all fi e Mtv-i and 0 = 1,..., C — 1, to reflect the fact that once 
the option is exercised at then it can not be exercised again in any of the following periods 
until tN-
For the paths that (^Ar-c) = or = 0 per Equation 5.74 no payoff 
is recorded in n(C) for the current period and the future periods' payoffs are recorded given the 
derivation in the previous step. Equivalently: 
11(1,^)(C) — 0 and n(x+6i,;i)(C) — - 1), for 0 — 1,..., C — 1 
V/i e ( a i n Mn-c 
The recursive procedure is followed until U — ti to obtain = I I ( # — 1) for the simulation 
under consideration. Based on the optimal weights for all U e Pn along each path and 
the required return on the firm's portfolio of assets, we construct the (TV x M) matrix of discount 
factors, to be apphed to the option payoffs in order to compute the present value of the 
payoff in each path. 
The calculation of the discount factors implicitly assumes that the market has incorporated the 
probability of rebalancing in the required return on the firm's asset portfolio. As the payoff 
following rebalancing is part of the portfolio return, the portfolio discount rate applies. 
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5.4.2 Estimation of the rebalancing option price 
Based on the recursive procedure described in Section 5.4.1, the estimated option price can be 
computed as the simple average of the discounted option payoff among the M simulated paths. 
Let G{0;N, M) denote the estimated option price at (q = 0 for a given partition Pn of the capital 
budgeting period and number of simulated paths M. Given DF^°^ and the estimated option 
price is; 
r)p(o) TT(O) 
G(0; N, M) = M (5 81) 
Note that based on the recursive estimation procedure, only one element of matrix 11^°' will 
be non-zero along each column, which represents one path, reflecting the optimal timing of the 
option exercise. 
To assess how robust the estimation is, we calculate the standard error of the estimate as the ratio 
of the standard deviation of the discounted option payoff over the square root of the number of 
simulated paths M. 
(5.82) 
V M 
When the standard deviation of the discounted option payoff is finite, as the number of simulated 
paths increases, the standard error of the estimate should approach zero. 
5.5 Implementation and illustration 
We use an example to illustrate numerically the solution to the problem described in Section 5.4. 
We consider the case of three risky assets, three distinct risk factors (i.e. n = m = 3), and a 
capital budgeting period of T = 5 years, which has been partitioned into N — 25 subperiods 
for valuation purposes. The base-case parameters and initial values for the problem are provided 
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in Table 5.2. It is assumed that the riskless bond can be easily liquidated as it represents an 
investment of prior periods retained earnings at the risk-free rate. The firm holds the option to 
rebalance its portfolio of assets once within the capital budgeting period by exchanging part or 
entirety of the riskless bond for any of assets B2 or or combination of the two, subject to the 
relevant risk and budget constraints. The three risky assets are assumed to be correlated as they are 
driven by common risk factors. Their sensitivity to each of the risk factors varies, as expressed by 
the different volatility parameters in the stochastic process for each asset. Table 5.3 presents the 
correlation matrix for the returns of the assets under consideration and the volatility of their rate 
of return, given the assumed base-case parameters. The number of simulated paths at 10,000 has 
been chosen to strike a balance between estimation accuracy, as measured by the standard error of 
the estimated option value, and computational intensity. Figure 5.1 shows how the standard error 
as a percentage of the estimated price falls to approximately 1.4% as the number of simulated 
paths increases from 1,000 to 10,000, and then only marginally improves for a larger number 
of paths. See Appendix A Section A.3 for details on the computational requirements for the 
implementation. 
Table 5.2: Base-case parameters and initial values; Portfolio rebalancing option. 
a!,(0) aj Sj a j j crj,2 0"j,3 4 Mj(0) Uj(0) 
j=0 5 0.04 0 0 0 0 n/a 1 10% 
j=l 45 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.02 n/a 1 90% 
j=2 15 0.09 0.03 0.12 0.08 0.08 20 0 0% 
j=3 10 0.07 0.02 0.12 0.06 0.06 13 0 0% 
Confidence level for VaR estimation (1 — a) 95% 
Maximum permitted RVaR (p) 4% 
Length of capital budgeting period in years (T) 5 
Unit time period in years (At) 0.2 
Number of time periods (N = T/At) 25 
Number of paths (M) 10,000 
First, we compute the firm value and the Relative Value at Risk assuming the firm follows a static 
portfolio strategy over the capital budgeting period [0, T], i.e. for 
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Table 5.3: Correlation matrix and asset volatility: Base-case scenario for portfolio rebalancing 
option. 
Correlation Matrix 
Bo Bi B2 Ba 
Bo 1 0 0 0 
B i 0 1 0.9172 0495 
B2 0 0.9172 1 0.9061 

















Number of simulated paths 
Figure 5.1: Standard error percentage vs number of simulated paths: Portfolio rebalancing option. 
= wo(0) = 1 
Wi{u) = Wi(0) = 1 
W2((i) = yj2(0) = 0 
^3(4) = 103(0) — 0 
(5 .83 ) 
(5 .84 ) 
(5 .85 ) 
(5 .86 ) 
for alHj e P25-
Given that asset Bi has a lognormal distribution and the riskless bond Bq has deterministic returns 
by definition, the value of the firm as a function of Bi will be distributed lognormally. Figure 5.2 
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depicts the histogram of the firm value at the terminal date of the capital budgeting period based 
on the simulated paths. 
50 60 70 
Terminal firm value (V.^) 
Figure 5.2; Terminal firm value histogram for a static portfolio strategy. 
Moreover, given a static portfolio strategy (Equations 5.83 to 5.86), RVaR can be estimated over 
each interval Ai = 0.2 years. As shown in Figure 5.3, RVaR is not expected to exceed 3.3% 
over any time interval At within the assumed capital budgeting period, if the firm decided not to 
rebalance its portfolio. 
10 16 
Time period 
Figure 5.3: Relative Value at Risk for a static portfolio strategy. 
Given the limit on Relative Value at Risk per At at 4% and investment in Bq, the firm can take 
advantage of favourable market opportunities to rebalance its portfolio. 
For illustration purposes Table 5.4 shows optimal option exercise along two chosen paths. In both 
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cases, upon the exercise of the option the value of the firm jumps by the amount of the option 
payoff. The portfolio is rebalanced by sacrificing part of the riskless bond Bq to acquire a stake 
in asset B2 or B3, whilst increasing the riskiness of the firm within the prespecified RVaR limit. 
Table 5.4: Base-case scenario results: Portfolio rebalancing option. 
Rebalancing option value 0.4321 
Standard error of estimate 0.0059 
Sample Optimal exercise Pre-rebalancing Post-rebalancing 
1 1 S 














1 1 1 i 
13 15 3.5871 2.037 69.2691 Wo = 1 
Wl = 1 
W2 = 0 
W3 =: 0 
uo = 8.13% 
ui = 91.87% 
U2 = 0% 
U3 = 0% 
3.22% 71.2728 Wo = 0.3634 
wi = l 
W2 = 0.1794 
W3 = 0 
Uo = 2.87% 
ui = 89.28% 
U2 = 7.85% 
U3 = 0% 
4% 
83 23 4.191 2.0857 69.6742 Wo = 1 
Wl = 1 
W2 — 0 
W3 = 0 
Uo = 8.62% 
ui = 91.38% 
U2 = 0% 
Us = 0% 
3.19% 71.7599 Wo = 0.3022 
Wl = 1 
W2 = 0.0563 
W3 = 0.2358 
Uo = 2.53% 
•ui = 88.72% 
ii2 — 2.45% 
U3 = 6.30% 
4% 
5 
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5.5.1 Sensitivity analysis 
This section investigates the sensitivity of the option price to correlation, volatility and drift pa-
rameters, as well as to different assumptions about risk aversion. We examine the comparative 
statics with respect to the stochastic process of only one of the underlying assets, namely B2, as 
we would expect the results to be qualitatively the same for both of the underlying assets. 
5.5.1.1 Correlation and volatility parameters 
Numerical results for different combinations of correlation between the three risky assets and 
constant volatility are shown in Table 5.5. The results suggest that the option price increases 
as (a) the correlation between Bi, which represents the core business asset, and each of the 
underlying assets B2, B3 decreases and {P) the correlation between underlying assets B2 and 
decreases, as explained below. 
When the correlation between the core business asset Bi and the asset underlying the option 
B2 falls (scenarios 7, 1 and 8 in Table 5.5) the option value rises, with the impact being more 
significant when correlation becomes negative. In such a case, the firm can take greater advantage 
of favourable market conditions for B2 without breaching the prespecified risk limits, as there is 
more scope for risk diversification in the resulting portfolio. The impact of changes in correlation 
between Bi and B2 on the optimal rebalancing timing and critical asset values for investment 
appears to be only marginal. 
When the correlation between the two underlying assets B2 and B3 falls, the probabihty of the op-
tion ending up in the money increases, as the firm can invest in either B2 or B3. When favourable 
market conditions for B2 are associated with unfavourable market conditions for B3 and vice 
versa, the likelihood of at least one asset exceeding the critical value for investment is higher than 
in the case of perfectly positively correlated returns. 
For perfect positive correlation between underlying assets B2 and B3, the firm will invest only in 
the asset that offers the greatest payoff. In scenarios 2 and 3 investigated (Table 5.5), the option 
will be exercised in favour of B2 which offers a greater payoff at the maturity of the option due 
to higher standard deviation comparing to asset B3. In addition, it seems suboptimal exercise 
the option early; our scenario study suggests that more than 90% of the time the option will be 
exercised at maturity. 
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The critical values of assets B2 and B3 for investment do not seem to depend on correlation, 
being in the range of approximately 13 — 15% and 8 — 10% above investment cost respectively, 
to reflect the time value sacrifice upon investment. The time value margin is higher in the case 
of B2 comparing to B3 because the former is assumed to display higher volatility than the latter 
and time value is increasing in volatility, as it becomes more valuable to defer investment when 
uncertainty is high. 
Tables 5.6 to 5.8 show the impact of changes in volatility in one of the underlying assets in the 
case of perfect positive, zero and perfect negative correlation between the core business asset Bi 
and each of the underlying assets B2 and B3, i.e. pi,2 and pi^^. For all levels of correlation 
the option price increases as the volatility of the underlying asset B2 increases. In addition, the 
critical value for investment in B2 increases as higher uncertainty drives the time value of the 
option higher too. 
The option price increases as the correlation decreases from +1 to 0. As the correlation decreases 
further from 0 to —1, however, the option price may decrease, remain constant or increase de-
pending on the impact of two effects. As explained above, the option price tends to go up as the 
correlation between assets Bi,B2 and Bi,Bi goes down, as there is more scope for risk diversi-
fication upon investment; at the same time though, the option price tends to go down when both 
B2 and Bg become perfectly negatively correlated with Bi, as this implies that the correlation 
between the two underlying assets B2 and Bz moves from 0 to +1, as in scenario 3 in Table 5.5. 
For the levels of volatility we considered the latter effect more than offsets the former one and 
hence the option price falls. Furthermore, the impact of correlation on option price diminishes as 
the volatility of the underlying assets increases. Figure 5.4 depicts graphically these results for 
different levels of volatility for the underlying asset B2. 
5.5.1.2 Risk aversion 
Results in Table 5.10 show that as the firm becomes less risk averse, and requires smaller confi-
dence levels for the estimation of its RVaR, the option price, given the assumed parameters in 
the base-case scenario, goes up until the upside potential is limited by the budget constraint. For 
a greater risk tolerance the firm can make value adding acquisitions, when market conditions are 
favourable without breaching its risk limits, but only as long as funding is available. 
Relaxing the confidence level (1 — a) for the estimation of RVaR has a similar impact on the 
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Figure 5.5: Impact of changes in Relative Value at Risk limit on the portfolio rebalancing option 
value. 
option price, as this similarly reflects lower risk aversion. In our base-case scenario, reducing the 
confidence level to 90% is equivalent to increasing the RVaR limit to approximately 5%. Figure 
5.5 shows how the option value rises at a decreasing rate before it reaches a plateau as the risk 
constraint is gradually relaxed. 
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Underlying asset growth rate (a^) 
Figure 5.6: Impact of changes in the mean rate of return on asset Bq on the portfolio rebalancing 
option value. 
o 0,55 
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Underlying asset casli flow yield 
Figure 5.7: Impact of changes in the cash flow yield for asset B2 on the portfolio rebalancing 
option value. 
5.5.1.3 Mean expected rate of return and cash flow yield 
The portfolio rebalancing option value, as anticipated, increases the higher the growth potential 
of the underlying assets within the capital budgeting period, as reflected by the drift and cash flow 
yield parameters. In particular, we find that the option price rises at an increasing rate the higher 
the mean rate of return of asset B2 and falls at a decreasing rate the higher the cash flow rate that 
it is expected to pay out. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 depict these results, which are shown numerically 
in Table 5.9. 
Table 5.5: Comparative statics on portfolio rebalancing option for different levels of correlation and ai = 1.79%, erg = 3.58%, 0-3 = 2.68%. 
Scenario description Valuation Probability of option exercise Rebalancing timing Critical values Investment and optimal holdings 
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i t P1.2=-1 0.3634 0.0056 49.05% 0% 49.05% 0 * 9.70% 90.30% 23.0903 n/a 6.0887 0.3044 0 l.3  -1 P2,3 = 1 (2.5249) (n/a) (0.2305) (0.0115) (0) 
ilJ Pl.2 = 1 0.3651 0.0056 4 9 . 2 8 * 0 * 49.28% 0 * & 7 8 * 93.22% 23.0957 n/a 6.0890 0.3044 0 PI,3 = 1 
P2,3 = 1 
(2.5157) (n/a) (0.2456) (0.0123) (0) 
m Pl.2 = 1 0.4298 I 0.0041 40.68% 3 0 . 6 9 * 71.36% 2 . 3 3 * 37.79% 5 9 . 8 8 * 22.8489 14.2683 6.0025 0.1712 0.1984 
Pl.3 = 0 (1.5492) ( 0 . 6 9 9 9 ) ( 0 . 2 3 8 4 ) (0.1489) ( 0 . 2 2 8 8 ) 
P2.3 = 0 
• Pl.2 = 0 i 0.4299 1 0.0041 40.68% 30.69% 71.36% 2 . 3 3 * 37.79% 5 & M * 2 2 . 8 4 8 9 14.2683 6.0025 0.1712 0.1984 
Pl.3 = 0 (1.5492) (0.6999) (0.2384) (0.1489) (0,2288) 
P2.3 = 0 
Pl.2 = - 1 : : 0.4362 1 0.0041 40.61% 30.92% 71.52% 2 . # * 3 8 . 5 2 * 59.26% 22.9006 14.2731 6.0030 0.1705 0.1995 
Pl.3 = 0 (1.5975) (0.6989) (0.2566) (0.1491) (0,2289) 
P2,3 = 0 
Pl.2 = 1 0.4811 0.0035 49.29% 43.35% 92.64% 2 . M * 37.56% 5 9 . 6 1 * 22.5547 14.0530 5 . 9 9 6 9 0.1597 0,2156 
Pl.3 = - 1 
P2.3 = - 1 
(1.4995) (0.5752) (0.2780) (0.1501) (0.2303) 
Pl.2 = - 1 0.4822 0.0035 49.07% 43.76% 92.83% 2.66% 37.58% 59.76% 22.5701 14.0474 5.9986 0.1588 0.2171 
Pl.3 = 1 
P2.3 = - 1 







Table 5.6: Comparative statics on portfolio rebalancing option for different levels of volatility; perfect positive correlation (pi_2 = Pi,z = P2,3 = !)• 
Investment and optimal holdings Critical values Probability of option exercise Rebalancing timing Scenario description Valuation 
£ Q £ Q 
a -o 








0,2808 0.0042 50.75% 50,' 3.01% 
I <T2 = 2.68% 
0-3 = 2,68% 








0.0049 49.' 49.' 








0,3651 0.0056 49.: 49,: 
(72 = 3,58% 








0.0064 48.' 48.41% 1.43% 
(T2 = 4.02% 
<71 = 1.79% n/a 
(n/a) 






0.0071 47.' 10. 
'as = 2.68% 
(72 = 3.13% 





Table 5.7: Comparative statics on portfolio rebalancing option for different levels of volatility: zero correlation (pi_2 = Pi,3 = Pa,3 = 0). 
Investment and optimal holdings Probability of option exercise Rebalancing timing Critical values Scenario description Valuation 
I? £ Q £ Q •S -o 
5-3 








0.3671 0.0033 32.19% 72.25% 37.51% 22.1121 
(1.1364) 
40.1 
0-3 = 2.68% 










0.0036 71.76% 37.50% 0.3975 40.: 31.50% 
o"! = 1.79% 6.0025 
(0.2384) 
0.1712 





0.4299 0.0041 30.1 71.36% 59.: 40.1 2 . 3 3 % 





















0.4974 40.1 29.1 70.63% 38.56% ffl = 1.' 3.33% 
0"3 = 2.68% 
(72 = 2.1 
CT2 = 3.13% 
(72 = 4.02% 
0*2 = 3.58% 
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5.6 Premiumisation as a portfolio rebalancing option 
In Chapter 3 we examined investment in premiumisation similar to an option to exchange a frac-
tion of a basic asset for a premium asset, subject to an additional investment cost, using contingent 
claims analysis and risk-neutral valuation. Now, based on the portfolio rebalancing option pricing 
model, the option on premiumisation can also be analysed as a firm value optimisation problem 
given the flexibility to rebalance the firm's portfolio of assets by exchanging part of one risky 
asset for another. This problem formulation allows the percentage of asset value that is sacrificed, 
in order to acquire the new asset, to be determined endogenously, subject to a maximum that 
corresponds to the acquisition of one unit of the new asset. 
Assume a firm that holds a riskless bond Bq and a risky asset Bi along with an option to acquire 
a new asset Bg through liquidating part of the riskless bond and partial sacrifice of Bi. Let 7r% 
denote the percentage of Bi that needs to be sacrificed by the firm in order to acquire one unit 
of B2. The firm is also presumed to comply with a policy of not exceeding the level of p% in 
Relative Value at Risk, for a given confidence level (1 — a)%, per time interval At. The following 
equations summarise the firm value maximisation problem: 
2 
mayiVCt) = 'S^ Wj(t)Bj{t) (5.87) 
subject to the following constraints: 
wo{t)Bo{t) > W2{t)h (5.88) 
wi(t) — wi(0) — 7r% W2(t) (5.90) 
wo(f) 6 [0,1], Vt e [0,T] (5.91) 
wi(t) e [l-7r%,l], V t 6 [0 , r ] (5.92) 
W2(t) e [0,1], v t e [0,T] (5.93) 
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RVaR{t-,u{t),a) < p% 
1 — exp |y l ( t ;u( t ) )At + iV~^(a)||ii^(i)CT||\/At| < p% (5.94) 
where 
A{t-,u{t)) = r + u^(t)(Q; - 5 - r) -- | | i i '^(f)( j | |^ ( 5 . 9 5 ) 
= Vi = 0.1,2 ( 5 . 9 6 ) 
= {(itj (());=!,2}tg[o,r] ( 5 . 9 7 ) 
I2 = h ( 5 . 9 8 ) 
P = p ( 5 . 9 9 ) 
TT = TT (5.100) 
= %(0), Vj = 0,1,2 (5.101) 
with the upper bar denoting that the variable is exogenously given and Wj {t) representing the 
holding of asset Bj {t) at time t in the firm's portfolio. 
Equations 5.88 - 5.90 reflect the budget constraints; more specifically, Equation 5.89 requires 
that the holding in asset Bq finance the fixed investment expenditure I2 and Equation 5.90 that 
the holding in asset Bi finance the aquisition of Bg. Equations 5.91 - 5.93 set the lower and upper 
bounds for the portfolio holdings; the firm is not allowed to short sell any of the available assets, 
can hold up to one unit of each and cannot dispose more than 7r% of Bi to acquire Bg. Inequality 
5.94 reflects the Relative Value at Risk constraint. 
The firm can be thought to be holding an American type of call option on the rebalanced portfolio 
that expires at the end of the capital budgeting period [0, T\. 
Let {t; w{t), B{t),I) represent the value of the option to optimally rebalance the portfolio 
of assets at t, with B{t) — {(Bj(t));=o,i,2}te(o,r] - Then: 
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= max [max f f W ( t ) , f W ( t ) l , ol , Vt 6 ( 0 , r ) (5.102) 
= max [f 'W(T), ol (5.103) 
where (t), {t) denote the exercise value and the continuation value of the option respec-
tively, including any cash flows accruing to the firm due to its holding in assets Bi and B2. 
Equations 5.87 to 5.103 fully characterise the firm's optimal portfolio holdings and hence portfo-
lio investment strategy: 
' t£[0,T] 
and 
respectively, where superscript denotes optimal. Then w ^ \ t ) and denoting the hold-
ing and portfolio weight of the riskless bond Bo(t) respectively, can be computed given the 
constraints. 
This problem does not yield a closed-form analytic solution but can be solved numerically, fol-
lowing the methodology presented in Section 5.4. 
5.6.1 Implementation and illustration 
To illustrate numerically the problem and compare the results to those of Section 3.2 of Chapter 
3, we use an example whereby we consider the case of two risky assets, two distinct risk factors 
(i.e. n — m = 2), and a capital budgeting period of T = 5 years, which has been partitioned 
into jV = 25 subperiods for valuation purposes. The base-case parameters and initial values for 
the problem, provided in Table 5.11, correspond to the illustrative example used in Section 3.2.3 
of Chapter 3. It is assumed that the riskless bond can be easily liquidated, as it represents an 
investment of prior periods retained earnings at the risk-free rate. The firm holds the option to 
rebalance its portfolio of assets once within the capital budgeting period by Uquidating part of the 
riskless bond to pay for the fixed investment cost I2 and sacrificing up to 10% of the basic asset 
Bi, subject to the relevant risk and budget constraints. The two risky assets are assumed to be 
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correlated as they are driven by common factors. The assets' sensitivity to each of the risk factors 
varies, as expressed by the different volatihty parameters in the stochastic process for each asset. 
The firm should not exceed the limit of 5% of Relative Value at Risk at a 95% confidence level. 
Table 5.12 presents the correlation matrix for the returns of the assets under consideration and the 
volatility of their rate of return, given the assumed base-case parameters. 
Table 5.11: Base-case parameters and initial values; Premiumisation option revisited. 
Bj{0) aj 5j aj,i 0-3,2 Ij Wj(0) Uj(0) 
j=0 5 0.04 0 0 0 n/a 1 10% 
j=l 45 0.05 0.02 0.06 0.05 n/a 1 90% 
j=2 6 0.06 0.01 0.15 0.15 2 0 0% 
Maximum required disposal of asset B\ {n%) 10% 
Length of capital budgeting period in years (T) 5 
Confidence level for VaR estimation (1 — a) 95% 
Maximum permitted RVaR (p) 5% 
Unit time period in years (At) 0.2 
Number of time periods (TV) 25 
Number of paths (M) 10,000 
Table 5.12: Correlation matrix and asset volatility: Base-case scenario for premiumisation option. 
Correlation Matrix 
Bo B i B2 
Bo 1 0 0 
B i 0 1 0.9959 
B2 0 0.9959 1 
Asset Volatility 
Bo 0% 
B i 3.49% 
82 9.49% 
Table 5.13 shows optimal option exercise along one chosen path. Upon the option exercise the 
value of the firm jumps by the amount of the option payoff. The portfolio is rebalanced by 
sacrificing part of the riskless bond Bq and the risky asset Bi to acquire a stake in asset B2, 
whilst increasing the riskiness of the firm within the prespecified Relative Value at Risk limit. 
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5.6.2 Comparison of the two methodologies 
The two models provide different valuations as they are based on different assumptions about the 
risk aversion and budget limitations of the optionholder and the flexibility regarding the extent of 
the option exercise. In particular, the two valuations differ as the result of two effects, although 
partially offsetting. First, the rebalancing option model valuation includes the value of the flexi-
bility to endogenously determine the extent to which the option will be exercised. This tends to 
increase the probability of exercise and hence the rebalancing option value. On the other hand, 
when the option exercise is restricted due to the imposed risk or budget constraints, which exist in 
the rebalancing portfolio problem formulation, the probability of exercise falls, which has a neg-
ative impact on the value of the option. The final outcome depends on the relative significance of 
the two effects. It is also worth noting that, even in the case that these effects are entirely offset, 
the two valuations will marginally differ due to the estimation error entailed in their valuation. 
Table 5.14 compares the results for the evaluation of the premiumisation option using the two 
methodologies presented in Sections 3.2 and 5.6 respectively. For the assumed base-case param-
eters, the option value is lower when it is considered as a portfolio rebalancing option subject to 
risk constraints. Although the option is exercised with a higher probability, the optimal holding 
of asset B2 is on average 0.2939 instead of 1. This implies that, due to risk considerations, the 
option will not be exercised in full and hence its present value will be lower compared to that 
obtained through the risk-neutral valuation method. The example in question demonstrates one 
case that the embedded flexibility value for endogenous determination of premiumisation is more 
than offset by the restriction to comply with the Relative Value at Risk limits. 
By relaxing the Relative Value at Risk constraint, the value of the portfolio rebalancing option 
approaches and progressively exceeds the value of the premiumisation option obtained via the 
risk-neutral valuation method. As also shown in Table 5.14, for Relative Value at Risk limits 
that do not restrict the option exercise, e.g. higher than 6.5%, the portfolio rebalancing option 
value is higher than than the risk-neutral option value because the former also includes the value 
of the flexibility to endogenously determine the optimal holding for the premium asset. This is 
reflected by the results for a Relative Value at Risk limit equal to 6.5%, whereby the optimal 
holding is on average 0.9990 < 1, although the particular risk constraint does not affect the 
option exercise. In addition, it is more likely that the option will be exercised comparing to the 
risk-neutral formulation, where the option can be exercised only in full. 
Table 5.13: Base-case results: Premiumisation option revisited. 
Premiumisation option value 0.2273 
Standard error of estimate 0.0033 
Sample Optimal exercise Pre-rebalancing Post-rebalancing 
I f 
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5.7 Summary 
In this chapter we consider portfolio rebalancing subject to risk and budget constraints as a real 
option. By portfolio rebalancing we refer to the opportunity that firms hold to change the com-
position of their asset portfolio through acquisitions and disposals. The model we present could 
be used to estimate the premium associated with portfolio rebalancing clauses in contracts for 
joint ventures, or, in a more general context, the intangible firm value attributable to acquisition 
opportunities. 
The analogy between financial options and real investment opportunities cannot be directly ap-
plied to evaluate this type of optionality, as reconciUng risk-neutral pricing with 'real world' 
portfolio optimisation is not feasible; in a risk-neutral world, firms do not have an incentive to 
rebalance their portfolio of assets, as expected return would remain unchanged at the level of 
the risk-free rate and changes in risk do not matter. To address this issue, we develop a model 
based on firm value maximisation that takes into account the option to rebalance the firm's asset 
portfoUo, subject to availabity of funding and risk management objectives. The value of the port-
folio rebalancing option is computed as the differential between the firm value, assuming it will 
optimally exercise its real options, regarding acquisitions and disposals, and the firm value for a 
static portfolio strategy throughout the capital budgeting period in question. Our model implicitly 
assumes that the market has incorporated the probability of portfolio rebalancing in the required 
return on the firm's asset portfolio; as the option payoff upon rebalancing is part of the portfolio 
return, the portfolio discount rate applies. 
The numerical example we examine highlights the main value drivers of this option. In par-
ticular, we find that the option value increases as (a) the correlation between the core business 
assets and the potential acquisition targets falls and (&) the correlation between the potential ac-
quisition targets falls. Equivalently, the option value rises as there is more scope for business 
development through acquisitions and disposals, while maintaining compliance with the firm's 
risk management policy, and as the 'altemativeness' among the acquisition targets improves. For 
higher level of volatility in the assets underlying the option, our scenario analysis suggests that the 
option value rises and the sensitivity with respect to correlation diminishes, as the risk constraint 
imposes a limit on the option exercise and hence its present value. The impact of the budget 
constraint is reflected by the comparative statics with regards to risk limits; the option value rises 
at a decreasing rate, before it reaches a plateau, as risk aversion falls. By requiring that the firm 
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maximise its value at each decision node within the capital budgeting period under consideration, 
subject to risk and budget constraints, we exclude any rebalancing option payoffs that, although 
feasible, would never be realised based on the finn's objectives and limitations. 
A wide range of investment opportunities that require sacrifice of the firm's resources, or asset 
liquidation, can be analysed as portfolio rebalancing options. In Section 5.6 we extend the model 
to re-evaluate the premiumisation option, introduced in Chapter 3, subject to risk and budget con-
siderations and allowing the extent of option exercise to be determined endogenously. When the 
exercise of the premiumisation option cannot be considered in isolation, the portfolio rebalancing 
approach offers a more realistic valuation. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
Real options theory recognises the managerial discretion in the face of uncertainty and proposes 
an investment appraisal method based on optimal decision making as uncertainty is resolved. 
Identifying and evaluating the real options embedded in a firm's assets can lead to improved 
estimation of its intangible value and more efficient allocation of its resources. In addition, it can 
assist decision making regarding the structuring of contracts that restrict, or enhance, the firm's 
flexibility. Case or industry real options applications can also highlight how firms may benefit by 
investing in real options to offset risk exposures and increase their value. 
Research in the field of real options has developed rapidly since the idea that real capital invest-
ment opportunities can be analysed as options was first introduced in the late 70s. This devel-
opment has been driven both by the advances in financial derivatives pricing and the recognition 
of the role of real options in strategic investment and risk management. Despite the differences 
between financial and real options, research on capital budgeting methods has often employed 
contingent claims analysis as the appropriate framing of investment opportunities on real assets. 
Early contributions in the area of real options, with primarily an analytical focus, examined the 
impact of irreversibility and the possibility of deferral on investment opportunities (McDonald 
and Siegel, 1986; Pindyck, 1988). Subsequent research extended the standard real options valu-
ation framework to address particular aspects of investment opportunities and highlight potential 
apphcations. 
Particular sector real options applications have been considered depending on the sophistication 
in the capital budgeting process followed by firms in that sector, and other criteria, such as trad-
143 
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ability of assets and end-products, and the fraction of equity value that can be explained by current 
cash flow generation versus growth options. These criteria are not sufficiently met in the case of 
consumer goods brand-based firms; in this sector there is usually more scope for managers to 
add shareholder value by prioritising operations over elaborating on capital budgeting, assets are 
illiquid, and current cash flow generation can account for a large part of equity value. As a result, 
although there are numerous real options embedded in consumer goods firms, research in this 
area to date has been limited and only marginally reflects the advances in real options theory in 
general. 
In this thesis we identify, structure and propose a solution method for typical real options em-
bedded in assets owned by brand-based firms in the consumer goods sector; namely, the option 
to introduce a new product in the market through premiumisation or innovation and the option 
to achieve cost synergies through organisational restructuring. Moreover, adopting a resource-
based view of the firm, we extend the real options framework to evaluate a brand-based firm as a 
portfolio of assets and real options. According to this approach, the intangible value of the firm 
is equal to the value of the option to rebalance the firm's portfolio of assets, through acquisitions 
and disposals, subject to the firm's risk management objectives and budget limitations. 
To introduce the main concepts that we draw upon to develop this thesis, and hence define the 
context in which we analyse the aforementioned investment opportunities, Chapter 2 provides the 
definition of capital budgeting along with an overview of the theory and applications of real op-
tions, financial option pricing methods and risk-neutral valuation, numerical solution methods for 
diffential equations, portfolios of real options and the Value at Risk metric. In summary, capital 
budgeting is the process of allocating scarce resources between competing long-term investment 
projects. Real options, as a tool to assist capital budgeting decisions, has developed through re-
search addressing both the quaUtative implications of real options in strategic management, and 
their quantitative aspects. The theory of real options has borrowed the insights from the realm 
of financial derivatives pricing, and in particular, the concept of contingent claims analysis and 
risk-neutral valuation. Because of the complexity of real options, numerical methods must often 
be used to derive the optimal option exercise strategy and present value. Real options have also 
been considered in a portfolio context, as investment opportunities usually entail multiple types 
of flexibility. Value at Risk, which is the maximum expected loss with a given probability over 
a certain time horizon, can be used to define the risk limitations of firms holding an option to 
rebalance their portfolio of assets, through acquisitions and disposals. 
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With regards to the methodology followed in this thesis, we draw on contingent claims analysis 
and the no-arbitrage principle to derive the pricing equations for the premiumisation, innovation 
and restructuring options. The portfoho rebalancing option is framed as a constrained optimi-
sation problem. We then use Least Squares Monte Carlo (Longstaff and Schwartz, 2001) to 
approximate the optimal exercise strategy and present value of the options in question, as they 
feature path-dependent payoffs and are based on multiple underlyings. We describe the steps 
in the solution procedure for each valuation problem in question for transparency, regarding the 
derivation of the optimal exercise strategy, and to highlight how cash flows accruing to the un-
derlying assets can influence the option exercise. Numerical examples are presented at the end of 
each chapter, to illustrate the implications of the models as to sensitivity to key value drivers. We 
briefly summarise the scope and contribution of each chapter to the real options literature over 
the next few paragraphs. 
In the first part of Chapter 3 we consider premiumisation as a real option. We show how the 
problem is simplified by assuming that the exchange ratio between the basic and the premium 
asset is exogenously determined. This assumption allows for evaluation of this investment oppor-
tunity similar to an option to exchange one asset for another, subject to an additional investment 
cost. We find that for all levels of correlation, between the basic and the premium asset, when the 
volatiUty of the premium asset rises, the option value increases. The volatility of the basic asset, 
however, can have a positive or negative impact on the option value depending on correlation; for 
uncorrelated and negatively correlated returns, the option value rises with volatility of the basic 
asset, whereas for positively correlated returns the option value falls. Moreover, our model sug-
gests that for any level of volatility, the value of the option rises as correlation falls, to reflect the 
value of potential diversification upon investment in the premium asset. 
The option on product premiumisation has not been considered in the real options literature to 
date. The option pricing problem structuring builds upon Margarbe's (1978) model on valu-
ing an option to exchange one asset for another, but allows for underlying assets yielding cash 
flows throughout the life of the option, a strike price that includes a deterministic component and 
American-type exercise features. Our work develops our understanding of the intangible firm 
value attributable to the possibility of product premiumisation, with respect to the volatility and 
correlation of the underlying assets. From a practical point of view, the model we present could be 
used to assist decision making regarding the choice of production technology; for instance, when 
comparing an opportunity to invest in a technology that allows switching production modes, from 
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the basic to the premium product, against a technology with no such flexibility. 
In the second part of Chapter 3, we evaluate an innovation project held by a consumer goods 
firm, by adapting the approach presented in Schwartz (2004) on valuing patent protected R& D 
projects. Specifically, we assume that technological barriers are not present in the development 
phase of the innovation project, but the value of the project can be significantly impaired by the 
impact of competition, as innovation in the case of consumer goods firms can be easily repli-
cated. The model we present explicitly accounts for two types of flexibility that are embedded 
in the project; namely, the option to abandon the project in intermediate stages and the option 
to adjust the project's completion date. We find that, when the cost to completion is determin-
istic, the project value is maximised when the minimum admissible investment rate is applied 
throughout the life of the project, as the firm can benefit from delaying completing the project 
until uncertainty is resolved. Comparative statics for typical parameter values showed that the 
abandonment option value, as anticipated, rises with volatility. The intensity of competition has 
a negative impact on the value of the project, with or without abandonment option, whereas the 
abandonment option value itself remains relatively unaffected. Moreover, the 'completion date' 
option value rises the further we diverge from the optimal investment rate and falls, for any given 
level of investment rate, as volatility rises. Although it still remains optimal to invest at the min-
imum admissible investment rate for any level of volatility, the value foregone by not doing so 
falls when uncertainty rises. This reflects the fact that, under higher uncertainty, once the project 
is undertaken the firm has a greater incentive to complete it within a tighter timeframe. 
In Chapter 4 we draw on the approach presented in Lambrecht (2004), on mergers motivated by 
economies of scale, to address the problem of evaluating the option to restructure a firm through 
internal re-organisation of the production process, in the presence of cost synergies. We posit 
that, when market conditions are unfavourable, the strategic value of restructuring rises. This is 
consistent with the view that investment in cost saving projects is usually regarded by investors as 
an extraordinary expense, and, to the extent that it improves the firm's operating profitability, it is 
viewed favourably. We consider two specifications of the value surplus created upon implemen-
tation of the project and show that when the strategic significance of restructuring is taken into 
account, investment may occur in periods of either economic expansion or slowdown. This can 
be considered as an improvement on Lambrecht (2004), whose model predicts restructuring only 
in periods of economic expansion regardless of counter empirical evidence. Comparative statics 
with respect to volatility showed that the value of the restructuring option rises with volatility. 
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In addition, restructuring becomes more appealing, as expected, for higher levels of cost syn-
ergies, greater strategic significance and lower project implementation cost. This option can be 
particularly important for brand-based firms, in the case that one of the brands in their portfolio 
is underperforming. Similar to any other flexibility, the opportunity to exploit cost synergies con-
tributes towards the firm's intangible value; an estimation of this value can assist negotiation of 
contracts with restrictive provisions concerning the operations of the finn. 
In Chapter 5 we consider portfolio rebalancing, subject to risk and budget constraints, as a real 
option. By portfolio rebalancing we refer to the opportunity that firms hold to change the mix 
of assets in their portfolio through acquisitions and disposals. We recognise that the analogy be-
tween financial options and real investment opportunities cannot be directly applied in the case of 
portfolio rebalancing, as reconciling risk-neutral pricing with 'real world' portfolio optimisation 
is not feasible; in a risk-neutral world, firms do not have an incentive to rebalance their asset 
portfolio, as expected return remains constant at the level of the riskless rate of return for any 
portfolio rebalancing and changes in risk do not affect the utility of the firm. To address this 
issue, we develop a model based on firm value maximisation, which is the traditional objective 
in corporate finance, that takes into account the option to rebalance the firm's portfolio, subject 
to the availability of funding and risk limitations. Our model is based on the presumption that 
the market has incorporated the probability of portfolio rebalancing in the required return on the 
firm's asset portfolio; as the option payoff upon rebalancing forms part of the portfolio return, the 
portfolio discount rate applies. 
To highlight the main value drivers for this type of option we use an illustrative example. We 
find that the option value increases as (a) the correlation between the core business assets and 
the potential acquisition targets falls, and (6) the correlation between the potential acquisition 
targets falls. In other words, the option value rises as there is more scope for business devel-
opment through acquisitions and disposals, within the budget and risk limitations, and as the 
'altemativeness' in the acquisition targets increases. Comparative statics suggest that the option 
value increases with volatility in the underlying assets. In addition, correlation has a diminishing 
impact on the option value for higher levels of volatility, as the risk constraint imposes a limit 
on the option exercise and, consequentiy, its present value. The impact of the budget constraint 
is reflected on the option value as we relax the risk limits of the firm; for lower risk aversion, 
the option value rises at a decreasing rate, before it reaches a plateau. Effectively, by requiring 
the firm to exercise its acquisition options subject to budget and risk constraints, we rule out any 
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payoffs that, although feasible, would never be realised because of the firm's limitations. 
Portfolio rebalancing as a real option has not been considered in the finance literature to date. 
A wide range of investment opportunities that require sacrifice of the firm's resources can be 
analysed as portfolio rebalancing options. To illustrate this fact, we extend the basic portfolio 
rebalancing model to re-evaluate the premiumisation option, introduced in Chapter 3, subject 
to budget and risk constraints, whilst allowing the extent of option exercise to be determined 
endogenously. In a more general context, the model we present could be used to estimate the 
value associated with portfolio rebalancing clauses, in contracts for joint ventures for instance. 
One could also identify advantages in addressing the interactions between real options through a 
portfolio framework, as this allows for a consolidated view of the firm holding the options. 
In addition to the findings related to the investment opportunities we consider, this thesis demon-
strates how powerful real options can be in the modeling of investment projects, and options 
therein. In addition, we show how the LSM approach (Longstaff and Schwartz, 2001) can be 
used in the numerical implementation of real options models for valuation and sensitivity analy-
sis. More importantly, by extending the real options approach to the case of portfolio rebalancing, 
we broaden the scope of real options applications. Each investment opportunity can be seen as 
an option, where the optimal investment strategy reflects the option's exercise and the maximum 
attainable payoff is equivalent to the option's intrinsic value. 
6.0.1 Further research 
Further research in the field of real options in the case of consumer goods brand-based firms 
could consider applications with regards to other investment opportunities, such as expanding in 
new markets and outsourcing functions. Moreover, building on the work presented in this thesis, 
several extensions could be considered by relaxing some of the assumptions in our models, such 
as market completeness and exogeneity of competition. Interesting extensions of the portfolio 
rebalancing model could include incorporating the possibility to invest in options alongside as-
sets, throughout the capital budgeting period. In addition, one could examine how the optimal 
investment strategy is affected when the firm considers multiple capital budgeting periods instead 
of a single one. More constraints in the option exercise could also be considered, arising from 
regulation (e.g. competition legislation) or strategic goals. 
Appendix A 
A.l Calculation of expected value of a random variable depending 
on both Gauss Wiener and Jump processes 
We solve for expectation using the methodology presented in Dixit and Pindyck (1994): 
E 
= A [Bj (Ilj — uHj, t) - Bj (Ej ,t)]dt 
— A [Bj{{l — u ) n j , t) — t)] dt 
— A [(1 — u)Bj{Ilj,t) — Bj{Ilj, t)] dt 
= —XuBj{Ilj,t)dt (A.l) 
The last step is based on the assumption that Bj is homogeneous in Tlj , as demonstrated in 
equation 3.52. 
A.2 Comparative statics for premiumisation option 
Tables A. 1 - A.7 include the results obtained from the valuation of the premiumisation option in 
different scenarios, which have been used in Figures 3.2 - 3.5 in Chapter 3. 
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Table A.2: Comparative statics on premiumisation option for different levels of volatility of basic asset Bi: perfect positive correlation. 
Scenario description Valuation Probability of 























4 Pl,2 = 1 (Ti = 1.79% 0.4127 0.0080 31.42% 11.08% 58.43% 30.49% 1.6206 
0-2 = 6.71% (0.1696) 
5 PI,2 = 1 1 0-1 = 2.24% 0.3782 0.0075 30.49% 10.69% 59.30% 30.01% 1.5891 
0-2 = 6.71% (0.1517) 
1 Pi,2 = 1 £Ti = 2.68% 0.3427 0.0070 29.35% 11.95% 58.37% 29.68% 1.5589 
cr2 = 6.71% (0.1323) 
7 Pi,2 = 1 cri = 3.13% 0.3063 0.0064 28.27% 10.47% 59.71% 29.82% 1.5276 
(T2 = 6.71% (0.1146) 
8 Pi,2 = 1 <71 = 3.58% 0.2712 0.0058 26.99% 9.75% 60.50% 29.75% 1.4977 
0-2 = 6.71% (0.0983) 
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Table A.3: Comparative statics on premiumisation option for different levels of volatility of basic asset Bi: zero correlation. 
Scenario description Valuation Probability of 






















9 Pi,2 = 0 <71 = 1.79% 
0 - 2 = 6.71% 
0.5575 0.0101 35.25% 12.71% 45.25% 42.04% 1.7721 
(0.2759) 
10 PI,2 = 0 1 0-1 = 2.24% 1 
( 7 2 = 6.71% 
0.5684 0.0103 35.57% 11.52% 46.42% 42.06% 1.7867 
(0.2864) 
2 Pi,2 = 0 0-1 = 2.68% 
(72 = 6.71% 
0.5831 0.0105 36.12% 10.77% 47.07% 42.16% 1.8027 
(0.2994) 
12 Pi,2 = 0 1 0-1 = 3.13% 
(T2 = 6.71% 
0.5908 0.0103 36.45% 12.21% 41.45% 1.8181 
(0.2935) 
13 Pi,2 = 0 1 (71 = 3.58% 
<T2 = 6.71% 
0.6096 0.0106 36.99% 10.93% 48.82% 40.25% 1.8412 
(0.3166) 
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Table A.4: Comparative statics on premiumisation option for different levels of volatility of basic asset Bi: perfect negative correlation. 
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14 PI,2 = - 1 cri = 1.79% 
0-2 = 6.71% 
0.7038 0.0116 37.68% 15.82% 49.84% 34.34% 1.9093 
(0.3378) 
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<T2 = 6.71% 
0.7400 0.0121 38.40% 15 86% 49.84* 34.30* 1.9493 
(0.3631) 
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0.7739 0.0124 38.92% 16.37% 49.33% 34.30% 1.9914 
(0.3880) 
17 Pi,2 = - 1 cri = 3,13% 
<r2 = 6.71% 
0.8109 0.0129 39.44% 15.87* 49.77% 34.36% 2.0376 
(0.4178) 
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Table A.5: Comparative statics on premiumisation option for different levels of volatility of premium asset perfect positive correlation. 
Scenario description Valuation Probability of 
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Table A.6: Comparative statics on premiumisation option for different levels of volatility of premium asset S2: zero correlation. 
Scenario description Valuation Probability of 























24 pi,2 = 0 cri = 2.68% 0.4880 0.0087 35.58% 9.99% 49.16% 40.95% 1.7484 
0-2 = 5.81% (0.2516) 
25 Pi,2 = 0 a i = 2.68% 0.5359 0.0097 35.87% 9.48% 48.51% 42.01% 1.7758 
0-2 = 6.26% (0.2825) 
2 Pi,2 = 0 CT] = 2.68% 0.5831 0.0105 36.12% 10.77% 47.07% 42.16% 1.8027 
0-2 = 6.71% (0.2994) 
27 Pi,2 = 0 rr i = 2.68% 0.6268 0.0112 36.26% 12.47% 45.09% 42.44% 1.8288 
<72 = 7.16% (0.3167) 
28 PI,2 = 0 (Ti = 2.68% 0.6689 0.0117 36.58* 21.68% 37.12% 41.20% 1.8503 
(t2 = 7.60% (0.3259) 
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Table A.7: Comparative statics on premiumisation option for different levels of volatility of premium asset perfect negative correlation. 
Scenario description Valuation Probability of 
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1! 29 Pi,2 = - 1 u i = 2.68% 0.6734 0.0108 38.86* 16,21% 50.39% 33.40* 1.9216 <T2 = 5.81% (0.3387) 
30 Pi,2 = - 1 a"i = 2.68% 0.7247 0.0117 3&82* 14.19% 51.75% 34.06% 1.9589 
(72 = 6.26% (0.3692) 
3 Pi,2 = - 1 <71 = 2.68% 0.7739 0.0124 38.92* 16.37% 49.33% 34.30% 1.9914 
<72 = 6.71% (0.3880) 
32 Pi,2 = - 1 <ri = 2.68% 0.8258 0.0134 38 89* 15.79% 49,55% 34.66% 2.0289 
<Z2 = 7.16% (0.4185) 
33 Pl,2 = - 1 <Ti = 2.68% 0.8769 0.0141 39.01% 17.02% 48.19% 34.79% 2.0624 
<72 = 7.60% (0.4388) 
LA 
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A.3 Computation background 
To implement our approach on portfolio rebalancing in Chapter 5 we use MATLAB 7.4.0 (Re-
lease 2007a). The firm value optimisation problem is solved by using fmincon , which is a 
built-in MATLAB function^ for Sequential Quadratic Programming. In summary, f m i n c o n 
finds the minimum of a constrained multivariate function f{x) subject to: 
c{x) < 0 
ceq{x) = 0 
A - X <b 
Aeq • X = beq 
lb < X <ub 
WL2) 
where x, b, beq, lb,and ub are vectors, A and Aeq are matrices, c{x) and ceq{x) are functions that 
return vectors and f{x) is a function that returns a scalar, / (x) , c(x), ceq{x) can be non-linear 
functions. In maximisation problems the objective function is multiplied by —1. 
For the type of problem in question we use the 'medium-scale' algorithm of fm incon , according 
to which at each major iteration an approximation is made of the Hessian and Lagrangian function 
using a quasi-Newton updating method. This is then used to generate a quadratic programming 
subproblem whose solution is used to form a search direction for a line search procedure. The 
tolerance for breach of constraints has been set to 10"^^. 
For the Monte Carlo simulations we use the MATLAB function r a n d n which returns pseudo-
random numbers^ drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. The 
period is approximately 2^ , which is sufficiently large for our purposes of simulating 10,000 
paths in each run. 
' Optimization Toolbox 
^The default algorithm in MATLAB version 7.4.0(R2007a) for generation of random numbers is the Marsaglia's 
Ziggurat. 
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